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proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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thatup
anthe
enjoyment
of reading
students
that make
population
in our
would
lead to improved
nation’slikely
classrooms.
The U.S. reading
is on a
scores,
as to
thecontinue
non-Hispanic
scores
trajectory
to become
demonstrated.
It was(Ball
striking
to note2011;
that
increasingly diverse
& Tyson,
this
was&indeed
not the case among
the
Boske
Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
Hispanic
students’
Hispanics,population.
especially, Hispanic
are the group
of
reading
scores
largely
unaffected,
individuals
thatwere
are the
fastest
growing
regardless
of U.S.
whether
the students
enjoyed
subset of the
population
(Hemphill
&
reading
or not.
Vanneman,
2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
Beyond
a pure 12%
enjoyment
of reading,
approximately
of people
age fivewe
and
were
interested
the how(Robinson,
the
over in
the U.S.to
aresee
Hispanic
prevalence
of research
access toindicates
technology
2008). Some
thataffected
there is
students’
readinggap
scores.
WeWhite
examined
the
an achievement
between
students
significance
whether(Robinson,
or not the 2008;
family
and Hispanicofstudents
owned
a computer,
as it related
to theiret. al,
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
2012; Lopez
reading
scores.(2010)
As shown
Table
3, the
2007). Kober
cites in
that
by eighth
variable
of reading
scoresare
hadonly
a strong
grade, Hispanic
students
58%

statistical
bothand only
proficient significance
in reading byamong
8th grade
populations.
Examining
Hispanic
students,
56% of Hispanic
high school
students
are
this
variable
a Beta score
of B=
proficient
in produced
reading compared
to 81%
and
4.839
and a Sig. =for
.000.
Additionally,
78% respectively
Whites.
among the non-Hispanic groups, it was
likewise
significant,
with
Sig. = .000
Achievement
gaps can
beaattributed
to and
a a
B=
7.264.
Furthermore,
the Confidence
variety
of factors.
Certainly,
the dominance
Interval
at 95% waswhite
muchfemale
higherteachers
for the in
of monolinguistic,
variable
“Computer”
than
it
educationofmay
have playownership
a role in the
ability
was
for “Thinks
readinggroups
is fun”ofatstudents
5.943 in
to connect
with diverse
the
upper
bound2011;
as opposed
to 2.428 for &
(Ball
& Tyson,
Darling-Hammond
Hispanics,
7.906
in the
upperhave
bound
Bransford, and
2005).
Some
studies
compared
4.700 forofnon-Hispanics.
suggested with
that variables
income, parental
Still,
despite
variable’sand
significance
education
andthis
occupation,
immigration
among
Hispanics,
this in
data
impliesstudents’
that
status may
play a role
Hispanic
computer
ownership still
accounts
for Pond,
a
reading development
(Grouws,
1992;
greater
in reading
scores among
the
1999). increase
Understanding
the factors
that hinder
non-Hispanic
population.
or support literacy
development is important
as research has indicated a link between
Our
thirddevelopment
control variable
to analyze was
literacy
and achievement
later
“Family
(see Table
4). This
on in lifeStructure”
(Billings, 2009;
Dickinson
&
variable
had been
recoded
to 2012).
indicate
Tabors, 2002;
Herbers
et al.,
students who lived with both father and
mother (Yes = 1), as opposed to any other
Family
involvement
is (No
one aspect
that this
family living
situation
= 0). The
study
aims analysis
to look atindicated
more closely.
Familyas
regression
this variable
may
play
an instrumental
role inupon
literacy
having
a statistical
significance
the
development
(Billings,
reading scoresamong
of the children
non-Hispanic
sample.
2009;
Ortiz,scores
2004;were
Whitehurst
et al.,
1988).
Their Beta
high, with
a B=
Moreover,
family’s
income
cannotably
afford for
3.215 and aaSig
= .000,
although
additional
for variable.
learning or be
lower thanopportunities
the “Computer”
restricted
financial
However, by
much
to the implications.
surprise of thePoverty
is
a great issue
facing
students
today.
researchers,
among
themany
Hispanic
group,
the
Berliner
(2006)
points
that poverty
is the
regression
showed
thisout
variable
as having
no
issue
that is most
plaguing student
real statistical
significance.
Much like the
achievement
andisthat
students
of urban
“Thinks reading
fun”
variable,
living at
minority
and
poor
students
are below
that of
home with
both
father
and mother
produced
their
white Hispanics,
peers. “A majority
a lowmiddle-class
Beta score among
B = .833
of
Latino
childrenthe
arevariance
andschool-age
a Sig = .074.
Moreover,
indicating
economically
than that
was very low, disadvantaged.
with R2 = .043, More
this
variable(27%)
can only
account
for 4.3%with
one-fourth
come
from families
improvement
reading
scores
among
incomes belowinthe
poverty
level,
and this
population.
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
Finally, the fourth variable examined related
to students’ standardized reading scores and
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was
the variable
(2011) ascertains
“Urban” (see
the concern
Table 5).over
Once again,
children
and we
reading
recoded
in the
thisfollowing:
variable as
students
“Reading
living
and writing
in an Urban
are passports
setting (Yes
to =
1), versus those
achievement
in many
who did
other
notcurricular
(No = 0),areas,
and
this literacy
and
variableeducation
produced plays
the most
an important
diverse
role
figures
in moving
of any variable
people out
tested,
of poverty
as it was
toward
the
greater
only oneself-sufficiency
to produce a negative
post-graduation.
association.
For bothand
Schools
the home
Hispanic
environments
and non-Hispanic
share
responsibility
groups, the Beta
forscores
literacy
were
skillnegative,
development”
with
(p.
B =8).
-.131 and B= -.358, respectively. This
likewise produced a negative variance, with
Hispanics
and R2 = - a
A
an student
R2 = -.007
doesamong
not come
to the classroom
.016.
thatbut
forisevery
unitwith
blankThis
slate,means,
however,
riddled
increase
in the
variable,
the
experiences
that“Urban”
shape the
students’
standard
reading
scores will
approachdeviation
to school,ofability
to perform,
and
decrease
- a 35.8%
decreaseindicates
for non-that
comprehension.
Research
Hispanics
and 13.1% in
decrease
for
parental involvement
a students’
Hispanics.
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Although
the significance scores for both
Ortiz, 2004).
groups were higher, Sig = .083 for nonHispanicsreading
and Sigand
= .776
for Hispanics,
Because
literacy
are important
those
scores are not
indicators
of this
to
understandings
intrue
the field
of education,
variable’s
statistical
dueoftodata
the
this
study will
focus significance,
on the analysis
fact that to
thereading
association
is negative.
What
relating
achievement
scores
of
the nonwas telling
was that
theaspects
t2 scoreoffor
Hispanic
students
and
personal
Hispanic
group
-1.735
was
closer to 2, a
background
thatatmay
affect
a students’
general
of thumb to
forconsider
indications
score. Itrule
is important
the of
significance
2007).
However, in
theour
t2
students that (Vogt,
make up
the population
score
forclassrooms.
the HispanicThe
sample
nation’s
U.S.was
is on-.284,
a
nowhere
the generally
accepted level of
trajectorynear
to continue
to become
significance.
Therefore,
despite
increasingly diverse
(Ballurbanicity,
& Tyson, 2011;
having
a negative
correlation with
students’
Boske &
Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
reading
scores
among are
the the
entire
population,
Hispanics,
especially,
group
of
had
no real statistical
upon the
individuals
that are thesignificance
fastest growing
reading
of the
Hispanic(Hemphill
students &
subset ofscores
the U.S.
population
which
is telling.
theJones,
data has
shown
Vanneman,
2011;While
Humes,
& Ramirez
the
average
2011;
Kober,reading
2010).standardized
Moreover, test score
of
Hispanics to12%
be less
than non-Hispanics,
approximately
of people
age five and
something
Berliner
(2006)
highlights,
over in the which
U.S. are
Hispanic
(Robinson,
urbinicity
doesresearch
not fullyindicates
explain that
the lower
2008). Some
there is
performance
of Hispanics
as compared
to
an achievement
gap between
White students
non-Hispanics.
In fact,(Robinson,
in regard to
and Hispanic students
2008;
standardized
reading
test2012;
scores,
urbanicity
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
Lopez
et. al,
affects
students
does
2007). Hispanic
Kober (2010)
citesless
thatthat
by iteighth
non-Hispanic
students.
grade, Hispanic
students are only 58%

Finally,
allinvariable
proficient
readinginbythis
8thmodel
grade were
and only
compiled
in a multi-categorical
regression
56% of Hispanic
high school students
are
analysis
to display
the adjusted
R2and
proficientsoinasreading
compared
to 81%
value
when controlling
for all variables (see
78% respectively
for Whites.
Table 6). It should once again be noted that
do
to the rathergaps
largecan
sample
size, even
Achievement
be attributed
to a
small
percentages
varietyvariations
of factors.in Certainly,
thedemonstrate
dominance
aofstrong
significance,
for female
instance,
that 12%
monolinguistic,
white
teachers
in
of
non-Hispanic
students
can
education
may have
play areading
role inscores
the ability
be
directly with
attributed
to groups
these four
variables
to connect
diverse
of students
in
analysis
is significant,
especially
(Ball
& Tyson,
2011; Darling-Hammond
&
considering
that n =Some
12,922.
Still,
the
Bransford, 2005).
studies
have
2
value
for theofHispanic
Adjusted
suggestedRthat
variables
income, parental
population,
despite
its size and
(n =immigration
2,440),
education and
occupation,
increased
whenstudents’
status mayvery
playlittle.
a roleIndeed,
in Hispanic
controlling
for these four
variables,
it Pond,
reading development
(Grouws,
1992;
seemed
to flatten. These
variables,
1999). Understanding
thefour
factors
that hinder
some
of which
were
thought might
have a
or support
literacy
development
is important
significant
on reading
as research impact
has indicated
a linkscores,
between
ultimately
were of no and
real achievement
significance to
the
literacy development
later
Hispanic
Adjusted
on in life students.
(Billings, Since
2009; the
Dickinson
& R2 =
0.048
when
controlling
variables at
Tabors,
2002;
Herbers etfor
al.,these
2012).
p = 0.05, we must fail to reject the null. We
accept that personal background, insofar as
Family
involvement
onevariables,
aspect that
it is defined
by these isfour
hasthis
no
study
to look atstudents’
more closely.
Family
impactaims
on Hispanic
standardized
may
playscores
an instrumental
literacy
reading
in contrast role
to allinother
development
among children (Billings,
students.
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover,
a family’s income can afford for
Implications
additional opportunities for learning or be
Based on the
restricted
by financial
data we analyzed,
implications.
therePoverty
are
interesting
is
a great issue
implications
facing many
that students
surface when
today.
examining
Berliner
(2006)
multiple
points
variables’
out that effects
povertyonis the
students
issue
thatreading
is mostscores.
plaguing
It student
is interesting to
note that of alland
achievement
variables
that students
tested,ofwhether
urban or
not the family
minority
and poor
owned
students
a computer
are below
had that
the of
greatest
their
middle-class
significance
white
(B=peers.
7.263;“A
B =majority
4.839).
This
of
school-age
would seem
Latino
to suggest
childrenthat
arethe most
important factor
economically
disadvantaged.
to increase a student’s
More than
literacy development
one-fourth
(27%) come
as from
related
families
to theirwith
reading scores
incomes
belowwould
the poverty
be access
level,
toand
technology,
another
33%particularly
are near poor”
computers.
(Kober, 2010,
There p.
could
3). be several reasons for this. Given the
amount of educational software programs
available through interactive devices like
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computers
or tablets,
ascertains
students
the concern
who have
over
access
childrentoand
them
reading
wouldinlikely
the following:
have a decided
advantage
“Reading over
and writing
studentsare
who
passports
did notto
(Norris,
achievement
2003).
in many
Additionally,
other curricular
when thinking
areas,
of
andtechnology
literacy education
itself as plays
a literacy,
an important
especially
in
role
light
in moving
of 21st century
people out
skillofdevelopment,
poverty toward
an
increased
greater self-sufficiency
awareness in apost-graduation.
technological
literacy
Schools could
and home
haveenvironments
direct benefit share
to reading
literacy.
responsibility
The significant
for literacyimpact
skill development”
of
computers
(p. 8).
upon students reading skills,
specifically among Hispanics, is consistent
with
A student
Vassiliou’s
does not
(2011)
comeresearch
to the classroom
with
a
computer
blank slate,
assisted
however,
software
but is technology
riddled withand
ESL
experiences
students’
that
literacy
shape rates
the students’
in Miami,
approach
finding that
to students’
school, ability
scorestoincreased
perform, and
comprehension.
considerably when
Research
using the
indicates
technology.
that
parental
Furthermore,
involvement
Taningco
in and
a students’
Pachon (2008)
schooling
also foundcan
thatgreatly
computer
impact
use how
both the
at home
child
succeeds
and in the(Auerbach,
classroom has
1997;
a positive
Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz,
correlation
2004).
on Latino students’ scores in
mathematics. Certainly, there is an argument
Because
to be made
reading
that students
and literacy
with are
access
important
to
to
technology
understandings
and educationally
in the field of
rich
education,
software
this
can improve
study willtheir
focus
academic
on the analysis
success.of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic
Additionally,
students
it was
and
interesting
aspects oftopersonal
note that
background
while the “Family
that may
Structure”
affect a variable
students’and
score.
the “Urban”
It is important
variable were
to consider
very significant
the
students
among the
that
non-Hispanic
make up thepopulation,
population both
in our
nation’s
variablesclassrooms.
showed no real
Thestatistical
U.S. is on a
trajectory
significance
to among
continueHispanic
to become
students. The
increasingly
reasons behind
diverse
this are
(Ball
baffling.
& Tyson,
Perhaps,
2011;
Boske
because&ofBenavente-McEnery,
the proliferation of an
2010).
expanded
Hispanics,
nuclear family
especially,
unit among
are the
many
group
Hispanic
of
individuals
families, with
thatgreater
are thereliance
fastest on
growing
subset
grandparent,
of the and
U.S.aunts
population
and uncles
(Hemphill
than other
&
Vanneman,
American cultural
2011; Humes,
groups (Hsueh-Fen,
Jones, & Ramirez
Lynn
2011;
& Kyungeh,
Kober,2012)
2010).it could
Moreover,
be that Hispanic
approximately
students who do12%
not of
live
people
with both
age five
theirand
over
mother
in the
andU.S.
father
aredoHispanic
not suffer
(Robinson,
academically
2008).
as a result,
Some
unlike
research
manyindicates
non-Hispanic
that there is
an
students.
achievement
Perhaps
gapthebetween
strong family
White students
network
and
that Hispanic
many Hispanic
students
communities
(Robinson,employ
2008; is
Rojas-LeBouef
able to overcome
&the
Slate,
absence
2012;ofLopez
both aet. al,
2007).
mother Kober
and father
(2010)
living
cites
at that
home
bytogether.
eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient
Additionally,
in reading
the implications
by 8th grade
of urbanicity
and only
56%
having
of no
Hispanic
statistical
high
significance
school students
upon are
the
proficient
reading scores
in reading
of Hispanic
compared
students
to 81%
are and
also
78%
interesting
respectively
to note.forThis
Whites.
result might imply
that a large percentage of Hispanics come
from
Achievement
urban regions,
gaps can
andbe
that
attributed
this variable
to a
variety
has veryoflittle
factors.
impact
Certainly,
upon students
the dominance
scores
of
therefore
monolinguistic,
their scores
white
willfemale
be unaffected.
teachers in
education
However, may
another
have
interpretation
play a role incould
the ability
be
to
thatconnect
overallwith
Hispanic
diverse
reading
groupsscores
of students
are
(Ball
lower&
than
Tyson,
non-Hispanics
2011; Darling-Hammond
to begin with, that
&
Bransford,
regardless of
2005).
whether
Some
students
studiesarehave
urbanized
suggested
or not makes
thatlittle
variables
difference.
of income,
Eitherparental
way,
education
this conclusion
and occupation,
is troubling,and
especially
immigration
given
status
the negative
may play
association
a role in of
Hispanic
the Urban
students’
reading
variable,development
and the fact that
(Grouws,
it still1992;
had little
Pond,
1999).
impact on
Understanding
the Hispanicthe
students’
factorsscores.
that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as
Regardless,
research has
when
indicated
weighed
a link
together,
between
literacy
especially
development
in light of the
andresearchers
achievement
own
later
on
expectations
in life (Billings,
and hypothesis
2009; Dickinson
in conducting
&
Tabors,
this study,
2002;
there
Herbers
is a serious
et al.,implication
2012).
for
the need to critically examine our own
biases and assumptions, both as researchers
Family
involvement
is one that
aspect
and educators.
To assume
onethat
set this
of
study
aimswill
to look
variables
have at
themore
sameclosely.
impact Family
on
may
playsubgroups
an instrumental
role inespecially
literacy
different
of students,
development
among
students hailing
fromchildren
different(Billings,
cultural
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst
et al.,
backgrounds,
is simply
erroneous,
as1988).
Moreover,
a family’s
income can
afford for
demonstrated
by the relatively
static
2
additional
value amongfor
Hispanic
learningstudents
or be
Adjusted Ropportunities
in our multi-categorical
restricted
by financial implications.
regression. One
Poverty
interpretation
is
a great issueoffacing
these many
findings,
students
as thetoday.
present achievement
Berliner
(2006) pointsgap
outwould
that poverty
suggest,isisthe
that the
issue
that
American
is most plaguing
educationstudent
has failed to
completely acculturate
achievement
and that students
Hispanic
of students
urban to
measurable
minority
andlevels
poor of
students
successare
and
below
greater
that of
attention
their
middle-class
is neededwhite
to support
peers.these
“A majority
students
in the
of
school-age
coming Latino
years given
children
population
are
trends.
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth
(27%) come from families with
Conclusions
incomes below the poverty level, and
United Nations
another
33% areSecretary
near poor”
General
(Kober,
Khafi
2010, p.
3).
Annan said that literacy is a bridge from
misery to hope (Annan, 1997). In light of
that truth, we have analyzed several
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independent
variables
ascertains
relating
the concern
to students’
over
standardized
children and reading
test scores
in the
in reading.
following:
While
literacy
“Reading
andand
reading
writing
areare
crucial
passports
skills,toas
they
achievement
are foundational
in many for
other
allcurricular
learning among
areas,
all
andstudents,
literacy education
we specifically
plays focused
an important
on the
variables
role in moving
affecting
people
the out
reading
of poverty
scores toward
from
the
greater
Hispanic
self-sufficiency
populationpost-graduation.
in the 2002 ELS
dataset.
Schools and
Not home
only are
environments
Hispanics the
share
fastest
growing
responsibility
ethnicfor
group
literacy
in the
skill
United
development”
States
(Hemphill
(p. 8).
and Vanneman, 2011), but there
also exists a stark achievement gap in
reading
A student
and
does
literacy
not come
scores
tobetween
the classroom a
Hispanic
blank slate,
andhowever,
non-Hispanic
but is students
riddled with
in this
country
experiences
(Poulsen,
that shape
Hastings,
the students’
and Allbritton,
2007).
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
Our
parental
research
involvement
has revealed
in a students’
that some factors
that
schooling
impactcan
students’
greatlyreading
impact how
scores
thesuch
child
as
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).

traditional
family
structures
and urbanicity,
proficient in
reading
by 8th grade
and only
do
notofhave
the same
significance
56%
Hispanic
highstatistical
school students
are
with
Hispanic
students.
While it
been
proficient
in reading
compared
tohas
81%
and
evidenced
that access
to computers and
78% respectively
for Whites.
technology has a significant impact on all
students’
reading
skills,
further
research
Achievement
gaps
can be
attributed
to ais
needed
in order
to find
additional
variables
variety of
factors.
Certainly,
the dominance
which
impact reading
scores
specifically
of monolinguistic,
white
female
teachers in
among
Hispanic
students.
education
may have
play a Kober
role in (2010)
the ability
noted
that itwith
is critical
Hispanic
students
to connect
diversethat
groups
of students
are
prepared
for2011;
college,
careers and civic&
(Ball
& Tyson,
Darling-Hammond
participation
since Some
they are
the population
Bransford, 2005).
studies
have
who
will “shape
the nation”
(p.1). parental
suggested
that variables
of income,
Therefore,
as educators,
weand
must
do all we
education and
occupation,
immigration
can
to may
equipplay
thisaessential
ethnic population
status
role in Hispanic
students’
with
essential
skills of(Grouws,
literacy. 1992; Pond,
reading
development
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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how the
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Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
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in the district.
In one
of the are
schools
with
their
middle-class
whitemeaning
peers. “A
monolingual
program,
all majority
of
school-age
arethe Parker
instruction
wasLatino
done children
in English,
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
School (all school
names are pseudonyms),
one-fourth
(27%)
come from
families
with
the percentage
of Limited
English
Proficient
incomes
below was
the poverty
and
(LEP) students
5.9%. Inlevel,
the second
another
33% program,
are near poor”
(Kober, 2010, p.
monolingual
the Washington
3).
School, the percentage of LEP students was
12.1%. In the bilingual program, the Lycee
School, where instruction was done in both
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English
(2011)
French,
ascertains
the percentage
the concern
of over
LEP
students
children and
was reading
15%. in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement
in many other curricular areas,
Program
contexts.
and literacy education plays an important
In
roletheinbilingual
moving people
program,
outall
of of
poverty
the students
toward
were
greater
instructed
self-sufficiency
in both French
post-graduation.
and English.
Students
Schools and
entering
homethe
environments
program in share
Kindergarten
responsibility receive
for literacy
90%skill
of their
development”
instruction
(p. 8).
in French and 10% of their
instruction in English. Students in
Kindergarten
A student doesare
notboth
come
native-French
to the classroom
and a
native-English
blank slate, however,
speakers.
butUpon
is riddled
entering
withfirst
grade,
experiences
students
thatreceive
shape the
70%
students’
of their
instruction
approach toinschool,
Frenchability
and 30%
to perform,
of their and
instruction
comprehension.
in English.
Research
In second
indicates
grade,
that
students
parental involvement
spend 60% ofintheir
a students’
time in French,
and
schooling
40% ofcan
their
greatly
time impact
in English.
how By
thethird
child
grade,
succeeds
students
(Auerbach,
are instructed
1997; Gaitan,
50% of
2012;
their
time
Ortiz,in2004).
English and 50% of their time in
French, and this continues through fifth
grade.
Because
English-as-a-second
reading and literacylanguage
are important
(ESL)
instruction
to understandings
was provided
in the field
for students
of education,
from
Kindergarten
this study willthrough
focus ongrade
the analysis
five using
of adata
“pull
relating
outtomodel”,
readingmeaning
achievement
ELLsscores
were of
removed
Hispanic from
students
the and
classroom
aspectsapproximately
of personal
2background
to 3 times per
thatweek
may affect
for small
a students’
group
instruction.
score. It is important
There were
tothree
consider
ESLthe
teachers
on
students
staff to
that
serve
make
theup
ELL
the students.
population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
In
trajectory
both monolingual
to continueprograms,
to becomeall
instruction
increasinglywas
diverse
in English.
(Ball & ESL
Tyson,
teachers
2011; at
all
Boske
schools
& Benavente-McEnery,
used a “pull out” model
2010).
for
working
Hispanics,
with
especially,
ELLs, meaning
are the group
the ELLs
of were
removed
individuals
from
thatthe
areclassroom
the fastestand
growing
instructed
in
subset
a small-group
of the U.S.setting
population
with the
(Hemphill
ESL &
teacher.
Vanneman,
ESL2011;
instruction
Humes,
happened
Jones, & Ramirez
approximately
2011; Kober, 2010).
2-3 times
Moreover,
per week in each
setting
approximately
for a period
12%of
ofapproximately
people age five45and
minutes.
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
Recruitment
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
The
Rojas-LeBouef
superintendent
& Slate,
of an2012;
outlying
Lopez
district
et. al,
of
a2007).
major Kober
city was
(2010)
contacted
cites that
via mail
by eighth
in
November
grade, Hispanic
of 2005
students
describing
are only
the 58%
study and

what
proficient
would
inbe
reading
required
by 8th
of the
grade
teachers
and only
should
56% ofthey
Hispanic
agreehigh
to participate.
school students
In January
are
2006,
proficient
principals
in reading
and administrators
compared to 81%
in the
and
district
78% respectively
were contacted
for Whites.
via mail with
information about the study. Specifically,
the
Achievement
principals and
gapsadministrators
can be attributed
weretoasked
a
to
variety
recommend
of factors.
teachers
Certainly,
who were
the dominance
successful
at
of teaching
monolinguistic,
ELLs. The
white
criteria
female
given
teachers
to thein
principals
education may
and administrators
have play a role
forinnomination
the ability
were:
to connect
1) that
with
thediverse
teachersgroups
had toofhave
students
been
teaching
(Ball & Tyson,
for a minimum
2011; Darling-Hammond
of five years, based
&
upon
Bransford,
the findings
2005). ofSome
research
studies
on have
experts and
novices
suggested
(Berliner,
that variables
1994) of
and
income,
on exemplary
parental
teachers
education(Allington
and occupation,
& Johnston,
and immigration
2000; Block
&
status
Mangieri,
may play
2003),
a role
which
in Hispanic
indicatesstudents’
the
important
reading development
role of experience
(Grouws,
in developing
1992; Pond,
expertise,
1999). Understanding
and 2) that the
thenominees’
factors that
ELLs
hinder
had
or support
to haveliteracy
shown development
significant progress
is important
in
their
as research
language
hasdevelopment
indicated a link
in past
between
years on
measures
literacy development
used by the and
school
achievement
to determine
later
academic
on in life (Billings,
progress. 2009;
These Dickinson
measures included
&
standardized
Tabors, 2002;testing
Herbers
scores
et al.,on2012).
statemandated assessments and holistic writing
scores based on the school and district
Family involvement
is at
one
that this
writing
prompts given
theaspect
beginning
and
studyofaims
to look
at ELL
morestudents.
closely. Family
end
the year
to all
may play an
instrumental
rolenot
in literacy
However,
more
criteria were
provided
development
among
children
(Billings,
since
the major
goal of
the study
was to
2009; Ortiz,
2004;using
Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
develop
a theory
a constructivist
Moreover,theory
a family’s
income can afford for
grounded
design
additional
opportunities
for learning
or felt
be
The
principals
and administrators
who
restricted
by financial
they
had teachers
who implications.
could qualify Poverty
for the
is a great
issue
facing
students today.to
study
were
asked
to fillmany
out questionnaires
Berlinertheir
(2006)
pointsfor
outnominees
that poverty
is the
explain
choices
in detail
issue that
is most plaguing
student
using
a “Qualities
of Exemplary
Teaching
achievement
andForm”
that students
of urbanA),
Data
Collection
(see Appendix
minority
poor students
below&
that of
based
on and
the research
done are
by Block
their middle-class
white
peers. extensive
“A majority
Mangieri
(2003) who
collected
of school-age
Latino
children
data
on exemplary
teachers
of are
literacy.
economically
disadvantaged.
Morecan
than
Though
the process
of nomination
be
one-fourth (27%)
come from
families with
problematic
in selection
of participants,
incomes has
below
the poverty
level,can
andbe
research
shown
that validity
another 33%byare
near poor”
(Kober, 2010,
maintained
carefully
constructing
the p.
3).
instruments
used to collect the nominations
(Allington & Johnson, 2000; Block &
Mangieri, 2003; Ladson-Billings, 1994).
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Three
teachers
(2011) were
ascertains
nominated
the concern
from over
monolingual
children and reading
classrooms:
in theone
following:
from Parker
School,
“Reading
andand
twowriting
from Washington
are passportsSchool.
to
Since
achievement
the twoinnominated
many other
from
curricular
Washington
areas,
School
and literacy
wereeducation
both first-grade
plays an
teachers,
important
I
decided
role
in moving
to choose
people
the teacher
out of poverty
whose ELLs
toward
had shown
greater
self-sufficiency
greater progress
post-graduation.
on the school’s
assessments.
Schools and home
Two teachers
environments
were nominated
share
by
responsibility
the principal
forfrom
literacy
the bilingual
skill development”
program,
and
(p. 8).
both were chosen in order have two
cases who taught in bilingual classrooms
and
A student
two cases
doesfrom
not come
monolingual
to the classroom
classrooms.
a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
Participants
approach to school, ability to perform, and
The
comprehension.
two teachersResearch
from the indicates
bilingual that
program
were
parental
Rose
involvement
and Kate (all
in anames
students’
are
pseudonyms).
schooling can greatly
Rose was
impact
a third-grade
how the child
teacher
succeedswho
(Auerbach,
had been1997;
teaching
Gaitan,
for over
2012;25
years.
Ortiz, 2004).
She was native-English-speaking, and
though not fluent in French, she had a
working
Because knowledge
reading andof
literacy
the language
are important
through
her
to understandings
25 years of teaching
in the field
in theofbilingual
education,
program.
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Kate
Hispanic
was students
a fifth-grade
and aspects
teacher of
who
personal
had been
teaching
background
for that
a total
may
of affect
16 years.
a students’
It was her
third
score.year
It isteaching
important
fifth
to grade
consider
in the
the
bilingual
students that
program.
make She
up the
hadpopulation
previouslyinbeen
our
anation’s
middle-school
classrooms.
ESL The
teacher
U.S.and
is on
a high
a
school
trajectory
history
to continue
teacher.toShe
become
was fluent in
French.
increasingly
During
diverse
the year
(Ballof&the
Tyson,
study,2011;
there
were
Boskefour
& Benavente-McEnery,
ELL students in Rose’s
2010).
classroom
and
Hispanics,
six ELLespecially,
students in
areKate’s
the group
classroom.
of
All
individuals
of the ELL
thatstudents
are the fastest
were Frenchgrowing
speakers.
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
The
2011;two
Kober,
teachers
2010).
fromMoreover,
the monolingual
programs
approximately
were 12%
Jane of
andpeople
Liz. Jane
age five
was and
a first
grade
over inteacher
the U.S.
at are
the Hispanic
Washington
(Robinson,
School who
had
2008).
beenSome
teaching
research
for six
indicates
years. She
that had
therea is
working
an achievement
knowledge
gap between
of Spanish,
White
but students
she said
that
and Hispanic
she did not
students
consider
(Robinson,
herself fluent
2008;in the
Rojas-LeBouef
Slate,
Lopez et.inal,
language.
There&were
six2012;
ELL students
her
2007).
classroom
Kober during
(2010) the
citesyear
thatofbythis
eighth
study.
Four
grade,were
Hispanic
Spanish-speaking,
students are only
one 58%
was

Swedish-speaking
proficient in reading
and
byone
8thwas
grade
Chinseand only
speaking.
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78%second
respectively
forLiz
Whites.
The
teacher,
had been teaching
for 12 years. She had been both a secondAchievement
can be
to a
and
third-gradegaps
teacher,
andattributed
during the
varietyshe
of factors.
Certainly,
thegrade.
dominance
study,
was teaching
second
She
of monolinguistic,
whitefluent
female
in
did
not consider herself
inteachers
any
educationother
may have
play a role
in theshe
ability
language
than English,
though
said
to connect
with
diverse groups
students
she
had some
understanding
of of
Spanish
(Ball &studied
Tyson, the
2011;
Darling-Hammond
&
having
language
in high school.
Bransford,
Some
studies
There
were2005).
five ELL
students
in have
her
suggested that
variables
ofof
income,
parental
classroom
during
the year
the study.
education
occupation, andand
immigration
Three
wereand
Spanish-speaking
two were
Japanese-speaking.
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999).Collection
Understanding the factors that hinder
Data
or support literacy development is important
Data
as research
were collected
has indicated
over a link
period
between
of a full
school
literacyyear
development
(see Tableand
1). achievement
A variety of data
later
were
on in collected
life (Billings,
including
2009;principal
Dickinson &
questionnaires,
Tabors,
2002; Herbers
interviews
et al.,
with
2012).
the teachers,
observations, stimulated recall sessions, and
one end-of-the-year focus group with all
Family
involvement
is one aspect
thisI
four teachers.
I did “cluster
visits”that
where
study
aimsthree
to look
at more
closely.
Family
observed
lessons
in one
week in
each
may
play classroom.
an instrumental
literacy
teachers’
This role
way,inI was
able to
development
among
children
(Billings,
see lessons from
particular
units
in various
2009;
Whitehurst
et al.,in1988).
subjectOrtiz,
areas,2004;
allowing
for breadth
terms
Moreover,
a family’s
income
afford for
of content areas,
and depth
of can
instruction
of
additional
opportunities
for learning
or be
key ideas and
themes across
these content
restricted
bylesson
financial
implications.
Poverty
areas. Each
observed
was between
60
is
a great
issue facing many students today.
and
90 minutes.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue
that iscollected
most plaguing
student
Data were
in seven
stages: Stage
achievement
and that prior
students
of beginning
urban
1) teacher interviews
to the
minority
and poor
students
below that of
of the school
year to
exploreare
teachers’
their
middle-class
white peers.for“A
majority
backgrounds
and preparation
teaching,
of
school-age
Latino children
which
were tape-recorded
andare
then
economically
More than B).
transcribed bydisadvantaged.
the researcher (Appendix
one-fourth
(27%)
come from
families
The interview
questions
included
oneswith
about
incomes
below
the poverty
level,
and with
the teachers’
attitudes
towards
working
another
33%challenges
are near poor”
ELLs, what
they (Kober,
felt they2010,
faced p.
3).
in teaching ELLs, and whether or not they
felt it was better for ELLs to be educated in
bilingual or monolingual programs and why.
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Questions
also focused
ascertains
onthe
whether
concern
or not
over
they
children
knew
and
how
reading
to speak
in the
another
following:
language,
and
“Reading
if they and
did,writing
how they
arehad
passports
learnedtoto do
so.
achievement
In addition,
in all
many
teachers
other were
curricular
askedareas,
about
where
and literacy
they had
education
grown plays
up andanwhy
important
they had
decided
role in moving
to go into
people
teaching.
out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Stage
Schools
2) and
one home
clusterenvironments
visit in each teacher’s
share
classroom
responsibility
during
for literacy
their instruction,
skill development”
observing
three
(p. 8).lessons for each teacher, for a total of
twelve lessons. Teachers were audiorecorded
A studentusing
does anot
digital
comerecorder
to the classroom
with a a
wireless
blank slate,
microphone
however, the
butteachers
is riddledclipped
with on
their
experiences
shirts while
that shape
I tookthe
field
students’
notes to crossreference
approach to
these
school,
withability
the audio-recordings.
to perform, and
For
comprehension.
the field notes,
Research
I used aindicates
two-column
that
observation
parental involvement
protocol (Appendix
in a students’
C). Stage 3)
stimulated,
schooling can
audio-recorded
greatly impact
recall
howsessions
the child
with
succeeds
each(Auerbach,
teacher of the
1997;
observed
Gaitan,lessons,
2012;
during
Ortiz, 2004).
which I took field notes (Appendix
D). During the recall sessions, I played the
audiotape
Because reading
and stopped
and literacy
it at various
are important
intervals
to ask
understandings
questions such
in the
as, field
whatof
were
education,
you
thinking
this studyhere
willwhen
focusyou
on the
saidanalysis
that?, orofWhy
data
did
relating
you have
to reading
your students
achievement
workscores
in thatof
way?
Hispanic
In addition,
students Iand
would
aspects
ask the
of personal
same set
of
background
questions that
eachmay
timeaffect
abouta their
students’
objectives
for
score.
the It
lessons,
is important
including
to consider
the planning
the they
did,
students
whether
that or
make
not up
they
thefelt
population
the ELLsinhad
our
understood
nation’s classrooms.
the objectives
The of
U.S.
theislesson
on a and
why,
trajectory
the assessments
to continue they
to become
used and why,
and
increasingly
any otherdiverse
thoughts
(Ball
they
& had
Tyson,
about
2011;
how
the
Boske
lesson
& Benavente-McEnery,
went.
2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
Stage
individuals
4) second
that are
teacher
the fastest
interviews
growing
to review
initial
subset coding
of the U.S.
and reflect
population
on the
(Hemphill
initial &
findings,
Vanneman,
which
2011;
were
Humes,
also audio-recorded
Jones, & Ramirez
and
2011;
during
Kober,
which
2010).
I took
Moreover,
field notes. During
this
approximately
stage, I had12%
created
of people
a visual
ageforfive
theand
participants
over in the U.S.
called
are“emerging
Hispanic (Robinson,
theory of
exemplary
2008). Some
teaching
research
of ELLs”,
indicateswhich
that there is
included
an achievement
the main
gap
categories
between of
White
“teacher
students
attitude”,
and Hispanic
“background
students (Robinson,
experience”2008;
and
“classroom
Rojas-LeBouef
practices”
& Slate,
with
2012;
details
Lopez
beneath
et. al,
each
2007).
category.
Kober (2010)
I askedcites
the teachers
that by eighth
to
comment
grade, Hispanic
on what
students
I had found.
are only
My58%
major

questions
proficient had
in reading
to do with
by 8th
what
grade
theyand
thought
only
of
56%
each
of category
Hispanic and
highthe
school
details
students
supporting
are
that
proficient
category.
in reading compared to 81% and
Stage
78% respectively
5) second round
for Whites.
of cluster visits,
stimulated recall sessions, and discussion of
coding
Achievement
and emerging
gaps can
theory,
be attributed
Stage 6)tofinal
a
round
varietyofofcluster
factors.visits,
Certainly,
recall sessions
the dominance
and
discussion
of monolinguistic,
of coding
white
and female
emerging
teachers
theory,in
and
education
Stage may
7) focus
havegroup
play atorole
member
in thecheck
ability
emerging
to connecttheory
with diverse
and reflect
groups
upon
of what
students
it
means
(Ball &toTyson,
be an exemplary
2011; Darling-Hammond
teacher of ELLs&.
During
Bransford,
the 2005).
focus group,
Somethe
studies
session
have
was
audio-recorded
suggested that variables
and video-recorded,
of income, parental
and I
asked
education
the teachers
and occupation,
four main
andquestions.
immigration
These
status may
were:play
1) Ifa you
role had
in Hispanic
to prepare
students’
a
teacher
reading to
development
work with ELLs,
(Grouws,
what1992;
would
Pond,
be
the
1999).
key Understanding
things you would
thesay
factors
you that
needhinder
to
know
or support
and why?,
literacy
2)development
You teach inisdifferent
important
kinds
as research
of programs,
has indicated
wouldayou
linktalk
between
about the
impact
literacyof
development
these programs
and achievement
on your own later
teaching
on in lifeof
(Billings,
ELLs and
2009;
on the
Dickinson
students&
themselves?,
Tabors, 2002;3)Herbers
What do
et you
al., 2012).
think about
teachers’ knowledge of students’ first
language in relation to teaching English to
Family
one aspect
that why?,
this
them, doinvolvement
you think itishelps
or not and
study
look at
closely.
Family
and 4)aims
Whattoabout
themore
support
services
in
may
an instrumental
role inWhich
literacyare
placeplay
at your
schools for ELLs?
development
among
children
helpful for you
and for
them? (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover,
a family’s income can afford for
Data Analysis
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted
by financial
Poverty
Data analysis
was doneimplications.
in eleven stages
(see
is
a great
many students
today.
Table
2). issue
Usingfacing
constructivist
grounded
Berliner
points out
that
theory, I (2006)
was analyzing
data
allpoverty
the wayis the
issue
is most plaguing
student
along that
the process
of collecting
data. I had
achievement
and that
students
of urban
long conversations
with
the teachers
about
minority
students
the data Iand
hadpoor
collected
andare
mybelow that of
their
middle-class
white
peers.
“Awhat
majority
interpretations
of the
data.
I noted
the
of
school-age
Latinotochildren
are and/or
teachers
felt needed
be adjusted
economically
Morewith
than
expanded upondisadvantaged.
after each meeting
one-fourth
(27%)
come
from was
families
them, and what
they
thought
very with
incomes
the poverty
level,would
and
consistentbelow
in terms
of how they
another
are near
poor”they
(Kober,
interpret33%
the data
and who
were2010,
as p.
3).
teachers. In this way, as Charmaz (2000)
indicated, the teachers and I constructed a
knowledge base together of what it takes to
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be
an exemplary
(2011) ascertains
teacher ofthe
ELLs
concern
and how
over
program
children and
context
reading
affected
in thetheir
following:
teaching. In
addition,
“ReadingI and
created
writing
frequency
are passports
tables, as
to
indicated
achievement
in Table
in many
2, for
other
each
curricular
teacher to
areas,
show
and literacy
which education
practices occurred
plays an most
important
often
among
role in moving
teachers,people
whichout
occurred
of poverty
moretoward
frequently
greater self-sufficiency
in one context,
post-graduation.
and which
occurred
Schools and
lesshome
frequently
environments
and thenshare
discussed
these
responsibility
tables with
for each
literacy
teacher
skill during
development”
recall
sessions
(p. 8). and in the final focus group
(Appendix E).
A student does not come to the classroom a
Results
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
The
experiences
teachersthat
in the
shape
study
theand
students’
I identified
commonalities
approach to school,
across
ability
teachers,
to perform,
suggesting
and a
knowledge
comprehension.
base of
Research
what it takes
indicates
to bethat
an
exemplary
parental involvement
teacher of ELLs.
in a students’
These
commonalities
schooling can greatly
included
impact
four overlapping
how the child
areas:
succeeds
1) teachers’
(Auerbach,
knowledge
1997; Gaitan,
of ELLs,
2012;
2)
linguistic
Ortiz, 2004).
content knowledge, 3) specific
background experiences, and 4) key
dispositions.
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will
focus on of
theELL
analysis
of data
Teachers’
Knowledge
Students
relating to reading achievement scores of
The
Hispanic
teachers
students
in thisand
study
aspects
stressed
of personal
the
importance
backgroundof
that
“knowing”
may affectthea students’
ELL students
in
score.
theirItclass.
is important
The areas
to of
consider
knowledge
the they
identified
students that
as crucial
make up
were:
the population
1) information
in our
about
nation’s
their
classrooms.
ELLs’ previous
The U.S.
schooling,
is on a 2)
what
trajectory
language(s)
to continue
theyto
spoke
become
at home, 3) the
best
increasingly
way to communicate
diverse (Ball with
& Tyson,
their 2011;
students’
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
families, and 4) specific
2010).
cultural
details
Hispanics,
suchespecially,
as family expectations.
are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
For
subset
example,
of the U.S.
related
population
to the importance
(Hemphillof&
learning
Vanneman,
about
2011;
students’
Humes,
prior
Jones,
schooling,
& Ramirez
Liz
realized
2011; Kober,
that that
2010).
she needed
Moreover,
to provide
additional
approximately
information
12% of people
about colonial
age fivetimes
and
for
overone
in the
of her
U.S.
ELL
arestudents
Hispanicfrom
(Robinson,
Japan.
Most
2008).ofSome
her other
research
students
indicates
had grown
that there
up inis
the
an achievement
area learninggap
about
between
the American
White students
Revolution,
and Hispanicwhereas
studentsthis
(Robinson,
ELL student
2008;
had
no
Rojas-LeBouef
such background
& Slate,
knowledge.
2012; Lopez
In et. al,
understanding
2007). Kober (2010)
this about
citesher
that
student,
by eighth
Liz
was
grade,
able
Hispanic
to effectively
students
provide
are only
enough
58%

background
proficient in information
reading by 8th
for grade
the ELL
andstudent
only
for
56%him
of Hispanic
to be ablehigh
to successfully
school students
participate
are
in
proficient
the unit in
and
reading
lessons.
compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Jane stated the importance of knowing ELL
students’
Achievement
backgrounds
gaps caninbeterms
attributed
of to a
understanding
variety of factors.
family
Certainly,
expectations.
the dominance
She
pointed
of monolinguistic,
out that shewhite
had to
female
learn teachers
to
in
communicate
education maysolely
have play
with a role
Chinesein the ability
speaking
to connectELL
withstudent’s
diverse groups
father when
of students
there
was
(Ballany
& Tyson,
behavioral
2011;
issue
Darling-Hammond
since this was the
&
expectation
Bransford, 2005).
within Some
that particular
studies have
student’s
culture.
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play
a roleKnowledge
in Hispanic students’
Linguistic
Content
The
reading
second
development
area of commonality
(Grouws, 1992;
among
Pond,
the
teachers
1999). Understanding
was their linguistic
the factors
content
that hinder
knowledge
or support literacy
(LCK). development
In all cases, the
is important
teachers
in
as this
research
studyhas
knew
indicated
the challenges
a link between
their ELLs
would
literacyface
development
in terms ofand
content,
achievement
and thelater
language
on in life within
(Billings,
that2009;
content.
Dickinson
LCK is&
based
on
Tabors,
Shulman’s
2002; (1987)
Herbersdefinition
et al., 2012).
of
“pedagogical content knowledge” which he
defined as “representing the blending of
Family
one an
aspect
that this
content involvement
and pedagogyisinto
understanding
study
to looktopics,
at more
closely. orFamily
of howaims
particular
problems
issues
may
play an instrumental
literacyto
are organized,
representedrole
andin
adapted
development
among and
children
(Billings,
the diverse interests
abilities
of learners,
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst (pp.
et al.,
1988).
and presented
for instruction”
15-16).
Moreover,
a family’s
income can
afford for
Linguistic content
knowledge
is distinct
additional
opportunities
learning orinbe
from pedagogical
contentforknowledge
that
restricted
bytofinancial
implications.
Poverty
LCK refers
the language
needed for
ELLs
is
great content,
issue facing
many students
today.
to aaccess
or “academic
language”.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue
that is most
plaguing
student
The teachers
in this
study focused
achievement
and
that students
of urbanthat is,
specifically on
“academic
language”;
minority
and
students arelanguage
below that
not just on
thepoor
conversational
thatof
their
middle-class
whitequickly,
peers. but
“A majority
is commonly
acquired
rather,
of
Latino children
are
theschool-age
academic language
that is required
for
economically
More than
students to be disadvantaged.
successful in school.
one-fourth
(27%) referred
come from
families
Cummins (1981)
to this
as thewith
incomes
the poverty
differencebelow
between
“BICS”,level,
basicand
another
33% are
near poor” (Kober,
2010,
p.
interpersonal
communication
skills, or
social
3).
language, and “CALP”, cognitive academic
language proficiency”, or academic
language. Academic language is context-
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reduced
in nature,
ascertains
and it isthe
a variable
concernthat
over
often
children
hinders
and reading
the academic
in the following:
achievement of
ELLs
“Reading
(Fillmore
and writing
& Snow,
are2000;
passports to
Schleppegrell,
achievement in2004).
many other
The teachers’
curricularLCK
areas,
was
and literacy
revealededucation
through analyzing
plays an important
data related
to
role
their
in moving
planningpeople
and preparation
out of poverty
as well
toward
as
their
greater
in-class
self-sufficiency
practices. post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibilityand
for literacy
skill development”
Preparation
planning.
(p. 8).
The teachers’ LCK was demonstrated in
their
A student
planning
doesand
not preparation
come to theinclassroom
the
a
following
blank slate,ways:
however,
1) adjusting
but is riddled
expectations,
with
2)
experiences
expandingthat
ELL
shape
students’
the students’
repertoires for
writing,
approachand
to school,
3) creating
ability
language
to perform,
objectives.
and
comprehension. Research indicates that
Adjusting
parental involvement
expectations.
in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
It
succeeds
is important
(Auerbach,
in defining
1997;this
Gaitan,
category
2012;
to
emphasize
Ortiz, 2004).
that these exemplary teachers did
not water down curriculum to support their
ELLs.
Because
Rather,
reading
they
andanticipated
literacy are
what
important
might
be
to understandings
particularly difficult
in thefor
field
ELLs
of education,
in terms of
language
this studyand
willplanned
focus ontheir
the analysis
instruction
of data
accordingly.
relating to reading
The teachers’
achievement
adjustments
scores of
reflected
Hispanic their
students
knowledge
and aspects
of what
of personal
beginning
ELLs
background
wouldthat
needmay
andaffect
what athose
students’
with more
exposure
score. It is
and
important
practice to
in consider
English would
the be
able
students
to do.
that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
Kate
trajectory
discussed
to continue
adjusting
to become
expectations for
her
increasingly
ELLs fordiverse
a family(Ball
history
& Tyson,
project2011;
while
at
Boske
the same
& Benavente-McEnery,
time not watering down
2010).
the
curriculum.
Hispanics, especially,
The students
are in
theher
group
classofall
needed
individuals
to interview
that are the
a family
fastestmember.
growing
However,
subset of the
sheU.S.
knew
population
from experience
(Hemphill
that&
question
Vanneman,
formation
2011; Humes,
was particularly
Jones, & Ramirez
difficult
for
2011;
herKober,
ELL students.
2010). Moreover,
Therefore, she
scaffolded
approximately
the assignment
12% of people
for them
age five
by and
providing
over in thethe
U.S.
correct
are Hispanic
framing(Robinson,
for questions
they
2008).
would
Some
need
research
to ask.indicates
Her ELLthat
students
there is
were
an achievement
doing the same
gap between
assignment
White
as the
students
other
fifth
and Hispanic
grade students,
students
but(Robinson,
with more2008;
specific
language
Rojas-LeBouef
support&planned
Slate, 2012;
for and
Lopez
provided
et. al,
by
2007).
Kate.Kober
She said:
(2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Formation
proficient in
ofreading
questions
by is
8tha big
grade
issue
andfor
only
ELL
56% students.
of Hispanic
It’shigh
something
school they
students
always
are
have
proficient
trouble
in reading
with, socompared
I provide the
to 81%
frames
and
they
78% need.
respectively
ELL kids
fordon’t
Whites.
necessarily ask
that many questions when they’re learning
language
Achievement
because
gapsthey
cantend
be attributed
to be more
to a
absorbing
variety of factors.
of the language
Certainly,
andthe
asked
dominance
to
respond
of monolinguistic,
to questions
white
rather
female
than formulating
teachers in
them..But
education may
with have
everyplay
lesson,
a role
theinobjective
the ability
for
to connect
the classwith
as adiverse
whole is
groups
still the
of students
objective
for
(Ball
the&ELL
Tyson,
students...because
2011; Darling-Hammond
I’m trying &
to
keep
Bransford,
them progressing
2005). Some
thestudies
way other
havefifth
graders
suggested
arethat
progressing
variables(second
of income,
recall
parental
session).
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development
(Grouws,
1992; Pond,
Expanding
ELL students’
repertories
for
writing.
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
LCK
as research
in the has
teacher’s
indicated
preparation
a link between
and
planning
literacy development
was also revealed
and achievement
in their focus
later
on
expanding
on in life (Billings,
their ELLs’
2009;
repertoires
Dickinson
for&
effective
Tabors, 2002;
writing.
Herbers
Through
et al.,
careful
2012).planning,
teachers expanded these repertories in
several ways: 1) developing their ELLs’
Family
involvement
is one writing;
aspect that
word choice
in descriptive
2) this
study
aims
lookincorporate
at more closely.
Family
helping
the to
ELLs
key content
may
play aninto
instrumental
roleand
in literacy
area words
their writing;
3) aiding
development
amongthe
children
ELLs to understand
benefit(Billings,
of planning
2009;
2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
beforeOrtiz,
writing.
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional
opportunities
learning
or be
For example,
in a writingfor
lesson
I observed
restricted
financial
implications.
Jane doingbywith
her first
graders, shePoverty
wanted
is
a great
issue
facing
many students
ELLs
to use
more
sophisticated
wordstoday.
to
Berliner
out that poverty
describe (2006)
objects.points
She explained
in this is the
issue
that
is most
excerpt
how
whatplaguing
she calledstudent
“backwards
achievement
and thatbuild
students
of urban
description” helped
her ELLs’
minority
andvocabulary.
poor students
below that of
descriptive
Sheare
explained
their
middle-class
whiteaspeers.
majority
backwards
description
her or “A
a student
of
school-age
Latino and
children
arethe other
describing
an object
having
economically
than
students in thedisadvantaged.
class, especiallyMore
the ELL
one-fourth
(27%)
come
from
families
students, guess
what
it was
first,
then with
incomes
below
the poverty
level,toand
brainstorm
additional
adjectives
describe
another
33%
arethen
nearhaving
poor”the
(Kober,
2010, p.
the object,
and
students
3).
write the description afterwards. She said:
I have found backwards description to be a
way to help ELLs expand upon their
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[academic
language].
ascertains
As athe
newer
concern
ELL,over
you
have
children
a limited
and reading
vocabulary
in theinfollowing:
English, so it
can
“Reading
be really
anddifficult
writingtoare
describe
passports
something.
to
[Backwards
achievementdescription]
in many other
is very
curricular
good for
areas,
ELLs
and literacy
because
education
they getplays
to hear
anaimportant
lot of
different
role in moving
vocabulary
peoplebefore
out ofthey
poverty
havetoward
to
start
greater
writing
self-sufficiency
their own descriptions.
post-graduation.
It gives
them
Schools
more
andofhome
a foundation
environments
to work
share
from
(second
responsibility
interview).
for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
Specific language objectives.
A student does not come to the classroom a
The
blankteachers
slate, however,
in this study
but iswrote
riddled
bothwith
content
and
experiences
languagethat
objectives.
shape theThese
students’
language
objectives
approach towere
school,
moreability
specific
to perform,
languageand
goals
comprehension.
for each lesson
Research
or unit.
indicates
To create
that
language
parental involvement
objectives for
in aa particular
students’ lesson or
unit,
schooling
teachers
can would
greatlymake
impact
explicit
how the
thechild
language
succeeds (Auerbach,
demands of1997;
the content
Gaitan,
they
2012;
needed
Ortiz, 2004).
to teach, and they worked to be sure
to focus upon this particular language in
their
Because
planning
reading
so and
that literacy
the ELLs
arecould
important
participate
to understandings
successfully
in thein
field
the of
lessons.
education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
For
relating
example,
to reading
whenachievement
Jane was planning
scores aofunit
on
Hispanic
estimation
students
withand
her aspects
first graders,
of personal
she
decided
background
to focus
that may
on connecting
affect a students’
similar
language
score. It is
from
important
other content
to consider
to aidthe
the ELLs
in
students
understanding
that make
theupword
the population
“estimating”
in our
in
math.
nation’s
Toclassrooms.
do so, she related
The U.S.
the is
words
on a
“prediction”
trajectory to continue
from language
to become
arts and
“hypothesis”
increasingly diverse
from science
(Ball &
toTyson,
help clarify
2011;the
idea
Boske
of&
estimation
Benavente-McEnery,
in math. Though
2010).
this
benefitted
Hispanics, all
especially,
students,are
Jane
thehad
group
usedofthese
words
individuals
as specific
that are
language
the fastest
objectives
growingfor her
ELLs.
subset She
of the
said,
U.S. population (Hemphill &
Relating
Vanneman,
estimating
2011; Humes,
to whatJones,
they already
& Ramirez
knew
2011; would
Kober,not
2010).
only Moreover,
help all students, but
especially
approximately
the ELLs.
12% ofI feel
people
likeage
I have
fivetoand
constantly
over in the reinforce
U.S. are Hispanic
the language
(Robinson,
for the
ELLs.
2008). They
Somecan
research
have aindicates
hard timethat
with
there
some
is
of
an these
achievement
terms, like
gapestimation,
between White
so I try
students
to use
words
and Hispanic
they know,
students
like (Robinson,
“predicting”2008;
to help
them
Rojas-LeBouef
understand&this
Slate,
new2012;
language.
Lopez(third
et. al,
recall
2007).session).
Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic
students are only 58%
In-class
practices.

Teachers’
proficient in
LCK
reading
was also
by 8th
revealed
grade and
through
only
their
56% in-class
of Hispanic
practices.
high school
Two specific
students are
practices
proficientwere:
in reading
1) explicitness,
compared and
to 81%
2) use
andof
ELL
78% students’
respectively
firstfor
language
Whites.(L1).
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
Explicitness.
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
All
of monolinguistic,
four teachers were
white
explicit
femalewith
teachers
their in
ELLs
education
about
may
language
have play
errors
a role
in their
in thewriting
ability
and
to connect
how towith
correct
diverse
them.groups
Kate demonstrated
of students
explicitness
(Ball & Tyson,
in her
2011;
teaching.
Darling-Hammond
The example &
below
Bransford,
comes
2005).
from Some
a recallstudies
session
have
where
Kate
suggested
talks that
about
variables
the wayofinincome,
which she
parental
worked
education
with
andanoccupation,
ELL student
andtoimmigration
correct
errors
status may
in verb
play
tense.
a role
Kate
in Hispanic
emphasized
students’
the
need
reading
to repeat
development
rules in(Grouws,
an explicit
1992;
wayPond,
in
order
1999).forUnderstanding
the ELLs to eventually
the factorsbethat
able
hinder
to
correct
or support
the literacy
errors indevelopment
their work onis their
important
own:
[Helene]
as research
made
has aindicated
questionawith
link “did”
between
and
then
literacy
used
development
the past tense.
andThat’s
achievement
an extremely
later
common
on in life mistake
(Billings,with
2009;
[ELLs].
Dickinson
I’ve &
explained
Tabors, 2002;
the rule
Herbers
to heret atal.,this
2012).
point
multiple times, and she’s still doing it, but I
just keep correcting her and waiting for it to
Familyin.involvement
one
aspectjournal,
that thisif I
settle
And then inisher
writing
study
look at more
closely.
Family
see
theaims
sametomistake,
I’ll circle
it and
then
maythe
play
an instrumental
in literacy
on
bottom
of the page role
I’ll write
it out
development
among
(Billings,
correctly
so that
whenchildren
she is writing
again,
2009;
Whitehurst
et al.,how
1988).
she
canOrtiz,
look 2004;
back to
remind herself
to
Moreover,
a family’s
income can afford for
fix
it (second
recall session).
additional opportunities for learning or be
restrictedexample
by financial
implications.
Poverty
Another
of explicitness
comes
from
is a great
facingexcerpt
many students
today.
Jane.
Theissue
following
is from my
Berliner
(2006)
out that
poverty
is the
notes
during
an points
observation
where
students
issue working
that is most
plaguing
studentwriting.
were
on their
descriptive
achievement
and thatwith
students
of urban
Here
she is working
[Rodrigo],
one of
minority
students
are below
that of
her
ELLsand
whopoor
is writing
about
his dinosaur.
theirworks
middle-class
white peers.
“A majority
She
with [Rodrigo]
on formulating
of school-age
children
are forms
sentences
and Latino
correctly
using plural
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
by
using explicit
questioning techniques
one-fourth
with
him: (27%) come from families with
incomes
poverty level,
and
She
goesbelow
over tothe
[Rodrigo]
to work
with
another
arehim
near
poor” (Kober,
2010, p.
him.
She33%
helps
formulate
his sentences
3).
correctly
by asking him questions about
what he is writing. She helps by writing the
sentences directly on the paper. She helps
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him
with(2011)
the plural
ascertains
of colors
theby
concern
askingover
him
if
children
there are
and1 reading
or 2 colors,
in the
and
following:
that we put “s”
when
“Reading
it hasand
more
writing
than one
are passports
(field notes,
to
second
achievement
clusterinvisit).
many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role
in moving
out of poverty toward
se of
students’people
L
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools
andstudents’
home environments
share the
Using
ELL
L1 demonstrated
responsibility
literacy only
skill development”
teachers’
LCK;forhowever,
teachers in
(p. 8).
the
bilingual context used ELLs’ L1.
Teachers in the bilingual context used the
A student
doeslanguage
not come
the classroom
ELLs’
native
fortosupport
in the a
blank slate,ways:
however,
but istranslations
riddled with
following
1) giving
of
experiences
that shape
the students’
words
or phrases
to clarify
concepts, 2)
approach tostructures
school, ability
perform,native
and
comparing
in thetostudents’
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that with
language
to English,
3) providing
ELLs
parental
involvement
in a students’
the
opportunity
to do their
writing in their
schooling
can greatly impact how the child
native
language.
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz,
2004). from Kate’s class, she was
In
an example
presenting a social studies lesson in which
Because
readingwith
and the
literacy
are important
she
was talking
students
about how
to understandings
in the
of education,
we
learn history. She
wasfield
doing
this as a
this study
will focus
theofanalysis
data
way
to introduce
the on
idea
primaryof
and
relating to sources.
reading achievement
scores
secondary
In this excerpt,
Kateofis
Hispanic
and aspects
of personal
talking
tostudents
an ELL student,
[Helene],
who
background
that may
affectbefore
a students’
had
arrived about
a month
this lesson
score.limited
It is important
to consider
the
with
English. This
is an example
of
students
that
make upfirst
the language
population in our
using
ELL
students’
nation’s classrooms.
The U.S. in
is English,
on a
vocabulary
to clarify concepts
trajectory
to continue
to become
and
of allowing
ELL students
to compose
increasingly
(Ball
Tyson,
2011;
their
thoughtsdiverse
and ideas
in&
their
native
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
language.
Kate says to [Helene]:2010).
Hispanics,
are the
group
What
otherespecially,
ways can you
learn
aboutof
individuals
that
fastest
growing
history?
How
doare
wethe
learn
about
history?
subsethave
of the
U.S.
population
(Hemphill
&
How
you
learned
history?
In your life?
Vanneman,
Humes,
Jones, & Ramirez
(to
Helene). 2011;
Dans ta
vie (wait
2011; Kober, 2010).
Moreover,
time)….(Helene
answers
in French)…ok? so
approximately
12% ofwhat
people
age five
write
“in class”…and
in class
in and
over in thedo
U.S.
Hispanic
particular
we are
learn
about (Robinson,
2008). Some research
indicates
history?…where
the facts,
wherethat
the there
ideasis
an achievement
gapa between
White
students
come
from…from
book?...Or
a teacher?
and Hispanic
students (Robinson,
2008;ca
Comment
tu apprends
l’histoire? D’ou
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
2012;inLopez et. al,
vient?
(Helene then
responds
2007). Kober (2010)
cites that?by
French)…from
your ancestors
ok,eighth
write
grade,
Hispanic
students
are
only
58%
that down. Do you understand this question?

...
proficient
Tu comprends?...Then
in reading by 8th
jotgrade
downand
some
only
ideas
56% of
if Hispanic
you have high
any ideas…dans
school students
centare
ans…how
proficient in
could
reading
you compared
learn abouttolife
81%
in and
2007…Comment
78% respectively for
tu peux
Whites.
apprendre des
choses sur maintenant s’il n’est pas des
textes
Achievement
d’histoire?...that’s
gaps can besort
attributed
of the idea,
to a
variety
of factors.
c’est
l’idee.
Ok? Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
Specific
Experiences
educationBackground
may have play
a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
Teachers’
background
experiences that &
(Ball & Tyson,
2011; Darling-Hammond
seemed
to
be
influential
the teachers’
Bransford, 2005). Someinstudies
have
success
with
ELLs
were:
1)
learning
a
suggested that variables of income, parental
second
language,
2)
being
immersed
in a
education and occupation, and immigration
culture
other
than
theirinown,
and 3)students’
years of
status may
play
a role
Hispanic
teaching.
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
Learning
seconddevelopment
language. is important
or support aliteracy
as research has indicated a link between
All
of the
teachers in the
expressed
literacy
development
andstudy
achievement
later
that
through
the
experience
of
learning
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson & a
second
whether
through
Tabors,language,
2002; Herbers
et al.,
2012).school,
such as for college requirements (Rose, Jane
and Liz), or as part of living abroad later in
life (Kate),
they wereisbetter
able tothat
relate
Family
involvement
one aspect
thisto
the ELLs’
in learning
English.
study
aimschallenges
to look at more
closely.
Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
For example, among
Kate moved
to Africa
in 1994
development
children
(Billings,
with her
husband
two smalletchildren.
2009;
Ortiz,
2004;and
Whitehurst
al., 1988).
They
moved
to
the
Cote
d’Ivoire,
and it was
Moreover, a family’s income
can afford
for
there
that
she
learned
to
speak
French.
She
additional opportunities for learning or be
did not speak
a word ofimplications.
French before
she
restricted
by financial
Poverty
moved
there.
saidmany
she learned
thetoday.
is
a great
issueShe
facing
students
language
by
studying
it
herself
and
thenis the
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty
havingthat
to “use
it inplaguing
real life”.
She
issue
is most
student
emphasized
that
she
had
to
learn
speak
achievement and that students of to
urban
French
“not
necessarily
because
she
minority and poor students are belowchose
that of
to,
but
because
she
had
to”.
In
speaking
with
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
Kate
in
the
two
interviews,
she
was
adamant
of school-age Latino children are
about the fact disadvantaged.
that her needingMore
to learn
a
economically
than
second
language
was
very
influential
on
her
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
attitudes below
towards
ELLs
incomes
theworking
povertywith
level,
and and on
her
ability
to
teach
them
effectively.
She p.
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010,
talked extensively during these interviews
3).
about her years in Africa struggling to learn
a second language, and how this experience
sensitized her to what her ELLs might be
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going
through
(2011)when
ascertains
tryingthe
to concern
learn English.
over
She
children
talked
and
about
reading
“getting
in theupset
following:
and
exhausted”
“Reading and
when
writing
tryingare
to passports
communicate
to in
French
achievement
at the in
beginning,
many other
andcurricular
that she knew
areas,
her
and ELLs
literacy
felteducation
the sameplays
way. an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greaterimmersed
self-sufficiency
post-graduation.
Being
in a culture
other than
Schools
and home environments share
their
own.
responsibility for literacy skill development”
Another
(p. 8). background experience that seemed
to be influential on these teachers’
effectiveness
A student doesworking
not come
with
to ELLs
the classroom
was that aof
being
blank immersed
slate, however,
in a culture
but is riddled
other than
withtheir
own,
experiences
whetherthat
as shape
children
theorstudents’
as adults. The
teachers
approacharticulated
to school, that
ability
these
to perform,
experiences
and
had
comprehension.
positively impacted
Research
their
indicates
work with
that
ELLs
parental
in involvement
several ways:in1)a that
students’
they
welcomed
schooling can
diversity
greatlyinimpact
their lives
howand
the child
classroom,
succeeds (Auerbach,
2) that they
1997;
had Gaitan,
experienced
2012;
what
Ortiz,it2004).
was like to be “the other” and
therefore understood what ELLs might be
experiencing
Because reading
as “the
and other”
literacyinare
theimportant
classroom,
and
to understandings
3) that they had
in learned
the fieldtoofvalue
education,
differences
this study will
in people
focus on
andtheparticularly
analysis ofindata
their
relating
students.
to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
During
background
my first
thatinterview
may affectwith
a students’
Jane about
her
score.
background,
It is important
she described
to consider
growing
the up
in
students
a diverse
thatcommunity.
make up theShe
population
felt that in
thisour
experience
nation’s classrooms.
not only influenced
The U.S. is
heronability
a
to
teach
trajectory
ELLs,
to but
continue
also her
to become
desire to do so. She
said:
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
IHispanics,
lived in a especially,
very diverse
arecommunity
the group of
growing
up,
individuals
and we had
that aare
lotthe
of [ELL
fastestchildren]
growing in
our
subset
community.
of the U.S.Sopopulation
I think I feel
(Hemphill
like I’ve&
always
Vanneman,
wanted
2011;
to work
Humes,
with
Jones,
[ELLs]
& Ramirez
and
been
2011;used
Kober,
to that
2010).
in some
Moreover,
way. It’s what I’m
accustomed
approximately
to. 12%
Growing
of people
up in age
my five and
community
over in the U.S.
was are
really
Hispanic
positive(Robinson,
for me. I
think
2008).it Some
made me
research
realizeindicates
that if [ELLs]
that there
are is
having
an achievement
a difficultgap
time,
between
it’s natural.
WhiteIstudents
don’t
say
and things
Hispanic
likestudents
“why can’t
(Robinson,
they learn
2008;
English?”,
Rojas-LeBouef
or “they’re
& Slate,
not2012;
trying
Lopez
to learn”,
et. al,
or
2007).
“whyKober
doesn’t
(2010)
that family
cites that
speak
by English”.
eighth
Igrade,
like the
Hispanic
diversity
students
– it makes
are only
things
58%
more

interesting,
proficient insoreading
I thinkby
I have
8th grade
always
and
feltonly
that
way.
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
In
78%
addition,
respectively
Liz talked
for Whites.
about her experience
being “the other” when she had traveled
abroad
Achievement
to Germany,
gaps can
andbe
sheattributed
didn’t speak
to a the
language.
variety of She
factors.
said Certainly,
this had helped
the dominance
her
develop
of monolinguistic,
empathy for
white
whatfemale
the ELLs
teachers
mightin
be
education
going through
may have
when
playthey
a role
firstincame
the ability
to the
country
to connect
notwith
speaking
diverse
any
groups
English.
of students
She
talked
(Ball &about
Tyson,
getting
2011;lost
Darling-Hammond
on the train in &
Germany,
Bransford,and
2005).
howSome
frightening
studiesithave
was for her
when
suggested
she couldn’t
that variables
speakof
theincome,
language
parental
and
communicate
education and about
occupation,
where and
she needed
immigration
to go.
She
status
said:
may“Iplay
thinka role
if had
in been
Hispanic
thrown
students’
into a
German
reading development
school when (Grouws,
I was over1992;
there,Pond,
I
think
1999).I’dUnderstanding
be floored. I think
the factors
it would
thatbehinder
so
difficult
or support
and
literacy
scary”development
(second interview).
is important
as research has indicated a link between
Jane
literacy
expressed
development
this sense
and of
achievement
“fear” of not
later
knowing
on in life the
(Billings,
language
2009;
when
Dickinson
she was &
traveling
Tabors, 2002;
abroad
Herbers
as welletand
al., how
2012).
this helped
her relate to her ELLs. “I think traveling
abroad is a really good experience if you are
Family
one[ELLs].
aspect that
going toinvolvement
be working is
with
Youthis
get a
study
to look
at more
closely.I Family
sense aims
of what
it is like
for [ELLs].
was
may
playafraid
an instrumental
roleunderstand
in literacy
literally
when I didn’t
development
among
children
what people were
saying.
So I(Billings,
think it kind
2009;
Ortiz,
Whitehurst
et al.,of1988).
of gives
you 2004;
that feeling
internally
what
Moreover,
a family’s
the trepidation
may beincome
like forcan
an afford
[ELL] for
in
additional
opportunities
learning or be
your classroom”
(secondfor
interview).
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is
a great
issue facing
many students today.
Years
of teaching
experience.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue
most plaguing
student
All ofthat
the is
teachers
in the study
had over
achievement
that students
of urban
seven years ofand
teaching
experience.
These
minority
and poorexperience
students are
below that
years of teaching
appeared
to of
their
white
peers.
majority
have middle-class
influenced their
work
with“A
ELLs
in the
of
school-age
Latino
children are ELLs’
following
ways:
1) understanding
economically
disadvantaged.
general language
development,More
2) than
one-fourth
come
from
developing(27%)
a comfort
level
in families
terms ofwith
not
incomes
level, and
having a below
fear orthe
lackpoverty
of confidence
in
another
near3)poor”
(Kober,a 2010, p.
working33%
withare
ELLs,
developing
3).
“repertoire” of effective strategies for
working with ELLs, and 4) understanding
that the ELLs in their class were “their
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Wamba (2011) ascertains
responsibility”,
not just thethe
ELL
concern
teachers’
over
responsibility.
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
Liz
achievement
spoke specifically
in many other
to thiscurricular
notion ofareas,
responsibility
and literacy education
during my
plays
second
an important
interview
with
role in
hermoving
when we
people
wereout
discussing
of poverty
how
toward
her
years
greaterofself-sufficiency
teaching ELLs post-graduation.
might have impacted
her
Schools
workand
withhome
theseenvironments
students. Sheshare
said:
The
responsibility
way I lookfor
at literacy
it, you’re
skill
responsible
development”
for
the
(p. 8).
development and the growth of the
[ELL] child in the classroom, and then I feel
like
A student
the ELL
does
teachers
not come
support
to thewhat
classroom
I’m a
doing
blank slate,
in thehowever,
classroom.
butIt’s
is my
riddled with
responsibility,
experiences that
and
shape
I’m the
being
students’
supported by
the
approach
ELL teacher,
to school,
andability
with that
to perform,
I need toand
advocate
comprehension.
for the student.
ResearchThat
indicates
if theythat
need
more
parental
support,
involvement
you getinit,aand
students’
if you think
they
schooling
need less
can greatly
support,impact
and you
how
want
themore
child
time
succeeds
with(Auerbach,
the child in1997;
the classroom,
Gaitan, 2012;
that
I’m
Ortiz,
advocating
2004). that, for what’s best for the
children.
Because reading and literacy are important
What
to understandings
is important in
to the
stress
field
here,
of education,
however,
was
this study
that itwill
wasfocus
not just
on the
the years
analysis
of teaching
of data
that
relating
had to
positively
reading achievement
affected thesescores
teachers’
of
ability
Hispanic
to students
work with
and
ELLs.
aspects
It seemed
of personal
to be
their
background
capacitythat
to reflect
may affect
on their
a students’
working
with
score.ELLs
It is over
important
the years
to consider
that positively
the
affected
students their
that make
abilityuptothe
teach
population
them. The
in our
teachers
nation’s classrooms.
talked about The
reflecting
U.S. isononsuch
a
things
trajectory
as what
to continue
workedtoinbecome
their lessons and
what
increasingly
did not diverse
in relation
(Ball
to &
their
Tyson,
ELLs.
2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics,
especially, are the group of
Key
Dispositions
individuals that are the fastest growing
All
subset
fourofteachers
the U.S.inpopulation
this study(Hemphill
had
&
commonalities
Vanneman, 2011;
in dispositions.
Humes, Jones,
Dispositions
& Ramirez
in
2011;
this Kober,
case are2010).
defined
Moreover,
as tendencies “to
exhibit
approximately
frequently,
12%consciously,
of people age
and
five and
voluntarily
over in the U.S.
a pattern
are Hispanic
of behavior
(Robinson,
that is
directed
2008). Some
to a broad
research
goal”
indicates
(Katz, 1993,
that there
p. 1).is
The
an achievement
commonalities
gapwere:
between
1) sensitivity,
White students
2)
encouragement,
and Hispanic students
3) positive
(Robinson,
attitude2008;
toward
teaching
Rojas-LeBouef
ELLs and,
& Slate,
4) humor
2012;about
Lopez et. al,
themselves.
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
Sensitivity.
56% of Hispanic high school students are
In
proficient
all cases,
inthe
reading
teachers
compared
in this to
study
81% and
demonstrated
78% respectively
sensitivity
for Whites.
towards their ELLs.
Sensitivity is defined as the teachers’ insight
into
Achievement
the psychological
gaps canand
be attributed
emotional to
needs
a
of
variety
their of
ELLs.
factors.
In my
Certainly,
two interviews
the dominance
with
Rose,
of monolinguistic,
she spoke often
white
about
female
theseteachers
needs. It
in
was
education
clear from
may have
our conversations
play a role inthat
the ability
she
thought
to connect
teachers
with diverse
neededgroups
to know
of how
students
difficult
(Ball & Tyson,
it can be
2011;
for ELLs
Darling-Hammond
when they first&
arrive.
Bransford,
In our
2005).
first interview,
Some studies
she have
said:
Sometimes
suggested that
youvariables
get [ELLofstudents]
income, who
parental
are
not
education
happy and
to beoccupation,
here. Thoseand
areimmigration
the ones
who
statuscan
may
beplay
really
a role
resistant.
in Hispanic
It can take
students’
those
kids
reading
the development
whole first year
(Grouws,
to get comfortable,
1992; Pond,
and
1999).
it can
Understanding
be miserablethe
for factors
them. They
that hinder
miss
everything
or support literacy
that is “home”,
development
so youiscan’t
important
push
it.
as But
research
you have
has indicated
to support
a link
them.
between
Let them
know
literacy
that
development
the next dayand
will
achievement
be better. You
later
have
on in to
lifeconsider
(Billings,
every
2009;
dayDickinson
that if they
&do
something
Tabors, 2002;
in English,
Herbers it’s
et al.,
great;
2012).
and that
gradually, they will succeed (first interview)
Family
involvement is one aspect that this
Encouragement.
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may
play an
I defined
thisinstrumental
category as role
one in literacy
which the
development
(Billings,
teachers wereamong
able tochildren
urge their
students on
2009;
Ortiz,
2004;
Whitehurst
et al.,
1988).
by using
words
to motivate
them,
such
as
Moreover,
a family’s
can “nice
affordjob,”
for
“great,” “wow,”
“keepincome
it going,”
additional
opportunities
for learning
or beshe
among others.
In this example
from Liz,
restricted
by financial
Poverty
is having students
readimplications.
their examples
of
is
a great issue
facing
students
today.
transitional
words
andmany
phrases,
and she
is
Berliner
(2006)
points
out thatwork
poverty
highlighting
on of
her ELL’s
and is the
issue
that is most
plaguing
student
encouraging
her with
words:
achievement
that students
urban Do
[Tomika], youand
started
yours offofnicely.
minority
poor it?
students
you wantand
to share
Great,are
go below
ahead. that of
their
middle-class
peers.of “A
(Tomiko
reads the white
beginning
hermajority
story).
of
school-age
Latino
childrencontinues
are
Good
word choice
(Tomiko
economically
reading). Lovedisadvantaged.
it!! Love it, andMore
I likethan
one-fourth
(27%)
come from
families
with
[Tomika] did
something
a little
different,
incomes
below
level,
and
she almost
told the poverty
story from
an outside
another
(Kober,
2010,
p.
point of 33%
view,are
so near
verypoor”
interesting!
Great
job!
3).
(second observation, second cluster visit).
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Wamba
ascertains the concern over
Positive (2011)
attitude.
children and reading in the following:
The
“Reading
teachers
andinwriting
this study
are never
passports
considered
to
the
achievement
ELLs in their
in many
classrooms
other curricular
to be a burden.
areas,
The
and literacy
teacherseducation
saw having
plays
these
an students
important
as an
opportunity
role in moving
to improve
people out
their
of own
poverty
teaching
toward
by
greater
trying
self-sufficiency
out different techniques,
post-graduation.
using
flexibility
Schools and
within
hometheir
environments
lessons, and
share
constantly
responsibility
rethinking
for literacy
unitsskill
anddevelopment”
lessons with
ELLs’
(p. 8). needs in mind. Kate talked about how
ELLs had positively affected her own
growth
A student
in terms
does not
of always
come towanting
the classroom
to
a
improve
blank slate,
herhowever,
teaching.but
Sheissaid,
riddled
“Every
withyear
I’ll
experiences
think of something
that shape the
thatstudents’
I think I can do a
little
approach
bit better
to school,
for [the
ability
ELLs],
to perform,
and I’ll make
and
acomprehension.
change to makeResearch
it better”indicates
(first interview).
that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
Humor.
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
The
Ortiz,
teachers
2004). all had senses of humor about
themselves which was an endearing quality.
IBecause
could see
reading
that although
and literacy
theyare
were
important
extremely
to understandings
thoughtful
in the
andfield
planned
of education,
when it
came
this study
to effectively
will focusworking
on the analysis
with ELLs,
of data
they
also
relating
found
to reading
humor in
achievement
their failures
scores
and of
successes
Hispanic students
with these
andstudents.
aspects of
They
personal
demonstrated
background that
themay
importance
affect a of
students’
using
humor,
score. Iteven
is important
at the expense
to consider
of looking
the pretty
silly,
students
to help
that their
makeELLs
up thefeel
population
more relaxed
in ourin
the
nation’s
classroom.
classrooms.
I oftenThe
observed
U.S. isthe
onELLs,
a
as
well
trajectory
as other
to continue
students to
in become
the teachers’
classrooms,
increasingly laughing
diverse (Ball
with &
theTyson,
teachers
2011;
and
enjoying
Boske & themselves.
Benavente-McEnery,
Below, Kate
2010).
described
using
Hispanics,
humor
especially,
as a “magnet”
are the
forgroup
her ELL
of
students
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
IVanneman,
think [humor]
2011;
keeps
Humes,
the ELL
Jones,
kids
& paying
Ramirez
attention.
2011; Kober,
I think
2010).
it attracts
Moreover,
them to try to
listen
approximately
to my class
12%
more.
of people
You know,
age five
if the
and
[ELL
over instudents]
the U.S.sense
are Hispanic
that there’s
(Robinson,
something
funny
2008).going
Someon,
research
they’reindicates
gonna bethat
more
there is
likely
an achievement
to try to want
gap to
between
join into
White
that students
stream
than
and Hispanic
if I’m juststudents
sort of (Robinson,
a teacher sitting
2008;up
there
Rojas-LeBouef
in a very serious
& Slate,
dry
2012;
way.Lopez
I don’tet.think
al,
there’s
2007). going
Koberto(2010)
be much
citesofthat
a magnet
by eighth
for
them
grade,toHispanic
be attracted
students
to trying
are only
to follow
58% along

(second
proficient
recall
in reading
session)
by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient
in reading compared to 81% and
Role
of Contexts
78% respectively for Whites.
The results from this study suggest that
Achievement
gaps cancontext
be attributed
a
teaching
in a bilingual
was a to
more
variety ofexperience
factors. Certainly,
the dominance
positive
for the teachers
and the
of monolinguistic,
white
female teachers
in
ELLs.
In terms of the
experience
for
educationthose
may have
a rolecontext
in the ability
teachers,
in theplay
bilingual
felt it
to connect
with
was
“easier”
fordiverse
them ingroups
terms of students
(Ball & Tyson,
2011; in
Darling-Hammond
&
instruction.
Teachers
both contexts agreed
Bransford,
2005).
Some
studies
have on
that
there were
more
testing
pressures
suggestedinthat
of income,
teachers
the variables
monolingual
context;parental
and,
education
andinoccupation,
and
immigration
that
teachers
the bilingual
context
had an
advantage
status mayin
play
more
a role
quickly
in Hispanic
determining
students’
whether
reading development
or not ELLs had
(Grouws,
learning
1992; Pond,
disabilities.
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
With
as research
regardhas
to the
indicated
experiences
a link of
between
ELLs,
teachers
literacy development
in the bilingual
andcontext
achievement
perceived
later
ELLs
on in life
feeling
(Billings,
their first
2009;
language
Dickinson
(L1)&was
valued,
Tabors, and
2002;
that
Herbers
ELLs felt
et al.,
less2012).
stress overall
in the bilingual context.
Family
Ease
ofinvolvement
instruction. is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play
an instrumental
role during
in literacy
Kate
mentioned
several times
the
developmentrecall
among
children
interviews,
sessions
and(Billings,
focus group
2009;
Ortiz,
Whitehurst
that
she
felt it2004;
would
be harder et
foral.,
her1988).
if she
Moreover,
a family’s
can afford
needed
to teach
ELLs income
in a program
wherefor
additional
opportunities
or beL1.
she
could not
use or did for
not learning
know ELLs’
restricted
by financial
implications.
Poverty
The
best example
of this
is a quote from
the
is a great
issue
facing
many students today.
focus
group.
She
said simply:
Berliner
points
outatthat
the
It
makes (2006)
teaching
[ELLs]
ourpoverty
school is
a lot
issue that
is most
easier
because
weplaguing
have the student
hook with
achievement
and that
students
of urban
knowing
students’
[L1],
whereas
if you had
and poorsituation
students[like
are below
aminority
multi-language
in the that of
their middle-class
white and
peers.
“A majority
monolingual
programs]
you’re
trying to
of school-age
children
are
teach
speakersLatino
of all types
of languages,
it
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
would
be much
harder.
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes
below
poverty level,
Rose
echoed
thisthesentiment
duringand
my
anotherinterview
33% are near
(Kober,
second
withpoor”
her. She
said: 2010, p.
3).
It’s more difficult for teachers in a
monolingual system. I mean, I don’t have to
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Wamba
know
four
(2011)
languages,
ascertains
I justthe
have
concern
to know
over
one.
children
In a and
monolingual
reading insetting
the following:
you really
have
“Reading
to work
andharder
writing
to are
make
passports
sure thetoELLs
understand.
achievementIt’s
in many
never other
a problem
curricular
here areas,
because
and literacy
you education
have all the
plays
other
ankids
important
in the
class
role inwho
moving
speakpeople
[ELLs’
outL1].
of poverty
I think that
toward
makes
greateritself-sufficiency
easier for us. post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility
for literacy skill development”
Testing
pressures.
(p. 8).
When I asked Liz the question during our
first
A student
interview
doesabout
not come
whattoshe
thethought
classroom a
teachers
blank slate,
needed
however,
to know
but to
is teacher
riddled ELLs
with
effectively,
experiences she
thatsaid
shape
thatthethey
students’
needed to be
prepared
approach for
to school,
the pressures
abilityof
to standardized
perform, and
testing.
comprehension.
She talkedResearch
about how
indicates
difficult
that
this
was
parental
for her
involvement
and for theinELLs
a students’
in her class
since
schooling
they can
weregreatly
required
impact
to take
how
thethe
math
child
portion
succeedsof(Auerbach,
the state-mandated
1997; Gaitan,
assessments,
2012;
even
Ortiz,if2004).
the ELLs had only just arrived to the
school without speaking any English. ELLs
in
Because
the bilingual
readingprogram
and literacy
did not
arehave
important
to take
these
to understandings
same state-mandated
in the field
assessments.
of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to identify
reading achievement
scores of
Ability
learning disabilities.
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
Jane
background
and Lizthat
expressed
may affect
in our
a students’
interviews
that
score.
notItknowing
is important
the ELLs’
to consider
L1 nor
thehaving
someone
students that
readily
make
available
up the population
to translateinput
our
them
nation’s
andclassrooms.
the ELL child
TheatU.S.
a disadvantage.
is on a
They
trajectory
couldtonot
continue
alwaystoeffectively
become identify
whether
increasingly
an ELL
diverse
was(Ball
struggling
& Tyson,
due to
2011;
not
understanding
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
English or due to2010).
a learning
disability.
Hispanics, In
especially,
the bilingual
are the
program,
group of
assessments
individuals that
were
areavailable
the fastest
in both
growing
French
and
subset
English,
of the and
U.S.there
population
was a French
(Hemphill
learning
&
specialist
Vanneman,
at 2011;
the school
Humes,
as well.
Jones,
Therefore,
& Ramirez
any
2011;
learning
Kober,issues
2010).could
Moreover,
be quickly
identified
approximately
and addressed,
12% of people
providing
age five
theand
ELL
with
over in
appropriate
the U.S. are
supports
Hispanic
in his
(Robinson,
or her L1.
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement
Value
of L1. gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
The
Rojas-LeBouef
teachers in the
& Slate,
bilingual
2012;
program
Lopez et.
feltal,
that
2007).
having
Kober
a bilingual
(2010) cites
program
that by
sent
eighth
a
message
grade, Hispanic
to the ELLs
students
thatare
their
only
L158%
was

valued.
proficient
During
in reading
our first
by 8th
interview,
grade and
Kate
only
said,
“When
56% of [ELLs]
Hispanicfirst
high
language
school students
is used for
are
instruction,
proficient initreading
empowers
compared
them rather
to 81%
than
and
making
78% respectively
them feel for
likeWhites.
their [L1] is
something to be gotten rid of”. Rose also felt
that
Achievement
the bilingual
gaps
program
can be showed
attributed
thetovalue
a
of
variety
ELLs’
offirst
factors.
language
Certainly,
and ofthe
being
dominance
bilingual.
of monolinguistic,
In our first
white
interview,
female she
teachers
said: in
“I
think
education
at ourmay
school
havewe
play
recognize
a role inthat
the the
ability
child’s
to connect
[L1]with
has diverse
value. Igroups
think that’s
of students
very
important.
(Ball & Tyson,
If the2011;
child Darling-Hammond
knows his [L1] is &
valued,
Bransford,
and2005).
important,
Some
and
studies
looked
have
upon as
something
suggested that
positive,
variables
thenof
that
income,
makesparental
them
feel
education
better and
about
occupation,
themselves,
andand
immigration
they
perform
status may
better.
playThe
a role
seeinthat
Hispanic
we arestudents’
making
them
reading
bilingual,
development
not trying
(Grouws,
to make
1992;
them
Pond,
monolingual”.
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research
hasleindicated
a link between
ELLs’
stress
els
literacy development and achievement later
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Stage 6:
Stage 6: Newdiverse
data
New
from
data
recall
from
recall sessions,
interviews
with teachers,
with
teachers,
and observations
andfinancial
observations
wereimplications.
used
were
to used
refinetotheory.
refine
theory.
restricted
by
Poverty
increasingly
(Ball
&sessions,
Tyson,
2011; interviews
Refining
Refining
Codes
were
Codes
refined
were
refined
for
teacher
for
teacher
practices
practices
to
include
to
include
“preparation
“preparation
and
planning”,
and
planning”,
“in-class
“in-class
is a great issue facing many students today.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
practices”
Theory Theory practices”
and “observable
attitudesattitudes
ELLs”. ELLs”.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
Hispanics, especially,
areand
the“observable
group
of towardstowards
Stage 7:Stage 7: All teachers
All teachers
met together
met together
at end of
at the
endschool
of the year
school
to member-check
year to member-check
the refined
the refined
theory of
theory
whatof
it what it
thattoare
the
fastest
growing
Focus individuals
Group
Focus Group
takes
takes
be an
toexemplary
be
an exemplary
teacher teacher
of ELLs.
of ELLs. issue that is most plaguing student
achievement
and that
students
of urban
subset
population
&interviews
Stage 8:
Stage 8:of the
LineU.S.
byLine
line
by
analysis
line analysis
of (Hemphill
each of
teacher’s
each teacher’s
interviews
and
field
and
notes
fieldduring
notes
the
during
interviews
the interviews
looking
looking
for any for any
minority
and
poor
students
below
that of
Vanneman,
2011;
Humes,
Jones,
&
Ramirez
Line by
Line
Lineby Line
additional
additional
details about
details
their
about
background
their
background
experiences
experiences
that maythat
have
may
influenced
have
influenced
theirare
successful
their
successful
Axial Coding
teaching
of
ELLs.
Axial 2011;
Coding
teaching
of
ELLs.
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
Kober, 2010). Moreover,
of school-age Latino children are
approximately 12% of people age five and
Stage 9:Stage 9: To further
To examine
further examine
practices
practices
the teachers
the teachers
used, allused,
data all
wasdata
entered
was entered
into Nvivo
intoand
Nvivo
treeand
codes
treewere
codes were
economically
disadvantaged.
Moreand
than
over in thedeveloped
U.S. developed
arefor
Hispanic
(Robinson,
Nvivo Nvivo
the main
for the
categories
main categories
of “preparation
of “preparation
and planning”,
and planning”,
“in-class
“in-class
practices”
practices”
and
one-fourth
(27%)
come
families
with
2008).
research
indicates
thatSub-codes
there
AnalysisSome
“observable
attitudes”.
wereunder
added
under
each
main
code
as
of visuals”
under
Analysis
“observable
attitudes”.
Sub-codes
wereisadded
each
main
code
such
as such
“usefrom
of “use
visuals”
under
below
thesentences,
poverty
level, phrases
and
an achievement
gap
between
White
students
practices”.
Coding
reports
were
runincomes
for
each
code
indicating
the sentences,
or words
in-classin-class
practices”.
Coding
reports
were run
for each
code
indicating
the
phrases
or words
that
felleach
under
each sub-code
each teacher.
that fell
under
sub-code
for eachfor
teacher.
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
and Hispanic
students
(Robinson,
2008;
Stage 10:
Stage
10:
After
analyzing
After
analyzing
the
coding
the
reports,
coding
reports,
frequency
frequency
tables
were
tables
made
were(Appendix
made (Appendix
E) usingE)main
using main
3).
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
Final Final
categories
categories
and sub-codes
and sub-codes
for eachfor
teacher
each teacher
to showtowhich
showpractices
which practices
occurredoccurred
most often
mostamong
often among
2007).
Kober (2010)
cites
that more
by eighth
Frequencyteachers,
teachers,
which occurred
more frequently
in one context,
andoccurred
which occurred
less frequently.
Frequency
which occurred
frequently
in one context,
and which
less frequently.
Tablesgrade,
Tables Hispanic students are only 58%
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proficient
Appendix
A in reading by 8th grade and only
children and reading in the following:
56% of Hispanic high school students are
Qualities
of Exemplary
Teaching,
Data Collection
Form
“Reading and writing
are passports
to
proficient
in reading
compared to 81% and
achievement in many other curricular areas,
78% respectively for Whites.
Directions:
The purpose
this study is to identify the qualities possessed and regularly
and literacy
education
plays anofimportant
exhibited
exemplary
teacherstoward
of English language
learners.gaps
You can
havebebeen
selected
role in
moving by
people
out of poverty
Achievement
attributed
to a
because
of
your
expertise
as
a
supervisor
of
these
teachers.
The
information
of
the
first
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
pageand
will
remain
confidential.
The answers thatof
you
provide will bewhite
analyzed
Schools
home
environments
share
monolinguistic,
female teachers in
anonymously
by
the
researcher.
When
all
data
have
been
tallied,
the
researcher
will
responsibility for literacy skill development”
education may have play a role in
theask
ability
you
to
confirm
the
accuracy
of
the
data
and
to
change
findings
that
were
interpreted
(p. 8).
to connect with diverse groups of students
inaccurately.
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Part 1does not come to the classroom a
A student
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
Name
_________________________________________________________________
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
suggested that variables of income, parental
Title _________________________________________________________________
experiences
that shape the students’
education and occupation, and immigration
School
District
_________________________________________________________
approach to school, ability to perform, and
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
Address _______________________________________________________________
comprehension.
Research indicates that
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
City,involvement
State, Zip Code
_____________________________________________________
parental
in a students’
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
Phone
number
__________________________________________________________
schooling can greatly impact how the child
or support literacy development is important
Email
_________________________________________________________________
succeeds
(Auerbach,
1997; Gaitan, 2012;
as research has indicated a link between
Fax
___________________________________________________________________
Ortiz, 2004).
literacy development and achievement later
Number of years of supervisory experience ___________________________________
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Number
of
years
at
current
position
_________________________________________
Because reading and literacy are important
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Grade levels that
you
supervise
_____________________________________________
to understandings
in the
field
of education,
Namewill
andfocus
gradeon
level
the teacher
you are nominating _________________________
this study
the of
analysis
of data
Part
II
Family involvement is one aspect that this
relating to reading achievement scores of
Reflect
on whom
you have
teacher
of English
study aims
to look
at morelanguage
closely. Family
Hispanic
students
and aspects
ofidentified
personal as an exemplary
learners.
Select
the
two
most
important
behaviors
that
distinguish
this
exemplary
may play an instrumental role in literacy
background that may affect a students’
in his or her
abilities the
to teach English language
learners.
Statechildren
two (Billings,
development
among
score.teacher
It is important
to consider
characteristics
that
this teacher
teaching
English
language learners
at
Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
students
that make up
themake
population
in oureffective at2009;
his/her
particular
grade
level.
These
characteristics
are
the
one
that
you
most
credit
this
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
teacher’s
success
in
teaching
English
language
learners.
descriptions
be or be
additionalYour
opportunities
for can
learning
trajectory to continue to become
written
in
a
global,
all-inclusive
format
or
can
be
written
in
a
more
specific
manner.
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Please
write
your
responses
below:
is a great issue facing many students today.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
issue that is most plaguing student
individuals that are the fastest growing
achievement and that students of urban
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
minority and poor students are below that of
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
of school-age Latino children are
approximately 12% of people age five and
economically disadvantaged. More than
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
2008). Some research indicates that there is
incomes below the poverty level, and
an achievement gap between White students
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
3).
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over Appendix
B
proficient
in reading by 8th grade and only
children and reading in the following: First Interview
Protocol
56%
of Hispanic high school students are
“Reading and writing Question
are passports to
proficient inDesigned
reading compared
to 81% and
to Find Out….
achievement in many other curricular areas,
78% respectively for Whites.
and literacy
education
Where
are you
from? plays an important
Teacher background; put teacher at ease
role inlong
moving
outteaching?
of poverty toward
Achievement
gapsspecific
can be attributed
to a
How
havepeople
you been
Teacher
background;
information
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
What was your first teaching job?
Teacher background; reflect on past
Schools and home environments share
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
experiences
responsibility for literacy skill development”
education may have play a role in the ability
Why did you go into teaching?
Teacher background; motivation
(p. 8).
to connect with diverse groups of students
Do you know how to speak another
Teacher
background
(Ball &
Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
language?
If
so,
how
did
you
learn
it?
A student does not come to the classroom a
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
What
been
your training
in working
Teacher
background;
specific
information
blank has
slate,
however,
but is riddled
with
suggested
that variables
of income,
parental
with
English
language
learners?
on
studied
population
experiences that shape the students’
education and occupation, and immigration
How
many
have
you to
had
in yourand
Teacher
specific
information
approach
toELLs
school,
ability
perform,
status background;
may play a role
in Hispanic
students’
classes
over
the
years?
on
studied
population
comprehension. Research indicates that
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
What
kinds
of strategies
you use with
Teaching
specific
parental
involvement
in adostudents’
1999). methods;
Understanding
theinformation
factors thaton
hinder
the
ELLs
in
your
classroom?
Are
they
studied
population
schooling can greatly impact how the child
or support literacy development is important
different
what you
useGaitan,
with your
succeeds from
(Auerbach,
1997;
2012;
as research has indicated a link between
regular
mainstream
students?
Ortiz, 2004).
literacy development and achievement later
Can you give me some examples of what
Teaching
methods;
specific
on in life
(Billings,
2009; information
Dickinson &on
strategies
you
use
to
teach
language
language
teaching
Because reading and literacy are important
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
specifically?
to understandings in the field of education,
Have
you been
trained
teach
language
Teaching methods; specific information on
this study
will focus
ontothe
analysis
of data
specifically?
language
Familyteaching
involvement is one aspect that this
relating to reading achievement scores of
How
do you
think and
ELLaspects
students
Teacher
knowledge;
on
study aims
to lookreflection
at more closely.
Family
Hispanic
students
of acquire
personal
English?
Do
you
have
a
theory
of
second
language
theory
may play an instrumental role in literacy
background that may affect a students’
language
acquisition?
development among children (Billings,
score. It is
important to consider the
How
do you
about
have
ELLs in in
your
Teacher
reflectionetonal., 1988).
2009; understanding;
Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst
students
that feel
make
up the
population
our
classroom?
specific
population
Moreover,
a family’s income can afford for
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
Have
yourtofeelings
changed
about these
Teacher
understanding;
reflection/inquiry
additional
opportunities
for learning or be
trajectory
continue
to become
students
overdiverse
the years?
so,Tyson,
how have
on restricted
specific population
by financial implications. Poverty
increasingly
(BallIf &
2011;
your
changed?
is a great issue facing many students today.
Boskefeelings
& Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
What
are some
of the biggest
challenges
Challenges
teacherspoints
face in
Berliner (2006)
outeach
thatsetting
poverty is the
Hispanics,
especially,
are the group
of
you
have
faced
in
teaching
ELLs?
Have
issue that is most plaguing student
individuals that are the fastest growing
these
over(Hemphill
the years?&
achievement and that students of urban
subsetchallenges
of the U.S.changed
population
minority teachers
and poorface;
students
Vanneman,
2011;
Humes,
Jones,
&
Ramirez
Have you received additional support in
Challenges
kindare
of below
supportthat of
peers.
“A majority
2011; Kober,
2010).
teaching
ELLs?
If so,Moreover,
what kind of support
thattheir
is inmiddle-class
place in eachwhite
setting;
teacher
of school-age Latino children are
approximately
of people age five and
have
you been 12%
given?
training
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
overthere
in theany
U.S.
are Hispanic
(Robinson,
Are
kinds
of services
you feel
Teacher
support/challenges;
information
(27%) come from families with
2008).
research
indicates
thatshould
there is
the
ELLSome
students
in your
classroom
on one-fourth
studied population
incomes below the poverty level, and
an getting
achievement
gapare
between
White students
be
that they
not getting?
another
33% are near
poor” (Kober,
and Hispanic
(Robinson,
2008;
What
are somestudents
of the biggest
successes
Teacher
background;
successes
teachers2010, p.
3).had with studied population
Rojas-LeBouef
Slate, 2012;
you
have had in&
teaching
ELLs?Lopez et. al,
have
2007).would
Koberyou
(2010)
cites thatneed
by eighth
What
say teachers
to
Specific information on teaching studied
grade,in
Hispanic
are only
58%
know
order tostudents
teach ELLs
successfully?
population
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Wamba
(2011)
the concern
How would
youascertains
say your setting
of a over
children and reading inEnglish
the following:
bilingual/monolingual
immersion
“Reading andinfluences
writing are
passports
to
environment
how
you teach
achievement in many other curricular areas,
ELLs?
and literacy
an important
How
do youeducation
feel aboutplays
bilingual
role
in
moving
people
out
of
poverty toward
education?
greater
post-graduation.
Do
you self-sufficiency
feel it is better for
ELL students to
Schools
and
home
environments
share or
be educated in English only immersion
responsibility
foreducation?
literacy skill
development”
have
a bilingual
Why?
(p.
8).
How do you feel it might be for the ELL
students in your class to be learning
A student does not come to the classroom a
English?
blank do
slate,
but isyou
riddled
with
What
youhowever,
think makes
so effective
experiences
that
shape
the
students’
in working with ELLs?
approach
school,
ability
and
Are
there to
other
teachers
in to
theperform,
school who
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that
you think are effective at working with
parentalWhy
involvement
in a they
students’
ELLs?
do you think
are
schooling
can
greatly
impact
how
the child
effective?
succeeds
(Auerbach,
1997;
Gaitan,
2012;
What is your relationship with the parents
Ortiz,
2004).
of
the ELL
students in your classroom? Do
you communicate with them? If so, how?
Because
reading
andELL
literacy
are important
Do
you feel
that the
parents
are
to
understandings
in
the
field
of education,
involved in their students’ education?
How
this
study
will
focus
on
the
analysis
of
data
or how are they not?
relating
to
reading
achievement
scores
of
What are some of the biggest challenges
Hispanic
students
and
aspects
of
personal
the ELL students in your classrooms face?
background
students’
How
do you that
helpmay
themaffect
withathese
score.
It
is
important
to
consider
the
challenges?
students
up the
population
What
elsethat
do make
you feel
is important
to in our
nation’s
classrooms.
The
U.S.
is
on
a
know about your working with ELLs?
trajectory
to continue
become
Are
there other
things to
you
would like to
increasingly
diverse
(Ball
&
2011;
talk about with regard to yourTyson,
teaching
Boskethat
& Benavente-McEnery,
ELLs
we haven’t addressed2010).
yet?
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficientinfluences
in readingon
byteaching
8th grade
and only
Contextual
ELLs
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Teacher attitudes
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
varietyattitudes
of factors. Certainly, the dominance
Teacher
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect
with diverse groups of students
Teacher
attitudes
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested
thatteacher
variables
of income, parental
Teacher
beliefs;
inquiry
education and occupation, and immigration
status beliefs;
may play
a roleinquiry
in Hispanic students’
Teacher
teacher
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research
has indicated
a link
between
Teacher
attitudes;
information
on studied
literacy development and achievement later
population
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors,
2002; Herbers
et al.,on
2012).
Teacher
attitudes;
information
studied
population
Family involvement
is one aspect that this
Challenges
in each setting
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may playinaneach
instrumental
role in literacy
Challenges
setting; teacher
development
among
children
(Billings,
training
2009; Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
Additional
information;
teacher reflection
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional
opportunities
for learning
or be
Additional
information;
teacher
reflection
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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C
proficient
in reading by 8th grade and only
children and reading in the following:
Simulated Recall 56%
Session
Protocol high school students are
of Hispanic
“Reading
and writing are passports to
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
Teacher
Name:
achievement in many other curricular areas,
78% respectively for Whites.
School:
and literacy
education plays an important
Lesson
Recalled:
role inofmoving
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
Date
Lesson:people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency
post-graduation.
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
Today’s
Date:
Schools
and
home
environments
share
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
Time:
responsibility for literacy skill development”
education may have play a role in the ability
(p.
8).
to connect
with diverse
groups of students
*Notes were typed in as the teacher recalled the lesson.
Recall session
followed
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
this general outline.
A
student
does
not
come
to
the
classroom
a
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
What was your objective for the lesson?
blankdid
slate,
is riddled
with
suggested that variables of income, parental
Why
youhowever,
use this but
particular
strategy?
experiences
that
shape
the
students’
education and occupation, and immigration
What aspect of language were you hoping
approach
school,
ability to perform, and
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
to
teach intothis
lesson?
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
What was the target for the ELL students
parental
involvement
in
a
students’
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
during this lesson?
schooling
canme
greatly
how
the child
or support literacy development is important
Can
you tell
what impact
you were
thinking
succeeds
(Auerbach,
1997;
Gaitan,
2012;
as research has indicated a link between
when you began the lesson?
Ortiz, 2004).
literacy development and achievement later
What was the procedure that you were
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
going through in your mind?
Because reading and literacy are important
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Why did you have your students work in
to understandings in the field of education,
this way? (group or individual work)
this study will focus on the analysis of data
Did you feel that the students understood
Family involvement is one aspect that this
relating to reading achievement scores of
the lesson?
study aims to look at more closely. Family
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
What
tools
did
you
use
for
assessment?
may play an instrumental role in literacy
background that may affect a students’
What
do you
feel the ELL
development among children (Billings,
score. challenges
It is important
to consider
the
students
had
during
this
lesson?
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
students that make up the population in our
Did
you classrooms.
feel that the lesson
went
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
nation’s
The U.S.
is well?
on a
Why
or
why
not?
additional opportunities for learning or be
trajectory to continue to become
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).

increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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D
proficient
in reading by 8th grade and only
children and reading in the following: Observation56%
Protocol
of Hispanic high school students are
“Reading
and writing are passports to
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
Teacher
Name:
achievement in many other curricular areas,
78% respectively for Whites.
School:
and literacy education plays an important
Date:
role in moving
people out of poverty toward
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
Lesson
Observed:
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
Location:
Schools
and
home
environments
share
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
Time:
responsibility for literacy skill development”
education may have play a role in the ability
(p. 8).
to connect with diverse
groups of students
Action Observed
Interpretation
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
A student does not come to the classroom a
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
suggested that variables of income, parental
experiences that shape the students’
education and occupation, and immigration
approach to school, ability to perform, and
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
comprehension. Research indicates that
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
parental involvement in a students’
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
schooling can greatly impact how the child
or support literacy development is important
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
as research has indicated a link between
Ortiz, 2004).
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Because reading and literacy are important
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
Family involvement is one aspect that this
relating to reading achievement scores of
study aims to look at more closely. Family
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
may play an instrumental role in literacy
background that may affect a students’
development among children (Billings,
score. It is important to consider the
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
students that make up the population in our
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
additional opportunities for learning or be
trajectory to continue to become
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
is a great issue facing many students today.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
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The U.S. samples
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tests and the
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to continue
ANOVA.to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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Principal differentiates
3.00
2.95
3.24
3.05
2.94
3.29
2.59
3.17
supervision and evaluation*
Note: Scale ranges from 1=strongly disagree to 4=strongly agree; Support includes related arts teachers, special education teachers, and
counselors; * indicates a significant difference at the 0.009 level between teachers with 1 to 3 years of experience and teachers with 5 to 10 years
of experience

3.39
3.56
3.29

Principal assesses
total performance
evaluations

3.21

3.53
3.37

Principal conducts adequate
post observation
conferences

3.33

3.60
3.37

Principal conducts adequate
pre-observation conferences

3.31

3
71

7

3.26

3.27
3.53

3.28

3.33

3.30
3.56

3.38
3.35

3.50
3.61

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).

3.31
3.39

Principal establishes
standards for teachers’
performance

3.58

3.46
3.24

3.39
3.44
3.39

3.35

3.64

3.63

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

3.43

3.33

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).

Principal conducts
routine observations

3.52

3.51

3.59

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

3.31

3.47
3.40

Table 2
Teachers’ Perceptions about Principals’ Supervisory and Evaluative Behaviors based on Tenure Status, Years of Teaching Experience, and Job
Assignment
Overall
Tenure Status
Years of Teaching
Job Assignment
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Tenured
Non
1 to 3
5 to 10
11 or more
Classroom
Support
(n=50)
(n=18)
(n=12)
(n=17)
(n=38)
(n=50)
(n=17)
Principal has ability to
3.40
3.37
3.52
3.37
3.47
3.42
3.39
3.45
supervise and evaluate

Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
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2011; Darling-Hammond
Support teachers &
Bransford,
strongly agreed
2005).
most
Some
thatstudies
principals
have
establishedthat
suggested
standards
variables
forofteachers’
income, parental
performance
education
and(M=3.59).
occupation,
Both
andregular
immigration
classroom
status
may teachers
play a role
(M=3.05)
in Hispanic
and support
students’
teachersdevelopment
reading
(M=2.94) strongly
(Grouws,
agreed
1992;
least
Pond,
that
principals
1999).
Understanding
differentiatedthe
supervision
factors thatand
hinder
evaluation.
or
support literacy
Finally,development
support teachers
is important
agreed
with
as research
six of the
hasseven
indicated
supervision
a link between
and
evaluation
literacy development
constructs and
moreachievement
than regularlater
classroom
on in life (Billings,
teachers.2009;
The only
Dickinson
construct
& in
which this
Tabors,
2002;
wasHerbers
not the case
et al.,was
2012).
principals
differentiated supervision and evaluation,
which regular classroom teachers agreed
Family
involvement
is one aspect
that this
more than
support teachers.
However,
there
study
aims
to look atdifferences
more closely.
Family
were no
significant
between
may
play
an instrumental
literacy
regular
classroom
teachersrole
andinsupport
development
(Billings, and
teachers viewsamong
on anychildren
of the supervision
2009;
Ortiz,constructs.
2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
evaluation
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional
for learning or be
To answer opportunities
the question regarding
restricted
financialviews
implications.
Poverty
elementarybyteachers’
about principals’
is
a great issue
manystrengths,
students today.
supervisory
andfacing
evaluative
and
Berliner
(2006)
pointsprincipals
out that poverty
how teachers
suggest
might is the
issue
thattheir
is most
plaguingand
student
improve
supervisory
evaluative
achievement
and thattostudents
urban
practices, responses
the two of
open-ended
minority
poor
students
below that of
questionsand
were
open
coded are
by the
their
middle-class
whiteprincipals’
peers. “A strengths
majority
researchers.
Regarding
of
school-age
Latino children
are
concerning
supervisory
and evaluative
economically
More
behaviors, 52 disadvantaged.
teachers responded
to than
this
one-fourth
(27%)coding
come resulted
from families
question. Initial
in ninewith
incomes
belowand
thethese
poverty
and into
broad themes
werelevel,
condensed
another
33% are
near poor”
(Kober, 2010, p.
three specific
themes,
namely
3).
relationships/trust building, positive
feedback, and routine observations. First,
teachers indicated these eight principals
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spent
considerable
(2011) ascertains
time building
the concern
a
over
relationship
children andwith
reading
them
inwhich
the following:
created a high
level
“Reading
of trust
andbetween
writingprincipals
are passports
and to
teachers.
achievement
Thisinincluded
many other
allowing
curricular
teachers
areas,
input
and literacy
into decisions,
educationempathetic
plays an important
listening,
and treating
role
in moving
teachers
peopleasout
part
ofof
poverty
a team.toward
Reflecting
greater
self-sufficiency
on building trusting
post-graduation.
relationships,
one respondent
Schools
and home
stated,
environments
“She listens
share
and is
very quick to solve
responsibility
for literacy
problems,
skillshe
development”
involves
teachers
(p.
8). in problem solving which helps
build trust between teachers and
administrators.
A
student does not
Shecome
is very
tosupportive
the classroom
of a
how I slate,
blank
teach.”
however,
Anotherbut
respondent
is riddled with
commented, that
experiences
“I feel
shape
the the
greatest
students’
strengths are
that my principal
approach
to school,
treats
ability
teachers
to perform,
as partand
of a
team. Each teacher
comprehension.
Research
is treated
indicates
as a that
professional
parental
involvement
who is contributing
in a students’
to the
education can
schooling
of students.”
greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Regarding
Ortiz,
2004).
positive feedback, teachers
indicated that when principals followed up
their classroom
Because
readingvisits
and literacy
with feedback,
are important
the
feedback
to
understandings
was framed
in the
first
field
withofpositives
education,
before
this
study
suggestions
will focusoron
reflection
the analysis
questions
of data
were offered
relating
to reading
to teachers.
achievement
For example,
scores of
one
teacher believed
Hispanic
studentsher
andprincipal
aspects took
of personal
additional time
background
thattomay
provide
affectpositive
a students’
feedback
after allItclassroom
score.
is important
walkthroughs.
to consider the
Another
respondent
students
thatremarked,
make up “I
theknow
population
exactlyinwhere
our
I stand with
nation’s
classrooms.
my principal
The on
U.S.
teaching.
is on a Ideas
are alwaystosuggested
trajectory
continue and
to become
my strengths are
commended.”diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
increasingly
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
The final theme
Hispanics,
especially,
that surfaced
are the group
was routine
of
observations.
individuals
that
Teachers
are the fastest
indicated
growing
these eight
principals
subset
of the
were
U.S.
in population
classrooms(Hemphill
daily which
&
provided them
Vanneman,
2011;
a clear
Humes,
understanding
Jones, & Ramirez
of
teaching
2011;
Kober,
and learning
2010). Moreover,
issues in their schools.
One respondent12%
approximately
observed,
of people
“With
ageweekly
five and
walkthroughs,
over
in the U.S.my
areprincipal
Hispanicgets
(Robinson,
a chance to
see whatSome
2008).
is going
research
on consistently
indicates that
in my
there is
room.”
an
achievement
Another gap
teacher
between
believed,
White
“My
students
principal
and
Hispanic
is instudents
my classroom
(Robinson,
multiple
2008;
times
a week, so I feel&my
Rojas-LeBouef
Slate,
principal
2012;gets
Lopez
an et. al,
accurate
2007). Kober
overall
(2010)
picture
cites
of my
thatclassroom
by eighth
environment”.
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

When
proficient
asked
in how
reading
principals
by 8th grade
mightand
improve
only
their
56% supervisory
of Hispanic high
and evaluative
school students
practices,
are
39
proficient
teachersinresponded.
reading compared
Two themes
to 81%
emerged
and
and
78%included
respectively
no recommendations
for Whites.
and
feedback. First, overwhelmingly (n=21),
teachers
Achievement
offered
gaps
no suggestions
can be attributed
regarding
to a
how
variety
principals
of factors.
could
Certainly,
increasethe
their
dominance
supervisory
of monolinguistic,
and evaluative
white female
skills.teachers
Thirteenin
teachers
educationbelieved
may have
principals
play a role
could
in the
improve
ability
the
to connect
quality with
of feedback
diverse they
groups
provided
of students
teachers,
(Ball & Tyson,
both positive
2011; Darling-Hammond
and constructive. &
More
Bransford,
specifically,
2005). teachers
Some studies
wanted
have
more
positive
suggested
feedback
that variables
about teaching
of income,
strategies
parental
and
education
desiredand
constructive
occupation,
feedback
and immigration
about
areas
statusin
may
which
playthey
a role
were
in Hispanic
weak. Forstudents’
example,
reading development
one teacher (Grouws,
stated, “I would
1992; Pond,
say
teachers
1999). Understanding
just need to bethe
given
factors
morethat
pats
hinder
on
the
or support
back throughout
literacy development
the year individually”.
is important
Another
as research
respondent
has indicated
stated,
a link
“I’vebetween
never had a
bad
literacy
evaluation.
development
Comeand
on!achievement
I can’t be thatlater
awesome.
on in life (Billings,
I’d like to2009;
knowDickinson
where I need
& to
improve.”
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Discussion and Conclusions
Family involvement is one aspect that this
study
aims tooflook
morewas
closely.
Family
The purpose
thisatstudy
to understand
may
playperceptions
an instrumental
in literacy
teachers'
aboutrole
principals'
development
among
children
supervision and
evaluation
in (Billings,
eight high
2009;
Ortiz,elementary
2004; Whitehurst
al., 1988).
performing
schools.etThe
Moreover,
incomeinto
canthree
afford for
findings cana family’s
be summarized
additional
opportunities
for working
learning in
or abe
general themes:
(1) despite
restricted
by financial
school district
with no implications.
differentiated Poverty
teacher
is
a great issue
manyprocedures,
students today.
supervision
andfacing
evaluation
Berliner
points
out thatengaged
poverty in
is the
teachers' (2006)
perceived
principals
all
issue
is most plaguing
studentconstructs
seventhat
supervision
and evaluation
achievement
and that students
of urban
including differentiated
supervision
and
minority
andHowever,
poor students
are below that of
evaluation.
differentiated
their
middle-class
white peers.
majority
supervision
and evaluation
was “A
rated
the
of
school-age
Latino of
children
are when
lowest
by all groups
respondents
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
compared to the
other six supervision
and
one-fourth
(27%) come(2)
from
with
evaluation constructs;
bothfamilies
non-tenured
incomes
below
the poverty
level,
and years
teachers and
teachers
with one
to three
another
33% are
near
poor”
(Kober,
2010, p.
of experience
were
more
positive
about
3).
principals supervision and evaluation than
more experienced teachers; and (3) teachers
with five to 10 years of experience were the
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least
positive
(2011)
ofascertains
any of thethe
groups
concern over
concerning
children andprincipals’
reading insupervisory
the following:
and
evaluative
“Reading and
behaviors.
writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
Synthesizing
and
literacy education
specific findings,
plays an overall,
important
teachers
role
in moving
believed
people
principals
out ofhad
poverty
adequate
toward
skills toself-sufficiency
greater
effectively supervise
post-graduation.
and evaluate
teachers.
Schools and
Thishome
confidence,
environments
along with
share
principals’
responsibility
ability
for literacy
to form skill
personal,
development”
meaningful
(p. 8).
relationships with teachers and
treat them as professionals, creates a climate
and
A student
culturedoes
thatnot
allows
come
teachers
to the classroom
to trust a
principals
blank slate,ashowever,
supervisors
but of
is instruction.
riddled withAs a
result,
experiences
these that
principals
shape understand
the students’trust is a
precursor to
approach
to school,
effectiveability
teacher
to perform,
supervision
and
(Zepeda, 2013). Teachers
comprehension.
Researchindicated
indicates that
principalsinvolvement
parental
routinely visited
in a students’
classrooms as
part of their
schooling
can
supervision
greatly impact
responsibilities,
how the child
a
behavior Ikemoto
succeeds
(Auerbach,
et al.
1997;
(2012)
Gaitan,
argued
2012;
distinguished
Ortiz,
2004). effective principals from
ineffective principals and while encouraging
teacher development.
Because
reading and literacy
Teachers
arebelieved
important
that
because
to
understandings
principalsinwere
the in
field
their
of classrooms
education,
weekly,
this
studyprincipals
will focusunderstood
on the analysis
the of data
relating
instructional
to reading
climate
achievement
of schools and
scores of
Hispanic
positionedstudents
themselves
and aspects
to makeofinstructional
personal
background
recommendations
that may
based
affect
on observable
a students’ data
score.
(Ing, 2009).
It is important
After classroom
to consider
walkthroughs,
the
students
teachers perceived
that make positive
up the population
feedback in our
nation’s
dispensedclassrooms.
by principals
The
asU.S.
crucial
is on
fora
trajectory
building morale
to continue
and led
to to
become
teachers' feelings
increasingly
of professionalism
diverseand
(Ball
shared
& Tyson,
leadership.
2011;
Boske
However,
& Benavente-McEnery,
teachers indicated they
2010).
desired not
Hispanics,
only positive
especially,
feedback,are
butthe
also
group
constructive
of
individuals
criticism about
thattheir
are the
teaching
fastestso
growing
they could
subset
improve
oftheir
the U.S.
performance.
population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011;
Non-tenured
Kober,teachers
2010). Moreover,
and teachers with one
approximately
to three years of12%
teaching
of people
experience
age fivewere
and
over
the most
in the
positive
U.S. are
about
Hispanic
principals’
(Robinson,
2008).
supervision
Some
and
research
evaluation
indicates
whenthat
compared
there is
an
to teachers
achievement
with gap
morebetween
experience.
White
The
students
and
researchers
Hispanic
speculate
studentsnon-tenured
(Robinson, 2008;
and
Rojas-LeBouef
novice teachers'&
positive
Slate, 2012;
views Lopez
after their
et. al,
supervision
2007).
Kober
hinge
(2010)
on two
citespoints.
that byFirst,
eighth
becauseHispanic
grade,
principals
students
engaged
areinonly
a more
58%direct

proficient when
approach
in reading
supervising
by 8th non-tenured
grade and only
teachers
56%
of Hispanic
and novice
high
teachers
school (Glickman
students areet
al., 2005; Peterson,
proficient
in reading1995;
compared
Nolanto&81%
Hoover,
and
2007;
78% respectively
Zepeda, 2013),
for Whites.
they possibly received
more direct feedback about their
performance.
AchievementSecond,
gaps canbecause
be attributed
non-tenured
to a
and novice
variety
of factors.
teachersCertainly,
struggle with
the dominance
technical
teaching
of
monolinguistic,
problems,white
principals
female
canteachers
providein
immediate
education may
feedback
have play
that helps
a roleand,
in the
asability
a
result,
to connect
non-tenured
with diverse
and novice
groups teachers
of students
are
more
(Ball &
positive
Tyson,about
2011;the
Darling-Hammond
supervisory
&
experience.
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
Results
education
concerning
and occupation,
the view
and
ofimmigration
teachers with
five
statustomay
10 years
play of
a role
experience
in Hispanic
are less
students’
clear
as
reading
these development
teachers were(Grouws,
the least positive
1992; Pond,
about
1999).the
Understanding
seven supervision
the factors
and evaluation
that hinder
constructs,
or support literacy
and were
development
significantlyisless
important
positive
as research
about
hasprincipals'
indicated aability
link between
to
differentiate
literacy development
supervision
andand
achievement
evaluationlater
than
early
on in career
life (Billings,
teachers.
2009;
These
Dickinson
findings &
contradict
Tabors,
2002;
others
Herbers
who describe
et al., 2012).
this career
stage of teaching as one in which teachers
are mature, enthusiastic, and have high job
Family
involvement
is one
aspect
that this
satisfaction
(Huberman,
1993;
Zepeda,
study
to look at
closely.
Family
2013).aims
Attempting
to more
describe
why teachers
may
an10
instrumental
role in literacy
with play
five to
years of experience
were the
development
children (Billings,
most negativeamong
about principals'
supervision
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst
al., 1988).
and evaluation
warrants
furtheretresearch.
Moreover,
a family’s
income
can afford
However, recent
research
indicates
if for
additional
opportunities
for learning
or be
experienced,
effective teachers
are provided
restricted
by financial
Poverty
no incentives
because implications.
of school district
is
a great
issue facing
many
today.
policy
restrictions,
they
tendstudents
to devalue
Berliner
(2006) points
that poverty is the
teacher supervision
andout
evaluation
procedures
et al., 2012;
Weisberg et
issue
that is(Jacob
most plaguing
student
al., 2009). Perhaps
more
importantly,
achievement
and that
students
of urbanin
order to improve
minority
and pooreducational
students areleadership
below that of
training
programs,white
researchers
their
middle-class
peers. and
“A majority
practitioners
of
school-ageshould
Latinocontinue
children to
arework
together to bridge
the gap between
economically
disadvantaged.
Moretheory
than
and practice(27%)
by identifying
how
teachers
one-fourth
come from
families
with
with fivebelow
to 10 years
of experience
might be
incomes
the poverty
level, and
better supported
another
33% are with
near differentiated
poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
supervision and evaluation, allowing for
3).
more personalized professional
development. Further research in this area
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could
help
(2011)
utilize
ascertains
the strengths
the concern
of theseover
veteran
childrenteachers
and reading
and promote
in the following:
a greater
component
“Reading and
of shared
writingleadership
are passports
among
to staff
members.
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
Regarding
role in moving
job assignment,
people out ofsupport
poverty
teachers
toward
rated
greater
sixself-sufficiency
of the seven supervision
post-graduation.
and
evaluation
Schools andconstructs
home environments
higher than share
regular
classroom
responsibility
teachers,
for literacy
indicating
skill support
development”
teachers
(p. 8). were more positive about
principals’ exhibiting these behaviors.
Although
A student these
does not
positive
comefinding
to the classroom
do not allow
a
for
blank
conclusions
slate, however,
of causality,
but is riddled
two of with
the eight
principals
experiences
had
that
backgrounds
shape the students’
as content
teachers.
approach This
to school,
mightability
have assisted
to perform,
support
and
teachers
comprehension.
in expressing
Research
positive
indicates
feeling
that
about
supervision
parental involvement
and evaluation
in a students’
procedures in
their
schooling
schools,
can even
greatly
within
impact
their
how
content
the child
specific
succeedsarea.
(Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
In sum, the results of this study provide
three
Because
conclusions.
reading and
First,
literacy
principals'
are important
instructional
to
understandings
leadership
in theisfield
important
of education,
for a
positive
this
studyinstructional
will focus on
climate.
the analysis
Despite
of data
workingtoinreading
relating
a schoolachievement
district withscores
no of
differentiated
Hispanic
students
supervision
and aspects
and of
evaluation
personal
processes, teachers
background
that may
in affect
these eight
a students’
schools
were positive
score.
It is important
about alltoseven
consider
constructs
the
concerning
students
thatprincipals’
make up the
supervision
population
and
in our
nation’s
evaluation,
classrooms.
and believed
Theprincipals'
U.S. is on a
trajectory
leadershiptoledcontinue
to feelings
to become
of trust and
increasingly
autonomy. Teachers
diverse (Ball
reported
& Tyson,
principals
2011;
Boske
were routinely
& Benavente-McEnery,
in classrooms and
2010).
viewed
Hispanics,
principals as
especially,
instructional
are the
leaders.
group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset
Second,ofdifferentiated
the U.S. population
supervision
(Hemphill
and &
Vanneman,
evaluation is2011;
difficult
Humes,
for principals
Jones, & as
Ramirez
they
2011;
attemptKober,
to provide
2010).
assistance
Moreover,
to all types of
approximately
teachers. Even 12%
in these
of people
eight high
age five and
over
performing
in the U.S.
schools,
are Hispanic
teachers perceived
(Robinson,
2008).
principals
Some
differentiated
research indicates
less thanthat
anythere
otheris
an
construct
achievement
measured.
gap between
Differentiated
White students
and
supervision
Hispanicand
students
evaluation
(Robinson,
requires2008;
Rojas-LeBouef
principals to have
& diagnostic
Slate, 2012;skills
Lopez
when
et. al,
2007).
assessing
Kober
the developmental
(2010) cites that
level
by of
eighth
grade,
teachers
Hispanic
and match
students
administrative
are only 58%
supports

proficient
to needs. Because
in reading
differentiated
by 8th gradesupervision
and only
56%
is notofa one
Hispanic
size fits
high
allschool
approach,
students
it canare
be
proficient
time consuming
in reading
as principals
comparedcollaboratively
to 81% and
78%
searchrespectively
out ways tofor
remediate
Whites. struggling
teachers and enrich teachers meeting
expectations.
AchievementCompounding
gaps can be attributed
the difficulties
to a
variety
in implementing
of factors.differentiated
Certainly, the
supervision
dominance
of
aremonolinguistic,
school district evaluation
white female
procedures
teachers that
in
education
treat all teachers
may have
the play
same.a In
role
such
in the
a context,
ability
to
principals
connect have
with little
diverse
autonomy
groups of
to students
(Ball
differentiate
& Tyson,
supervision
2011; Darling-Hammond
and evaluation for
&
Bransford,
teachers and2005).
are forced
Sometostudies
navigate
have
required
suggested
paperworkthat
requirements
variables of
to income,
meet policy
parental
education
demands. As
andaoccupation,
result, principals
and immigration
require
status
professional
may play
development
a role in Hispanic
as a formal
students’
reading
district process
development
as they(Grouws,
attempt to
1992;
provide
Pond,
1999).
differentiated
Understanding
supervision
the for
factors
teachers.
that hinder
Thirdly,
or
support
asliteracy
teachersdevelopment
gain experience,
is important
their
views
as
research
of supervision
has indicated
and aevaluation
link between
might
become development
literacy
unfavorable, especially
and achievement
when later
compared
on
in life (Billings,
to novice2009;
teachers.
Dickinson
Principals
&
Tabors,
must continue
2002; Herbers
to challenge
et al.,and
2012).
support
experienced teachers and attempt to keep
their enthusiasm and desire for continuous
improvement
Family
involvement
high. To
is do
onethis,
aspect
principals
that this
might aims
study
provide
to look
frequent,
at more
public,
closely.
positive
Family
feedback
may
play concerning
an instrumental
effective
role in
teachers’
literacy
performance and
development
among
assist
children
effective
(Billings,
teachers in
securing
2009;
Ortiz,
additional
2004; Whitehurst
resources toetfurther
al., 1988).
strengthen their
Moreover,
a family’s
instruction.
incomeOther
can afford
examples
for
include asking
additional
opportunities
experienced,
for learning
effectiveor be
teachers tobytake
restricted
financial
a moreimplications.
active role inPoverty
instructional
is
a great issue
leadership
facing many
initiatives
students
such
today.
as
revising
Berliner classroom
(2006) points
walkthrough
out that poverty
forms or
is the
helping
issue that
with
is most
instructional
plaguinganalysis
student after
classroom
achievement
walkthrough
and that students
data have
of urban
been
summarized.
minority and poor
Finally,
students
principals
are below
mightthat
allow
of
experienced
their middle-class
teachers
white
to develop
peers. “A majority
personalized
of school-ageprofessional
Latino children
development
are
plans
based
economically
on interests
disadvantaged.
and worry less
More
about
than
requiring
one-fourththem
(27%)
to attend
come from
professional
families with
development
incomes below
notthe
tailored
poverty
tolevel,
their innate
and
desires.
another 33%
Thus,are
thisnear
study
poor”
seeks
(Kober,
to inform
2010, p.
policies
3).
and practices for school districts
looking to provide meaningful, ongoing
professional development for their
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employees.
As teachers
ascertains
progress
the concern
through
over
various
childrenprofessional
and reading stages,
in the following:
school districts
can
“Reading
better support
and writing
the continual
are passports to
development
achievement in
of many
teachers
other
by curricular
offering more
areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).

developmentally
appropriate
supervision
proficient in reading
by 8th grade
and only
and
that
seeks
to strengthen
the
56%evaluation
of Hispanic
high
school
students are
organization
as a whole.
proficient in reading
compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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in the
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at the
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the
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4. Teachers should only be involved in conducting educational research if it personally interests them. [2.76(1.26)]

3. Reading educational research is a waste of a teacher’s time. (2)* [1.64(.65)]

them biased. [2.75(1.14)]

related to teaching and learning. (1)* [5.6(.56)]

Item (Item number on final P-TATER scale)[mean(standard deviation)]

Stage 2 Factor Analysis of Initial P-TATER Questions

.04

.05
-.59

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
Table 4

.59

.08
-.23
2. Teachers shouldn’t be involved in conducting educational research because their professional practice has made

.05
.53
1. It is important for teachers to stay up-to-date on educational research in order to stay informed of new findings

P. C.

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
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proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

A
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.07
-.53

-.03
.49

-.17
.51

.03
-.32

-.02
.58

.18

-.06
.36

-.34

.01
-.32

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).

14

24. Undergraduate teacher education programs should not include a course on conducting educational research. (13)*

23. Teachers should make changes in their classroom based on applied educational research. (12)* [4.30(.82)]

22. Educational research courses should be required for education graduate students. (11)* [4.23(1.16)]

21. Teachers should not attempt to apply theoretical research to their teaching. [2.92(1.05)]

20. Teacher preparation programs should include an educational research class. (10)* [4.32(1.02)]

19. Practical experience is a better guide to effective teaching methods than research. [4.48(1.01)]

18. Educational research instruction should be imbedded in other education classes. (9)* [4.46(.94)]

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

17. Teachers should make changes to their teaching based on action research. [4.12(.92)]

their classroom practices. (7)* [5.04(.79)]

-.12

.01
.31

3
92

.60

.12
.60
14. Educational research classes can teach preservice teachers valuable skills. (8)* [4.96(.72)]

11. Reading educational research can help teachers improve their teaching. (6)* [5.21 (.75)]

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

16. Educational research classes should be optional for education students.[3.66(1.29)]

.03
-.24

15. Teachers should change their teaching based on research that investigates students similar to their own. [3.97(.94)]

-.07
.68

13. Teachers should not change teaching practices because some old methods may be more effective. [3.19(1.19)]

-.07
.70

12. Conducting educational research provides teachers with valuable information/experiences that will help improve

-.01

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).

DEVELOPMENT OF P- TATER

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

.33

Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
10. Teachers’ firsthand experience in the classroom is a valuable asset to educational research studies. [5.36(.77)]
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.40
.03

.17
.63

.70
.17

.38
.11

.07
.76

.69
.12

.00

-.07
-.55

3
93

.67

-.57
.13

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).

15

37. Research articles are straight forward and easy to understand. (23)** [2.57(.95)]

36. Educational research can help teachers meet their students’ needs. (22)* [4.75(.82)]

35. I can successfully apply research I read to my teaching. (21)** [4.20 (.90)]

34. Any teacher can understand research if they read it carefully. [3.71(1.18)]

33. Educational research helps teachers improve their practice. (20)* [4.85(.75)]

32. I feel confident in my ability to apply action research findings in my classroom. (19)** [4.09(1.07)]

31. Teachers can gain new knowledge from educational research. (18)* [5.26(.61)]

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

30. Educational research is too theoretical to be useful. (17)* [2.80(.96)]

methods are not working. [3.95(1.23)]

improve their practice. (14)* [4.39(.95)]

[3.11(1.15)]

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

29. I do not have enough practice reading and interpreting research articles to do it effectively. (16)** [3.91(1.26)]

.01
.73
28. Educational research helps teachers stay up-to-date on effective teaching methods. (15)* [5.05(.75)]

.11
-.26
27. There are classes that are more important than research methods in teacher preparation programs. [4.73(1.05)]

.03
-.27
26. Teachers should only modify their teaching based on current educational research if they believe their current

.08

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).

DEVELOPMENT OF P- TATER

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

.54

Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
25. Teachers should modify their teaching based on recent educational research because they need to continue to
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.00
-.54

-.01
.65

.52
-.04

16

49. I do not plan on applying research findings in my classroom. (33)* [2.20(.96)]

48. Students benefit when their teachers are up-to-date on current educational research. (32)* [4.99(.89)]

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
47. I have lots of experience applying research findings to my teaching. (31)** [2.34(1.07)]

** Item included in the final Perceived Competence Scale

* Item included in the final Attitude Scale

P.C. = Perceived Competence

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
A = Attitude

-.06
-.11

44. I need to be more experienced in applying research to my classroom. (29)* [4.79(1.01)]

.52

-.41
.46

3
94

.07

-.41
.54

articles. [4.08(1.28)]

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
56% of Hispanic high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

46. I am confident in my ability to understand research jargon. (30)** [3.11(1.11)]

.09
.54
42. Research can help teachers by testing methods teachers use in the classroom. (27)* [4.81(.71)]

39. Educational research can provide solutions to classroom problems. (25)* [4.57(.80)]

DEVELOPMENT OF P- TATER

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).

45. Summaries that interpret and integrate research are more useful than research articles for teachers. [4.11(1.03)]

.72
.10

43. I would like to become more confident in my ability to read educational research. (28)* [4.76(1.09)]

-.38
.20

41. I feel confident in my ability to use applied research findings to modify my instruction. (26)** [3.90(.93)]

.17
.49

40. I would need to take a class on educational research before I would feel confident reading educational research

.79
.20

Wamba (2011) ascertains the concern over
children and reading in the following:
“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).
38. I feel confident in my ability to apply theoretical research findings in my classroom. (24)** [3.73(.96)]
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maintain in our
confidentiality.
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly
diverse
Pilot
Instrument
1 (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
The
Hispanics,
instrument
especially,
for Pilot
areStudy
the group
1 hadof22
items
individuals
to be rated
that are
on the
a 5-point
fastest scale
growing
(“Strongly
subset of the
Disagree,”
U.S. population
“Disagree,”
(Hemphill &
“Neutral,”
Vanneman,“Agree,”
2011; Humes,
and “Strongly
Jones, &Agree”).
Ramirez
Many
2011; Kober,
of these2010).
items were
Moreover,
being tested for
inclusion
approximately
on the12%
finalofinstrument;
people age these
five and
are
referred
over in the
to throughout
U.S. are Hispanic
this article
(Robinson,
as “pilot
items”;
2008). Some
the subset
research
of pilot
indicates
items that were
there is
eventually
an achievement
included
gap on
between
the final
White
version
students
of
the
andSRFI
Hispanic
are referred
studentsto(Robinson,
in this article
2008;
as
“SRFI
Rojas-LeBouef
items.” & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient inItems.
reading by 8th grade and only
Validation
56% of Hispanic high school students are
In
proficient
additionintoreading
the pilot
compared
items, several
to 81%
other
and
items
78% respectively
were included
foron
Whites.
the pilot instrument
for validation purposes, described in the
succeeding
Achievement
paragraphs.
gaps can be
These
attributed
items to
area
referred
variety oftofactors.
throughout
Certainly,
this article
the dominance
as
“validation
of monolinguistic,
items.” white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect
with diverse groups of students
Student
Motivation.
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
One
Bransford,
of the strongest
2005). Some
correlates
studieswith
have
SET
ratings
suggested
is students’
that variables
prior of
interest
income,
in the
parental
subject
education
(Marsh,
and occupation,
2007). Theand
more
immigration
motivated
astatus
student
mayisplay
in a aspecific
role in course,
Hispanic
thestudents’
higher
that
reading
student’s
development
grade is(Grouws,
likely to be—and
1992; Pond,
the
more
1999).theUnderstanding
student shouldthe
rate
factors
the instructor
that hinder
favorably
or support(Cashin,
literacy development
1995). To testisthis
important
assumption,
as research has
weindicated
included athree
linkmotivational
between
items
literacy
ondevelopment
our pilot instrument
and achievement
to look forlater
relationships
on in life (Billings,
between
2009;
them
Dickinson
and the pilot
&
items.
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Quality of Instructional Goals.
Family involvement
is one aspect
Similarly,
we included
item tothat this
study aimswhether
to look at
closely.who
Family
determine
themore
instructors
had
may play
an instrumental
rolethan
in literacy
course
goals
that were higher
simply
development among
children would
(Billings,
memorization
of the material
receive
2009; Ortiz,
2004;
Whitehurst
al., 1988).
different
ratings
than
courses inetwhich
Moreover,
family’s
income
canwas
afford for
students
felta their
principal
task
additional opportunities
forliterature,
learning or
be
memorization.
In the SET
courses
restricted
by financial
that
are more
difficult implications.
tend to receivePoverty
higher
is a greatratings
issue (with
facingthe
many
students
student
exception
oftoday.
Berliner (2006)
points
out that
poverty
is the
extremely
difficult
courses;
Marsh,
2007).
issue that is Gain.
most plaguing student
Knowledge
achievement and that students of urban
minority and
students
are below
that
of
Students
whopoor
believe
they have
learned
a lot
their
whiteinclined
peers. to
“Arate
majority
in
themiddle-class
course are more
a
of school-age
Latinothan
children
are who do
professor
favorably
students
economically
disadvantaged.
not
perceive they
have learnedMore
muchthan
in the
one-fourth
(27%)
comeFeldman,
from families
course
(Cashin,
1995;
2007;with
incomes below
the poverty
level,
Stapleton
& Murkison,
2001).
Oneand
item
anotherto33%
are nearknowledge
poor” (Kober,
related
perceived
gain 2010,
was p.
3).
included
on the pilot instrument to test for
this relationship.
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(2011) ascertains the concern over
Global Items.
children and reading in the following:
We
“Reading
included
andthree
writing
global
arevalidation
passports items
to
(beginning
achievementwith
in many
the word
other“Overall”)
curriculartoareas,
assess
and literacy
the relationship
education plays
between
an important
these global
items
role inand
moving
the pilot
people
items
out(Feldman’s
of poverty second
toward
mechanism
greater self-sufficiency
for determining
post-graduation.
teacher quality
from
Schools
student
and home
ratings,
environments
discussed earlier).
share
These
responsibility
global items
for literacy
were presented
skill development”
as the
last
(p. 8).
items on the pilot instrument.
Results and Discussion
A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiencesRate.
that shape the students’
Response
approach to school, ability to perform, and
Overall,
comprehension.
775 students
Research
(81%)
indicates
responded
thatto
the
parental
pilot involvement
instrument. By
in apractically
students’ any
standard,
schoolingthis
can isgreatly
a veryimpact
satisfactory
how the
response
child
rate.
succeeds
Among
(Auerbach,
the 37 undergraduate
1997; Gaitan,classes,
2012;
738
Ortiz,
students
2004). (80%) responded, and from the
5 graduate classes 37 students (95%)
responded.
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings
Item
Reduction. in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating
One goal
to of
reading
Pilot Study
achievement
1 was toscores
narrow
of
down
Hispanic
the students
pool of items
and aspects
to a final
of personal
size of 7-12
items
background
(see the
that
appendix
may affect
for the
a students’
final set of
items).
score. ItToisdetermine
important which
to consider
itemsthe
to keep, a
stepwise
students that
regression
make up
analysis
the population
was conducted,
in our
using
nation’s
a criterion
classrooms.
of p =The
0.05
U.S.
forisentry
on aand p
=
trajectory
0.10 for to
exit.
continue
The dependent
to become
variable was
each
increasingly
of threediverse
global validation
(Ball & Tyson,
items.2011;
Thus,
three
Boskeregression
& Benavente-McEnery,
analyses were conducted.
2010).
In
order
Hispanics,
to be especially,
included onare
thethe
final
group
version
of of
the
individuals
SRFI, we
that
determined
are the fastest
that agrowing
pilot item
must
subsethave
of the
been
U.S.
a predictor
population
in (Hemphill
at least two&of
the
Vanneman,
three regression
2011; Humes,
analyses
Jones,
in both
& Ramirez
Pilot
Study
2011; Kober,
1 and (eventually)
2010). Moreover,
Pilot Study 2.
These
approximately
stringent12%
criteria
of people
were designed
age five to
and
help
over us
in the
select
U.S.
only
arethe
Hispanic
highest(Robinson,
quality, most
reliable
2008). Some
items research
for the final
indicates
instrument.
that there is
Multicollinearity
an achievement gap
is abetween
concernWhite
for analyses
students
of
this
and Hispanic
type, due students
to the expected
(Robinson,
correlation
2008;
among
Rojas-LeBouef
typical SET
& Slate,
items.2012;
To examine
Lopez et.this
al,
assumption,
2007). Kober
the(2010)
coefficients,
cites that
their
by standard
eighth
errors,
grade, Hispanic
and the significance
students aretests
onlywere
58%

visually
proficientinspected
in reading
at by
each
8thstep
grade
of these
and only
stepwise
56% of Hispanic
regression
high
models.
school Across
studentsthe
are
entire
proficient
series
in of
reading
regressions
compared
reported
to 81%
in this
and
article
78% respectively
(in both Pilot
forStudy
Whites.
1 and Pilot Study
2), the coefficients and their standard errors
were
Achievement
remarkably
gaps
stable,
can be
and
attributed
there were
to ano
cases
varietyinofwhich
factors.
the significance
Certainly, thetests
dominance
were
inconsistent
of monolinguistic,
across white
each progressive
female teachers
step in
of
the
education
regression
may(cf.
have
Kidwell
play a role
& Brown,
in the 1982).
ability
Thus,
to connect
we can
with
state
diverse
with groups
confidence
of students
that the
independence
(Ball & Tyson,assumption
2011; Darling-Hammond
associated with&
the
Bransford,
multiple-regression
2005). Someanalyses
studies has
havebeen
met.
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and
occupation, and immigration
Regression
Results.
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
All
reading
regression
development
models(Grouws,
had omnibus
1992;
psPond,
less
than
1999).
0.0001.
Understanding
The final (stepwise)
the factors models
that hinder
contained
or support between
literacy development
5 and 8 predictor
is important
variables,
as researchdemonstrating
has indicated that
a link
webetween
do not need
aliteracy
very large
development
number ofand
items
achievement
to make alater
satisfactory
on in life (Billings,
prediction
2009;
about
Dickinson
students’&views
regarding
Tabors,
2002;
theirHerbers
instructors’
et al.,overall
2012).teaching
skill. The final models included at most one
item that was not eventually included on the
Family
involvement
is onethe
aspect
that this
final version
of the SRFI;
non-included
study
aimsnot
to the
look
at more
Family
item was
same
itemclosely.
in all three
may
playThus,
an instrumental
role in literacy
models.
we did not eliminate
any item
development
among
childrenuniformly
(Billings,
that the regression
analyses
2009;
Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
indicated
as highly
useful in predicting
Moreover,
can afford
responses toa family’s
the globalincome
validation
items. for
The
2
additional
opportunities
these final for
stepwise
learning
models
or be
R values for
ranged from
restricted
by 0.707
financial
to 0.841;
implications.
therefore,
Poverty
we
cana great
is
account
issue
forfacing
a modestly
manystrong
students
proportion
today.
of the variance
Berliner
(2006)in
points
the global
out that
validation
poverty items
is the
with athat
issue
small
is most
subset
plaguing
of the pilot
student
items. The
pilot items that
achievement
andentered
that students
the regression
of urban
models but
minority
andwere
poornot
students
included
areon
below
the final
that of
version
their
middle-class
of the SRFIwhite
entered
peers.
no earlier
“A majority
than
Step
of
school-age
4 of the regressions.
Latino children
Thus,
arewe did not
eliminate any disadvantaged.
economically
items that were most
More than
predictive of
one-fourth
(27%)
overall
come
teaching
from families
quality. with
Pilot Items
incomes
below
Eliminated.
the poverty
Several
level,pilot
and items
were eliminated
another
33% are on
near
thepoor”
basis(Kober,
of the 2010, p.
regression results because they were not
3).
predictors in more than one of the three
regression models. For example, the three
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Wamba“The
items,
(2011)
instructor
ascertains
wasthe
prepared
concern
forover
class,”
children“The
and course
readingwas
in the
well
following:
organized,”
and
“Reading
“The instructor
and writing
responded
are passports
satisfactorily
to
to
achievement
questions both
in many
in and
other
outcurricular
of class” were
areas,
predictors
and literacyforeducation
exactly none
playsofanthe
important
three
global
role in items
moving
andpeople
were therefore
out of poverty
eliminated
toward
from
greater
further
self-sufficiency
consideration.
post-graduation.
Global-Like
Schools and SRFI
home Item.
environments
The single
share
globallike
responsibility
item retained
for literacy
on the final
skillversion
development”
of the
SRFI
(p. 8).was, “I would recommend this
instructor to other students.” This item was
the
A student
first todoes
enternot
in each
comeoftothe
thethree
classroom
stepwise
a
regressions,
blank slate, however,
with F-ratios
but is
ranging
riddledfrom
with
ranging
670.09
experiences
to 2697.83,
that shape
andthe
R2 values
students’
from
0.60totoschool,
0.78. Therefore,
this item and
alone
approach
ability to perform,
captures
most of the
variance
in the global
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that
validation
items. In fact,
would not be
parental involvement
in aone
students’
poorly
served
asking
this question
schooling
can by
greatly
impact
how the alone!
child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Reliability.

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
Uni-Dimensionality.
56% of Hispanic high school students are
There
has in
been
somecompared
interest within
theand
SET
proficient
reading
to 81%
literature
regarding
dimensionality of
78% respectively
forthe
Whites.
SET instruments (Abrami, d’Apollonia, &
Rosenfield,
2007;
& Abrami,
Achievement
gapsd’Apollonia
can be attributed
to a
1997).
test the dimensionality
of the
variety To
of factors.
Certainly, the dominance
SRFI,
the Pilot Study
1 data
wereteachers
randomly
of monolinguistic,
white
female
in
split
into halves,
andplay
an exploratory
education
may have
a role in thefactor
ability
analysis
was
conducted,
using only
the SRFI
to connect
with
diverse groups
of students
items
(after
the 2011;
other pilot
items had been&
(Ball &
Tyson,
Darling-Hammond
eliminated)
and extracting
only factors
Bransford, 2005).
Some studies
have with
eigenvalues
greater
than of
1. income,
Using principal
suggested that
variables
parental
components
only
one
component
education andextraction,
occupation,
and
immigration
was
with
loadings
all greater
than
statusderived,
may play
a role
in Hispanic
students’
0.72.
These
high loadings
indicate
a strong
reading
development
(Grouws,
1992;
Pond,
correlation
of the itemsthe
with
the extracted
1999). Understanding
factors
that hinder
component.
This component
accounts
for
or support literacy
development
is important
67%
of the variance
among
the between
items. The
as research
has indicated
a link
other
half
of the data were
then subjected
to
literacy
development
and achievement
later
aonconfirmatory
factor
analysis,
constraining
in life (Billings,
2009;
Dickinson
&
the
extraction
a single
Tabors,
2002; to
Herbers
et component,
al., 2012). with
similar results (loadings of .80 or greater and
72% of the variance explained).
Family
is oneitems
aspect
that thisthe
With theinvolvement
eliminated pilot
included,
study
to look
at moreaccounts
closely. for
Family
singleaims
derived
component
less
may
an instrumental
in (63%)
literacythan
of theplay
variance
among therole
items
development
among
children
(Billings,
the above models.
Thus,
the reduced
size of
2009;
Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
the SRFI
is warranted
by this analysis.
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional
Validity. opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is
great issue
facing
manywas
students
today.
Asastated
earlier,
the SRFI
developed
Berliner
(2006) points
poverty is the
using constructs
havingout
anthat
empirically
issue
thatrelationship
is most plaguing
student
verified
with high
quality
achievement
and process
that students
of our
urban
instruction. This
gave us
best
minority
poorconstruct
students validity.
are below that of
chance atand
having
their
middle-class
white peers.
“A majority
As a proxy
for concurrent
validity,
we
of school-age
Latino children
are our
examined
the relationship
between
economically
disadvantaged.
validation
items
and the SRFI More
items.than
The
one-fourth items
(27%)were
come
from families
with
validation
modeled
after the
incomes below
the poverty
level,(2007)
and and
constructs
described
in Feldman
another 33%
are near
poor” (Kober,
2010, p.
concerns
described
throughout
the SET
3).
literature.
The phrasing of the validation
items very closely matched corresponding
items in the Instructional Development and

Reliability
was calculated
in three
different
Because reading
and literacy
are important
ways.
The well known,
and
to understandings
in thewidely
field ofused,
education,
often-criticized
(cf. Cortina,
1993; Green
&
this study will focus
on the analysis
of data
Yang,
Sijtsma,
2009) coefficient
alpha
relating2009;
to reading
achievement
scores of
(Cronbach,
1951) yielded
an internal
Hispanic students
and aspects
of personal
consistency measure
0.93.a students’
background
that may of
affect
Following
advice of
score.
It isthe
important
to Revelle
considerand
the Zinbarg
waspopulation
also calculated
(2009), the
students
thatωmake
up the
in our
t statistic
nation’s
The U.S.
onopena
using
theclassrooms.
psych package
fromisthe
trajectory
to continue
to become Core
source
software
R (R Development
increasingly
(Ballwas
& Tyson,
2011;
Team,
2011).diverse
The result
also 0.93.
Boske &
Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
Marsh
(1982b)
recommended that
an
Hispanics,correlation
especially,isare
group
of
intraclass
thethe
most
appropriate
individuals
are thethe
fastest
growing
statistic
for that
estimating
reliability
of SETs
subset ofitthe
U.S. population
(Hemphill
&
because
anticipates
high levels
of
Vanneman,
2011;
Humes,
Jones,
&
Ramirez
agreement within each course and different
2011; Kober,
Moreover,
ratings
among2010).
courses.
For Pilot Study 1,
approximately
12%
of
people
age five and
the intraclass correlation was 0.93.
over
the U.S.
Hispanic
(Robinson,
Thus,infrom
threeare
different
approaches
to
2008).
Some
researchthe
indicates
there
is
measuring
reliability,
results that
are all
0.93.
an
gap between
White students
Forachievement
the pilot version
of any instrument,
this
and
students
(Robinson, 2008;
levelHispanic
of reliability
is a measurement
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
specialist’s dream.
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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Wamba (2011)Assessment
Effectiveness
ascertains the
(IDEA;
concern
Hoytover
&
Cashin,
children1977).
and reading
We also
in the
tested
following:
against such
variables
“Readingasand
class
writing
size and
are passports
average grade.
to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education
plays an important
Relationship
with Instructional
Variables.
Some
role invalidation
moving people
items out
represent
of poverty
variables
toward
that
greater
are self-sufficiency
at least somewhat
post-graduation.
under the
instructor’s
Schools andinfluence.
home environments
These include
share
the
extent
responsibility
to whichforstudents
literacyare
skill
challenged
development”
to
do
(p. more
8). than memorize material and the
amount of knowledge students perceive they
have
A student
gained
does
within
not come
a course.
to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences
that shape theGoals.
students’
Quality
of Instructional
approach to school, ability to perform, and
A
comprehension.
regression analysis
Research
with indicates
the quality
that
of
instructional
parental involvement
goals (from
in athe
students’
item “The
instructor
schooling required
can greatly
students
impacttohow
do more
the child
than
just
succeeds
memorize
(Auerbach,
course1997;
material”)
Gaitan,
as the
2012;
dependent
Ortiz, 2004).
variable resulted in a model with
7 predictors and an R2 of 0.568, F(7, 755) =
141.752,
p < .001.and
Allliteracy
beta coefficients
for
Because reading
are important
the
three SRFI items
included
in education,
the model
to understandings
in the
field of
were
positive,
SRFI ratings
this study
will showing
focus on that
the analysis
of data
tend
to be
higher when
the of
relating
to somewhat
reading achievement
scores
instructor
requires and
students
to do
more than
Hispanic students
aspects
of personal
just
memorize
course
material.
background
that
may affect
a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students thatGain.
make up the population in our
Knowledge
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
To
analyzetothe
relationship
of SRFI items
trajectory
continue
to become
with
student-perceived
knowledge
a
increasingly
diverse (Ball
& Tyson,gain,
2011;
regression
analysis was conducted
with the
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
item
“I learned
a lot inare
thisthe
course”
Hispanics,
especially,
group as
of the
dependent
Thisfastest
stepwise
regression
individualsvariable.
that are the
growing
resulted
a model
with 8 predictors
and&an
subset ofinthe
U.S. population
(Hemphill
2
of 0.611, 2011;
F(8, 753)
= 148.096,
p <Ramirez
.001.
R
Vanneman,
Humes,
Jones, &
All
beta
coefficients
the six SRFI items
2011;
Kober,
2010). for
Moreover,
included
in the 12%
model
positive,
approximately
ofwere
people
age five and
showing
that
SRFI
tend
to be higher
over in the
U.S.
areratings
Hispanic
(Robinson,
when
believe they
have that
learned
2008).students
Some research
indicates
therea is
lot
in the course.gap between White students
an achievement
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient in reading
by 8th grade and only
Relationship
with Non-instructional
56% of Hispanic high school students are
Variables.
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
Some
validation items
represent variables
78% respectively
for Whites.
that lie almost entirely outside of the
instructor’s
control.
If there
is no
Achievement
gaps can
be attributed
to a
relationship
between
responses
these
variety of factors.
Certainly,
thetodominance
factors
and responses
to SRFI
items,
it in
of monolinguistic,
white
female
teachers
would
be practically
impossible
argue
that
education
may have play
a role intothe
ability
these
constructs
are influencing
to connect
with diverse
groups ofSRFI
students
ratings.
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested
that variables of income, parental
Student
Motivation.
Our
three validation
items related
to student
education
and occupation,
and immigration
motivation
askeda students
about their
(a)
status may play
role in Hispanic
students’
prior
interest
in the subject
matter,
(b)Pond,
desire
reading
development
(Grouws,
1992;
to
enrollUnderstanding
in a course with
instructor,
and
1999).
thethis
factors
that hinder
(c)
experience
in the
course being
or support
literacy
development
is important
pleasurable.
Forindicated
each of these
as research has
a linkitems,
between
students
responded with
full range of
literacy development
andthe
achievement
later
possible
(0–4)
across
all courses
on in lifevalues
(Billings,
2009;
Dickinson
& in
the
aggregate;
the aggregate
Tabors,
2002; Herbers
et al., median
2012). for
these items, respectively, was (a) 3, (b) 2,
and (c) 3. In a series of regression analyses
Family
involvement
is one aspect
this
with
each
of these validation
itemsthat
as the
study aims variable,
to look atthree
moreSRFI
closely.
dependent
itemsFamily
did not
may play
in literacy
even
enterantheinstrumental
models. Therole
other
four SRFI
development
children
(Billings,
items
entered among
the models
as predictors,
2009; Ortiz,at2004;
Whitehurst
al., 1988).
sometimes
the first
step, but et
never
at the
Moreover,
family’s
income can afford for
first
step fora all
three models.
additional
opportunities
for learning
or we
be
Not
surprisingly,
the conclusion
is that
restricted
byout
financial
cannot
rule
studentimplications.
motivation asPoverty
a
is a great
issue ratings.
facing many
students
factor
in SRFI
However,
we today.
can
Berliner
(2006)
points out
thatnot
poverty
also
say that
motivation
does
appearistothe
issue
is mostinfluence
plaguingacross
student
be
thethat
principal
the board.
achievement and that students of urban
minority
and poor
are below that of
Relationship
withstudents
Other Variables.
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of
school-age
childreninare
There
is some Latino
inconsistency
the SET
economically
More
literature as todisadvantaged.
whether class size
andthan
course
one-fourth
come from
with
grade make(27%)
any difference
in families
SET
incomes
below
the poverty
level, and with
responses.
To check
this relationship
another
33%
near poor”
(Kober, 2010,
the SRFI,
ourare
third-party
coordinator
(to p.
3).
ensure anonymity) provided me with courseenrollment and student-performance data for
each participating course.
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Some
articles
(2011)inascertains
the SET literature
the concern
report
over
student-level
children and reading
correlations,
in theand
following:
others report
class-level
“Reading and
correlations.
writing are
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“correct”
achievement
unitinofmany
analysis
other
forcurricular
SET
areas,
investigations
and literacy education
(Feldman,
plays
2007;
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Wigington,
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role in moving
& Rodriguez,
people out1989),
of poverty
both are
toward
provided
greater self-sufficiency
(where appropriate)
post-graduation.
in Table 1.
This
Schools
is instructive,
and home environments
because the increased
share
variability
responsibility
(andforincreased
literacy skill
n) in development”
the studentlevel
(p. 8).correlations yields more statistically
reliable results; in fact, only two of the 21
class-level
A student does
correlations
not comeare
tostatistically
the classroom a
different
blank slate,
from
however,
zero! but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach
Class
Size.to school, ability to perform, and
The
comprehension.
typical finding
Research
in the SET
indicates
literature—
that
for
parental
thoseinvolvement
studies where
inany
a students’
non-zero
relationships
schooling canare
greatly
found—is
impactthat
how
larger
the child
classes
succeeds
yield
(Auerbach,
lower SET
1997;
ratings
Gaitan,
(Feldman,
2012;
1984;
Ortiz, Marsh,
2004). 1987). For the SRFI, this is
somewhat true, although the correlations are
quite
Because
weak
reading
to nonexistent.
and literacy
The
areonly
important
exception
to understandings
to this isinSRFI
the field
itemof
#6,education,
which had
athis
class-level
study willcorrelation
focus on the
of -.49
analysis
with of data
enrollment.
relating to reading
As canachievement
be seen fromscores
the of
appendix,
Hispanic students
item #6 and
has aspects
to do with
of personal
the
instructor
background
caring
that may
aboutaffect
the progress
a students’
of each
student
score. Itinisthe
important
course; to
therefore,
considera the
negative
correlation
students thatis make
expected
up the
here
population
on practical
in our
grounds
nation’s alone.
classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly
diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Average
Grade.
The
Boske
relationship
& Benavente-McEnery,
between student
2010).
achievement
Hispanics, especially,
and SET are
items
theisgroup
well of
established
individuals in
thattheareliterature
the fastest
to be
growing
a
correlation
subset of theofU.S.
about
population
0.30 or less
(Hemphill
(Feldman,
&
2007;
Vanneman,
Marsh2011;
& Roche,
Humes,
1997).
Jones,
To &
look
Ramirez
for
relationships
2011; Kober, between
2010). Moreover,
SRFI data and student
achievement
approximately(Feldman’s
12% of people
first mechanism),
age five and
the
overclass
in the
average,
U.S. are
asHispanic
a percent,(Robinson,
was
correlated
2008). Some
withresearch
each SRFI
indicates
item. The
that there is
resulting
an achievement
correlations
gap between
with SRFI
White
items
students
are
given
and Hispanic
in Tablestudents
1. As these
(Robinson,
correlations
2008;
show,
Rojas-LeBouef
there is no&significant
Slate, 2012;
relationship
Lopez et. al,
between
2007). Kober
SRFI (2010)
ratings cites
and the
thataverage
by eighth
grade
for
grade,
the Hispanic
course. Most
students
importantly,
are only there
58% is no

basis
proficient
in these
in reading
data forby
claiming
8th grade
that
and
“easy”
only
courses
56% of Hispanic
get higherhigh
ratings.
school students are
In
proficient
this sample,
in reading
the correlation
comparedbetween
to 81% and
class
size
78%and
respectively
average grade
for Whites.
was -.46, p < .01.
Thus, the larger classes tended to have lower
average
Achievement
grades,gaps
which
canisbenot
attributed
a surprising
to a
outcome
variety ofgiven
factors.
thatCertainly,
the three largest
the dominance
classes
in
of this
monolinguistic,
sample werewhite
100-level
female
classes.
teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect
with diverse groups of students
Course
Level.
There
(Ball &is Tyson,
some indication
2011; Darling-Hammond
in the SET
&
literature
Bransford,that
2005).
students
Some
in studies
advanced
have
courses
provide
suggested
ratings
that variables
that are more
of income,
favorable
parental
(Aleamoni,
education and
1999;
occupation,
Cashin, 1995).
and immigration
The SRFI
correlations
status may play
related
a role
to this
in Hispanic
are in Table
students’
1.
There
readingisdevelopment
at best a weak(Grouws,
tendency1992;
for students
Pond,
in
1999).
moreUnderstanding
advanced courses
the to
factors
rate their
that hinder
instructors
or support literacy
more favorably.
development
This is
is important
particularly
as research has
good
indicated
news fora instructors
link between
of
freshman
literacy development
classes, whoand
often
achievement
fear lower later
ratings
on in life
from
(Billings,
unengaged
2009;first-year
Dickinson
students.
&
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Pilot Study 2
Family
involvement is the
oneSRFI
aspectfor
that
this
Before recommending
campusstudy
aims to look
at more
closely.
wide adoption,
it was
subjected
to a Family
second
may
instrumental
role
literacy
pilot play
test. an
The
purpose was
to in
show
that the
development
among
children
(Billings,
results from Pilot
Study
1 could
be
2009;
Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
replicated.
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional
Method opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner
(2006)for
points
that2poverty
The procedure
Pilotout
Study
was is the
issue
thattois that
mostofplaguing
identical
the first student
pilot study. We
achievement
andfrom
that students
of 12
urban
obtained results
33 classes:
100minority
poor students
are below
level, 12 and
200-level,
7 300-level,
and 2that of
their middle-class
white
peers.enrollment
“A majority
graduate
classes. The
median
for
of school-age
Latino
children are
these
classes was
24 students.
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth
(27%) come
from families with
Pilot
Instrument
2
incomes below the poverty level, and
another
33% arefor
near
(Kober,
2010, p.
The
instrument
thepoor”
second
pilot study
3). identical in form to Pilot Instrument 1.
was
Pilot Instrument 2 retained the validation
items from Pilot Instrument 1 but eliminated
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in in
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following:
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“Reading and writing are passports to
achievement
in many other curricular areas,
Results
and Discussion
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency
post-graduation.
Response
Rate.
Schools and home environments share
In
responsibility
this study, 638
for literacy
studentsskill
(87%)
development”
responded
to
(p.the
8). pilot instrument. This is a highly
satisfactory response rate. From the 31
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A student doesclasses,
not come
616
to students
the classroom
(86%)a
responded,
blank slate, and
however,
22 students
but is (96%)
riddledfrom
withthe 2
graduate
experiences
classes
that responded.
shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension.
Research indicates that
Regression
Results.
parental involvement in a students’
Three
schooling
stepwise
can greatly
regressions
impactwere
howagain
the child
conducted,
succeeds (Auerbach,
using the same
1997;dependent
Gaitan, 2012;
variables
Ortiz, 2004).
and criteria as in Pilot Study 1.
Again, all regression models had omnibus ps
less
Because
than reading
0.0001. and
Theliteracy
final models
are important
included
between
to understandings
5 and 6 predictor
in the field
variables,
of education,
all of
2
for
which
this study
were
will
SRFI
focus
items.
on the
Theanalysis
R values
of data
these
final
stepwiseachievement
models ranged
from
relating
to reading
scores
of
0.639
to 0.816;
as and
in Pilot
Study
we can
Hispanic
students
aspects
of 1,
personal
account
for athat
modestly
strong
proportion of
background
may affect
a students’
the
variance
in the global
validation
score.
It is important
to consider
theitems
with
the SRFI
items.
students
that make
up the population in our
Items
Eliminated.
There
pilot
nation’s
classrooms.
Thewere
U.S. no
is on
a items
eliminated
the basistoofbecome
the regression
trajectory tooncontinue
analyses.
Alldiverse
of the pilot
retained
from
increasingly
(Ballitems
& Tyson,
2011;
Pilot
1 functioned as expected.
BoskeStudy
& Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
Reliability.
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Coefficient
1951)
for the
Vanneman, alpha
2011; (Cronbach,
Humes, Jones,
& Ramirez
SRFI
was
0.92, Moreover,
practically identical to
2011; items
Kober,
2010).
the
finding from
those
in Pilot
approximately
12%
of same
peopleitems
age five
and
Study
second
reliability
estimate
over in1.theThe
U.S.
are Hispanic
(Robinson,
was 0.92,
again identical
to is
, ωt,research
2008). teSome
indicates
that there
coefficient
alphagap
andbetween
almost identical
to the
an achievement
White students
same
metric instudents
Pilot Study
1. The 2008;
intraclass
and Hispanic
(Robinson,
correlation
for Pilot
Study
2 was
also 0.92.
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
2012;
Lopez
et. al,
Thus,
virtually
same
results
2007).with
Kober
(2010)the
cites
thatstrong
by eighth
across
both of these
pilot are
studies,
grade, Hispanic
students
only the
58%SRFI

has
showninitself
to have
impeccable
proficient
reading
by 8th
grade and only
reliability
in thesehigh
two school
samples.
56% of Hispanic
students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Uni-Dimensionality.
AAchievement
confirmatorygaps
factor
was to a
cananalysis
be attributed
conducted,
constraining
the extraction
to a
variety of factors.
Certainly,
the dominance
single
component (due
the clear
resultsinof
of monolinguistic,
whitetofemale
teachers
aeducation
single component
factor
analysis
may havefrom
play the
a role
in the
ability
in
Study
Once again
one
to Pilot
connect
with1).diverse
groupsonly
of students
component
was 2011;
extracted,
with loadings of&
(Ball & Tyson,
Darling-Hammond
0.748
and greater.
loadings
Bransford,
2005). These
Some high
studies
have
indicate
a strong
correlation
of the items
suggested
that variables
of income,
parental
with
the derived
component.
education
and occupation,
andThis
immigration
component
accounts
of thestudents’
variance
status may play
a rolefor
in 68%
Hispanic
among
items.
readingthe
development
(Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
Validity.
as research has indicated a link between
The
validity
tests fromand
Pilot
Study 1 were
literacy
development
achievement
later
repeated.
These tests
examined
the &
on in life (Billings,
2009;
Dickinson
relationship
between
responses
Tabors, 2002;
HerbersSRFI
et al.,
2012). and
various course and student characteristics.
Family involvement
is one
aspect that this
Quality
of Instructional
Goals.
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may stepwise
play an instrumental
role inofliteracy
The
model for quality
development goals
among
children
instructional
resulted
in (Billings,
a model with
2
Ortiz, and
2004;
al., 1988).
633) =
42009;
predictors
anWhitehurst
R of 0.349,etF(4,
84.997,
Moreover,
p <a.001.
family’s
All beta
income
coefficients
can afford for
included
additionalinopportunities
the model were
for again
learning
positive,
or be
showing
restrictedthat
by financial
SRFI ratings
implications.
tend to bePoverty
higher
when
is a great
the issue
instructor
facing
requires
many students
students today.
to do
more
Berliner
than(2006)
just memorize
points outcourse
that poverty
material.
is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievementGain.
and that students of urban
Knowledge
minority and poor students are below that of
The
theirstepwise
middle-class
regression
white for
peers.
student“A majority
perceived
of school-age
knowledge
Latino children
gain resulted
are in a
0.520,
model
economically
with 4 predictors
disadvantaged.
and anMore
R2 ofthan
F(4,
633) =(27%)
171.322,
p <from
.001.families
All betawith
one-fourth
come
coefficients
were
positive,
incomes below
theagain
poverty
level,showing
and
that
SRFI
ratings
tendpoor”
to be higher
another
33%
are near
(Kober,when
2010, p.
students
believe they have learned a lot in
3).
the course.
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children and reading in the following:
The
“Reading
three stepwise
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are passports
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to
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achievementwere
in many
againother
conducted
curricular
withareas,
the
same
and literacy
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educationitems
plays as
andependent
important
variables:
role in moving
(a) prior
people
interest
out of
inpoverty
the subject
toward
matter;
greater self-sufficiency
(b) desire to enroll
post-graduation.
in a course with
this
Schools
instructor;
and home
and environments
(c) experienceshare
in the
course
responsibility
being pleasurable.
for literacy skill
For each
development”
of these
items,
(p. 8). students responded with the full range
of possible values (0–4) across all courses in
the
A student
aggregate;
doesthe
notaggregate
come to the
median
classroom
for a
these
blank items,
slate, however,
respectively,
but is
was
riddled
(a) 3, with
(b) 2,
and
experiences
(c) 3. The
that
final
shape
stepwise
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models for
these
approach
threetoregressions
school, ability
had to
theperform,
following
and
characteristics,
comprehension.respectively:
Research indicates
(a) 3 predictors
that
2
of 0.08; (b) in
3 predictors
and
parental
an Rinvolvement
a students’and an R2
of
0.40; and
4 predictors
R2child
of
schooling
can(c)greatly
impactand
howanthe
0.75.
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Not
surprisingly,
we again see that student
Ortiz,
2004).
motivation is related to ratings. The only
student-motivation
which
instructor
Because reading anditem
literacy
arethe
important
has
no control overinisthe
students’
interest
to understandings
field ofprior
education,
in
topic—and
thatonaccounts
for only
8%
thisthe
study
will focus
the analysis
of data
of
the variance
in these
data. scores of
relating
to reading
achievement
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background
Class
Size. that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
As
shownthat
in Table
2, the
with
students
make up
the correlations
population in
our
class
sizeclassrooms.
are very weak;
nation’s
Themost
U.S. of
is them
on a are
not
statistically
distinguishable
trajectory
to continue
to becomefrom zero.
Therefore,
size (Ball
does not
appear2011;
to be
increasinglyclass
diverse
& Tyson,
influencing
SRFI ratings within2010).
this sample.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals
that are the fastest growing
Average
Grade.
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Students’
average
grade does
not &
seem
to be
Vanneman,
2011; Humes,
Jones,
Ramirez
a2011;
heavy
influence
on SRFI
ratings. Most of
Kober,
2010).
Moreover,
these
relationships
approximately
12%are
of weak,
peoplebut
agetwo
five and
correlations
bearare
further
inspection.
SRFI
over in the U.S.
Hispanic
(Robinson,
items
and #4
have aindicates
modest correlation
2008).#2Some
research
that there is
with
average course
grade. However,
neither
an achievement
gap between
White students
of
itemsstudents
point to (Robinson,
inflated ratings
andthese
Hispanic
2008;
because
of lenient
grading.
ItemLopez
#2 is et.
about
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
2012;
al,
the
instructor
an by
interest
2007).
Koberdemonstrating
(2010) cites that
eighthin
the
course
material;
whenare
thisonly
happens,
grade,
Hispanic
students
58% it

should
come
as no surprise
students
in
proficient
in reading
by 8th that
grade
and only
the
are achieving
more. Item
#4 has
56%class
of Hispanic
high school
students
are to
do
with theininstructor
effectively
proficient
reading compared
toconveying
81% and
why
subject isfor
meaningful;
78% the
respectively
Whites. would
students not be expected to accomplish more
when
they havegaps
beencan
told
the material
Achievement
bewhy
attributed
to a
is
important?
variety
of factors. Certainly, the dominance
In
sample, the correlation
between
class
of this
monolinguistic,
white female
teachers
in
size
and average
grade
was
-.13,inp the
= .48.
education
may have
play
a role
ability
The
largestwith
classdiverse
size in groups
this sample
was 60
to connect
of students
students,
which 2011;
could Darling-Hammond
account for the
(Ball & Tyson,
&
nonsignificant
finding
compared
to Pilot
Bransford, 2005).
Some
studies have
Study
1 in that
which
the largest
enrollment
was
suggested
variables
of income,
parental
92
and there
a significant
education
andwas
occupation,
andrelationship
immigration
between
these
status may
playvariables.
a role in Hispanic students’
Course
The correlations
with course
reading Level.
development
(Grouws, 1992;
Pond,
level
in Table 2 the
are factors
mostly that
weakhinder
or
1999).shown
Understanding
nonsignificant.
Thedevelopment
single exception
is item
or support literacy
is important
#1,
which has
do with the
instructor
as research
hastoindicated
a link
between
explaining
grading policies.
The negative
literacy development
and achievement
later
correlation
indicates2009;
that instructors
on in life (Billings,
Dickinson of
&
higher-level
didetnot
this
Tabors, 2002;courses
Herbers
al.,accomplish
2012).
as well as their peers teaching lower-level
courses. The higher-level courses in this
Family
is one more
aspectsubjective
that this
sample involvement
likely incorporated
study
to look atthat
more
closely.
Family
forms aims
of evaluation
were
not transparent
may
play anHowever,
instrumental
role
in literacy
to students.
there
were
only two
development
among
children
(Billings,
graduate courses
in this
sample
(in contrast
2009;
Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al.,Study
1988).
to the five
graduate
courses in Pilot
Moreover,
a family’s income
afford
1), so this correlation
of -0.42can
could
be for
additional
learning
orwhen
be
interpretedopportunities
as an artifact for
of the
sample
restricted
implications.
comparedby
to financial
the corresponding
0.08 Poverty
is
a great issue
facing
many
correlation
in Pilot
Study
1. students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue
thatDiscussion
is most plaguing student
General
achievement
Reliability and that students of urban
minority
and of
poor
studentsestimates
are below
that of
Three forms
reliability
were
their
“A majority
e middle-class
e
e t white
h , ωpeers.
t, and intraclass
correlation.
AllLatino
three children
estimatesare
were
of school-age
uniformly
highdisadvantaged.
across both pilot
studies,
economically
More
than
demonstrating
that—at
these two
one-fourth (27%)
come least
fromfor
families
with
samples—the
is a highly
dependable
incomes belowSRFI
the poverty
level,
and
instrument.
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
One
3). must be cautious, of course, in drawing
conclusions beyond the sample data.
Reliability is a characteristic of the data set,
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not
of the(2011)
instrument
ascertains
itself.the
However,
concern the
over
similarity
children and
of all
reading
reliability
in thecoefficients
following: across
both
“Reading
pilot studies
and writing
(along
arewith
passports
the general
to
findings
achievement
of high
in many
reliability
otherwithin
curricular
the SET
areas,
literature)
and literacy
does
education
inspire plays
confidence
an important
that
reliability
role in moving
will not
people
be aout
concern
of poverty
moving
toward
forward.
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
Validity
(p. 8).
Validity remains the most critically
important
A student does
characteristic
not comeoftoany
the SET.
classroom
Yet, as
a
everyone
blank slate,
acknowledges,
however, but establishing
is riddled with
the
validity
experiences
of a that
SETshape
is extraordinarily
the students’
challenging.
approach to school,
The difficulty
ability to
stems
perform,
from and
the
fact
comprehension.
that effectiveResearch
teaching indicates
is such a that
complex
parental involvement
phenomenoninthat
a students’
there exists no
uniformly
schooling can
agreed
greatly
upon,
impact
validated
how instrument
the child
for
succeeds
measuring
(Auerbach,
it (Cashin,
1997;
Downey,
Gaitan, &
2012;
Sixbury,
Ortiz, 2004).
1994).
In the SET literature, the articles that
describe
Because the
reading
development
and literacy
of specific
are important
SETs
typically
to understandings
depend upon
in theexpert
field opinion
of education,
as the
primary
this studysource
will focus
of validation
on the analysis
(e.g., Alok,
of data
2011;
relating
Barnes
to reading
et al.,achievement
2008; Kember
scores
& Leung,
of
2008).
Hispanic
Our
students
approach
andwith
aspects
the SRFI
of personal
was to
rely
background
upon a broad
that may
empirical
affect abase
students’
of evidence
rather
score. than
It is the
important
opinions
to of
consider
a groupthe
of
experts.
students This
that make
is not up
to be
theread
population
as a slight
in our
against
nation’sexperts;
classrooms.
neither
The
is it
U.S.
intended
is on ato cast
doubt
trajectory
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continue
expertise.
to become
Rather, we
understood
increasinglythat
diverse
one of
(Ball
the &
chief
Tyson,
difficulties
2011;
of
Boske
utilizing
& Benavente-McEnery,
expert teachers for SET
2010).
development
Hispanics, especially,
is that they
areinvariably
the group disagree
of
with
individuals
one another.
that areAdditionally,
the fastest growing
it is not
unthinkable
subset of thethat
U.S.experts
population
might(Hemphill
change their
&
minds
Vanneman,
over time.
2011;Therefore,
Humes, Jones,
using&a Ramirez
body of
empirical
2011; Kober,
data2010).
that hasMoreover,
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against
approximately
outcomes
12%
important
of people
to age
effective
five and
teaching—like
over in the U.S.student
are Hispanic
performance
(Robinson,
on a
final
2008).
exam—over
Some research
an extended
indicatesperiod
that there
of time
is
offers
an achievement
us an attractive
gap between
alternative
White
path
students
to
validity
and Hispanic
that isstudents
unique within
(Robinson,
the SET
2008;
literature.
Rojas-LeBouef
One would
& Slate,
certainly
2012; Lopez
have toet. al,
mount
2007). aKober
considerable
(2010) cites
defense
thattoby eighth
convincingly
grade, Hispanic
demonstrate
students are
that
only
all 58%
the studies

Feldman
proficient(2007)
in reading
analyzed
by 8thwere
grade
wrong!
and only
This
56% approach
of Hispanic
to validation
high schoolpaid
students
off. By
are
establishing
proficient in stringent
reading compared
criteria fortoinclusion
81% and
of
78%
potential
respectively
items,for
weWhites.
gave ourselves the
best chance at having a solid instrument on
the
Achievement
first attempt.
gaps
Indeed,
can bethe
attributed
data from
tothe
a
SRFI
varietyitems
of factors.
in bothCertainly,
pilot tests the
match
dominance
the
pattern
of monolinguistic,
of results from
white
Feldman
female (2007)
teachers in
perfectly.
education The
mayevidence
have playisaunequivocal:
role in the ability
Despite
to connect
generational
with diverse
differences
groups ofand
students
technological
(Ball & Tyson,advances,
2011; Darling-Hammond
the students of &
today
Bransford,
respond
2005).
to instruction
Some studies
much
have
like the
students
suggestedofthat
yesterday
variables
did.of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
Interpretation
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
To
1999).
helpUnderstanding
address McKeachie’s
the factors
(1997)
that hinder
concerns
or supportofliteracy
invaliddevelopment
interpretationisofimportant
SET
data,
as research
my committee
has indicated
provided
a linka list
between
of
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literacy development
for interpretation
and achievement
of SRFI data
later
to
the
on in
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life (Billings,
community.
2009;This
Dickinson
list was&
especially
Tabors, 2002;
intended
Herbers
for et
useal.,by2012).
personnel
committees when evaluating SRFI results
for purposes of tenure and promotion.
Family involvement is one aspect that this
study
aims to look at more closely. Family
Conclusion
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development
among
children
(Billings,
After a careful,
empirically
driven
process
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst
al., 1988).
of instrument
development,
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a family’s throughout
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and for
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could
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of
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in thesemany
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use.
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class sizebelow
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the and
another
33% from
are near
(Kober,
2010, p.
expectations
the poor”
empirical
literature.
3).
Consequently, the SRFI is a strong
competitor to existing instruments—and
should be preferred over instruments for
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78% respectively
institution at present. Nonetheless, the SRFI
remains
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Achievement
gapsinstrument
can be attributed
to a of
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variety
of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
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subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
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2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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on the potentially
the concern over
negative
children and
impact
reading
that performance
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pay could
have
“Reading
on theand
motivation
writing are
of teachers
passportswho
to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).

teach
subject
areas that
eligible
for
proficient
in reading
by are
8thnot
grade
and only
performance
awards.
56% of Hispanic
high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.
Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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Valdes, Ritzhaupt, & Payne, 2007; Lowther
study aims to look at more closely. Family
et al., 2007), attendance (Harris & Smith,
may play an instrumental role in literacy
2004; Lane, 2003; Silvernail & Lane, 2004),
development among children (Billings,
discipline (Corn, 2009; Silvernail & Lane,
2009; Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst et al., 1988).
2004;), and 21st century skills (Cavanaugh et
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
al., 2007; Corn, 2009; Lowther et al., 2007;
additional opportunities for learning or be
Mitchell Institute, 2004; Shapley et al.,
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
2008). Results from 1:1 initiatives have also
is a great issue facing many students today.
shown an increase in students’ math and
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
writing skills (Bebell, 2005; Warschauer,
issue that is most plaguing student
2006). Classroom teachers report benefits of
achievement and that students of urban
1:1 learning such as improved technology
minority and poor students are below that of
knowledge and skills, increased assistance
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
with technology questions and problems,
of school-age Latino children are
and improved classroom management
economically disadvantaged. More than
(Fairman, 2004).
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
Although some results of 1:1 laptop
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
initiatives show improvement in student
3).
learning and teacher use, factors other than
the distribution of laptops contribute to
successful implementation. There is

"Here Mr. Williams, I'm returning my laptop
because
I'mdoes
not getting
any to
work
if it’s not
A student
not come
thedone;
classroom
a
here to distract me, I will be able to pay more
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
attention to what you say in class.”

experiences that shape the students’
approach
to school,
perform,
and
Mr.
Williams
enjoyed ability
having to
total
access to
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that
myriad teaching tools through the new 1:1
parental
involvement
a students’
laptop
initiative,
but he in
also
had to learn to
schooling
greatly
how became
the child
monitor
hiscan
students.
Asimpact
his teaching
st
more
tech-savvy
and more
directed
at 21
succeeds
(Auerbach,
1997;
Gaitan,
2012;
century
skill development, Mr. Williams
Ortiz, 2004).

developed a new goal: become more interesting
than
all the
distractions
available
his
Because
reading
and literacy
areonimportant
students’
laptops.
After
all,
if
Facebook
was
to understandings in the field of education,
more compelling than his lesson, what kind of
this study will focus on the analysis of data
teacher was he? Surely he could compete with
relating
to reading
achievement
social
networking
and
other online scores of
Hispanic
students
and
aspects of personal
activities…but how?

background that may affect a students’
score.
It is important
thethat
As
a research
assistanttoonconsider
a project
students that
up the population
evaluates
the make
1:1 computing
initiativeininour
nation’s
classrooms.
The
U.S.
is on
North Carolina schools, I learned
thata most
trajectoryeasily
to continue
tothe
become
students
adapt to
use of laptops in
increasingly
diverse
(Ball
& Tyson,
2011;
the classroom and experience
positive
Boske &
2010).
effects
onBenavente-McEnery,
their entire learning experience
Hispanics,
especially,
are
the
group
of
due to laptop access (Bebell, 2005; Corn,
individuals
are Schools
the fastest
growing
2009;
Greatthat
Maine
Project,
2004;
subset
of
the
U.S.
population
(Hemphill
&
Lane, 2003; Lowther et al., 2007; Silvernail
Vanneman,
2011;
Humes,
Jones,
&
Ramirez
& Lane, 2004; Warschauer, 2006). One
2011; Kober,
Moreover,
primary
issue 2010).
that kept
arising, however,
approximately
12%
of
age five
was that of distraction. people
This paper
seeksand
to
over
in
the
U.S.
are
Hispanic
(Robinson,
enhance the field of instructional technology
2008).
Somestrategies
research indicates
that use
there
by
exploring
that teachers
tois
an achievement
between and
White
students
maintain
a focusgap
on teaching
learning
in
and
Hispanic
students
(Robinson,
2008;
a 1:1 environment when so many other
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,
2012; Lopez
et. al,of
options
are available
to distract
the minds
2007).
Kober
(2010)
cites
that
by
eighth
the learners.
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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evidence
that laptop
ascertains
initiatives
the concern
do not over
increase
children all
andtest
reading
scores,
in especially
the following:
when tests
are
“Reading
administered
and writing
in paper
areand
passports
pencil to
form
(Warschauer,
achievement in2006;
manyWeston
other curricular
& Bain, 2010).
areas,
Other
and literacy
drawbacks
education
of 1:1plays
learning
an important
include
distraction
role in moving
and people
reducedout
attention
of poverty
(Mann,
toward
2008),
greater student
self-sufficiency
misuse (Holcomb,
post-graduation.
2009),
physical
Schools and
discomfort
home environments
leading to a need
sharefor
ergonomics
responsibility
training
for literacy
(Fraser,
skill2002),
development”
and lack
of
(p.teacher
8).
and student technical skills (Corn,
Halstead, Tingen, Townsend, & Campbell,
2010).
A student
Teacher
does not
support,
comeinstructional
to the classroom
use, a
technology
blank slate, support,
however,infrastructure,
but is riddled and
with
quality
experiences
of implementation
that shape the are
students’
influential in
the
approach
success
toof
school,
a 1:1 initiative
ability to (Weston
perform, &
and
Bain,
comprehension.
2010). In 1:1
Research
laptop initiatives,
indicates that
students
parental involvement
are provided in
laptops
a students’
for educational
use;
schooling
however,
can greatly
the schools
impact
must
how
have
thethe
child
capabilities
succeeds (Auerbach,
and strategies
1997;for
Gaitan,
the laptop
2012;use
to
Ortiz,
be effective
2004). (Warschauer, 2006). This
includes technology support, resources, and
strong
Because
leadership
reading and
guiding
literacy
the are
programs
important
(Kleiger
to understandings
Ben-Hur in
& the
Bar-Yossef,
field of education,
2010;
Maninger
this study will
& Holden,
focus on
2009;
the analysis
Silvernail
of&data
Lane,
relating
2004).
to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
backgroundTeaching,
that may affect
a students’
Improved
Depending
on …
score. It is important to consider the
Teachers’
students that
beliefs
makemediate
up the population
the way they
in use
our
technology
nation’s classrooms.
in the classroom,
The U.S.and
is on
if teachers
a
do
trajectory
not support
to continue
the initiative
to become
they are less
likely
increasingly
to integrate
diverse
the(Ball
laptops
& Tyson,
into their
2011;
lesson
Boske plans
& Benavente-McEnery,
(Antonietti & Giorgetti,
2010).2006;
Churchill,
Hispanics, 2006;
especially,
Ertmer,
areAddison,
the groupLane,
of
Ross
individuals
&Woods,
that 2000;
are thePenuel,
fastest 2006).
growing
In
addition
subset oftotheschool
U.S. population
and district(Hemphill
support, &
teachers
Vanneman,
should
2011;
support
Humes,
laptop
Jones,
learning
& Ramirez
in
the
2011;
classroom
Kober, 2010).
and have
Moreover,
access to
professional
approximately
development
12% of people
or tools
age five
to aid
and
them
over in
inthe
integrating
U.S. are laptops
Hispanic
into
(Robinson,
lesson plans
(Kleiger
2008). Some
Ben-Hur
research
& Bar-Yossef,
indicates that
2010;
there is
Penuel,
an achievement
2006; Silvernail
gap between
& Lane,
White
2004;
students
Weston
and Hispanic
& Bain,
students
2010).(Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010)
citesand
that1:1
by Learning
eighth
Self-Regulation
Theory
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Self-regulation
proficient in reading
is defined
by 8th
asgrade
“howand
a person
only
exerts
56% ofcontrol
Hispanic
over
high
his school
or her own
students
responses
are
so
proficient
as to pursue
in reading
goals compared
and live uptoto81% and
standards”
78% respectively
(Baumeister
for Whites.
and Vohs, 2004, p.
500). A famous study involving children and
marshmallows
Achievement gaps
(Mischel,
can beEbbesen,
attributed
&to a
Raskoff
variety ofZeiss,
factors.
1972)
Certainly,
helps to the
shed
dominance
light on
an
of monolinguistic,
important component
white of
female
self-regulation:
teachers in
willpower.
education may
Mischel
haveleft
playchildren
a role inalone
the ability
in a
room
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with with
a belldiverse
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groups of
that
students
if they
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(Ballthat
& Tyson,
bell before
2011;20
Darling-Hammond
minutes were up, &
they
Bransford,
would 2005).
receiveSome
one marshmallow;
studies have if
they
suggested
waitedthat
until
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of income,
had gone
parental
by,
they
education
couldand
have
occupation,
two marshmallows.
and immigration
Mischel
et
status
al. found
may play
that aparticipants
role in Hispanic
were able
students’
to
wait
reading
when
development
they distracted
(Grouws,
themselves
1992; from
Pond,
the
1999).
rewards
Understanding
(1972). Metcalfe
the factors
& Mischel
that hinder
(1999)
or support
suggest
literacy
thatdevelopment
willpower consists
is important
of a
cool,
as research
cognitive
has "know"
indicatedsystem
a link and
between
a hot,
emotional
literacy development
"go" systemand
which
achievement
affects the
later
way
on inhumans
life (Billings,
perceive
2009;
the world;
Dickinson
stress,
&
developmental
Tabors, 2002; Herbers
level, and
et al.,
one’s
2012).
selfregulatory dynamics determine the
balancing act between hot and cold labels.
Family
is one aspect
that this
Studentsinvolvement
may be experiencing
so much
study
aims in
to 1:1
lookinitiatives
at more closely.
Family
distraction
due to tempering
may
play
an instrumental
in literacy
certain
online
activities asrole
hot (i.e.
development
among
(Billings,
Facebook) and
otherschildren
as cold (in-class
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
et al.,
1988).
assignment).
Vohs Whitehurst
& Baumeister
(2004)
Moreover,
a family’sattention
income can
assert that managing
mayafford
be thefor
additional
opportunities
learning or be
most effective
approach for
to self-regulation.
restricted
by financial
implications.
Posner’s theory
of attention
was usedPoverty
to
is
a great
facing
many students
today.
guide
the issue
author’s
understanding
of humans’
Berliner
points out
that poverty is the
ability to(2006)
pay attention
in learning
issue
that is most
plaguing
student
environments.
Posner
asserts
that the
achievement
and that
students
of urban
orienting network
is the
flashlight
that
minority
and
poorthe
students
arenetwork
below that of
directs our
focus;
alerting
their
middle-class
whiteand
peers.
“A majority
relates
to wakefulness;
the executive
of
school-age
Latino
are
network
is at the
heartchildren
of controlling
economically
than
attention (and disadvantaged.
oneself) (PosnerMore
& Boies,
one-fourth
(27%)
come from
families with
1971; Posner
& Rothbart,
2007).
incomes below the poverty level, and
another
33% areAvoid
near poor”
(Kober,in2010,
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Rules, ascertains
John Medina
the suggests
concern over
that a
key
children
brainand
rulereading
is that humans
in the following:
do not pay
attention
“Readingtoand
boring
writing
things
are(2008).
passports
This
to rule is
evident
achievement
wheninobserving
many other
a student
curricular
being
areas,
torn
between
and literacy
his education
or her laptop
plays
andanfocusing
important
on
the
roleteacher
in moving
lecturing
peopleatout
theof
front
poverty
of thetoward
room.
In
greater
one study,
self-sufficiency
students with
post-graduation.
laptops spent
considerable
Schools and home
time multitasking
environmentsand
share
the
laptop
responsibility
posed afor
significant
literacy skill
distraction
development”
to
users
(p. 8).and fellow students; laptop use was
negatively related to academic success
(Fried,
A student
2008).
doesAnother
not come
study
to the
found
classroom
that a
students
blank slate,
forced
however,
to close
buttheir
is riddled
laptopswith
during
aexperiences
lecture were
that
able
shape
to recall
the students’
more lecture
content
approachthan
to school,
those who
ability
were
to not.
perform, and
Interestingly,
comprehension.
the Research
length of indicates
browsingthat
time is
extremely
parental involvement
important; ainlengthy
a students’
browsing
time
schooling
“appears
can to
greatly
be theimpact
nemesis
how
ofthe
thechild
multitasker;
succeeds (Auerbach,
if one is adroit
1997; Gaitan,
at staccato-like
2012;
browsing,
Ortiz, 2004).
processing multiple inputs
simultaneously may not suffer to the same
extent”
Because(Hembrooke
reading and &
literacy
Gay, 2003,
are important
p. 59).
to understandings in the field of education,
Various
this studymethods
will focus
have
onbeen
the analysis
employed
of to
data
help
relating
students
to reading
avoidachievement
distraction inscores
high-tech
of
learning
Hispanicenvironments
students and aspects
(Johnson,
of personal
2010).
Some
background
instructors
that may
found
affect
that amaking
students’
use of
other
score.technologies,
It is important
like
to classroom
consider the
response
systems
students (clickers)
that makeand
up the
music,
population
reducedin our
distraction
nation’s classrooms.
(Cole, 2010;
TheJohnson,
U.S. is on
2010).
a
Some
trajectory
educators
to continue
emphasize
to become
setting ground
rules
increasingly
for wireless
diverse
use(Ball
at the&beginning
Tyson, 2011;
of the
semester,
Boske & Benavente-McEnery,
which include students
2010).
remembering
Hispanics, especially,
their roleare
as the
learners
groupinofclass,
not
individuals
continually
that checking
are the fastest
e-mail
growing
or instant
messaging
subset of the
during
U.S. class,
population
and not
(Hemphill
handling&the
“business
Vanneman,side”
2011;
of Humes,
life during
Jones,
class&(Wireless
Ramirez
in
2011;
the Classroom:
Kober, 2010).
Advice
Moreover,
for Students,
2011).
approximately
Johnson12%
(2010)
of people
suggests
age
dealing
five and
with
distraction
over in the by
U.S.
developing
are Hispanic
rules
(Robinson,
for laptop
usage
2008).inSome
collaboration
research with
indicates
students;
that there
usingis
technology
an achievement
to enhance
gap between
traditional
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teaching
students
(e.g.,
and Hispanic
have students
students
create
(Robinson,
a video 2008;
instead of
writing
Rojas-LeBouef
an expository
& Slate,
paper);
2012;walking
Lopez et. al,
around
2007). the
Kober
classroom
(2010) cites
periodically
that by to
eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

monitor
proficientstudents;
in reading
andby
using
8th grade
the technology
and only
to
56%
restructure
of Hispanic
the high
educational
school students
process. are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively
for Whites.
Monitoring
Software
Numerous
Achievement
schools
gapsinvolved
can be attributed
in 1:1 initiatives
to a
use
variety
monitoring
of factors.
software
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to ensure
the dominance
that
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diverse and
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which
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as group
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chat, teacher &
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viewing
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and
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computer toand
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play a role2011).
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Teachers
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commented
reading development
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that every
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or support
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teaching
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time, and is
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important
the
classroom
as research(Donnalley,
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2011).
a linkSome
between
issues
occur
literacy
when
development
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and
software
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blockslater
sites
that
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lifeuseful
(Billings,
for teaching
2009; Dickinson
and learning.
&
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
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is one aspect that this
Instructional
Practice
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may playteachers
an instrumental
in literacy
English
use their role
laptops
for
development
among children
(Billings,
innovative
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practices,
such as
2009; Ortiz,
2004; (Lambert,
Whitehurst2002);
et al., 1988).
digital
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Moreover, atexts
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incomereading
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implications.
student
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&
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Docs for
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writing
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is most
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student skills,
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share
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under over
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children and reading
is: Howindothe
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following:
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help
“Reading
students
andmanage
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are passports
when
to
working
achievement
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Research
Design
Because
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post-graduation.
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in which
and home
teachers
environments
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share
manage
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to the
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study
classroom
followsa
the
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reading
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parental involvement
in a students’
1999).fun
Understanding
the factors
that &
hinder
developing
ways to manage
distraction, and
more
for students (Corn,
Tagsold,
schooling
canand
greatly
impact
how the that
child
or support
literacy
development
is important
(e)
Teachers
students
understand
Patel,
2011).
This type
of involvement
and
succeeds (Auerbach,
as research
has teachers
indicatedbecause
a link between
technology
is here to 1997;
stay. Gaitan, 2012;
sharing
excites
students
Ortiz, 2004).
literacy development
and achievement
perform
better when they
have a choicelater
in
on in life
(Billings, 2009;
&
types
of assignments
they Dickinson
may submit.
Manage Distraction by Incorporating
Because reading
and literacy
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Projects
that Students
Enjoyare important
to understandings in the field of education,
Other research notes that the lack of
this teachers
study will
focus
the analysis
of data
All
note
the on
engaging
classroom
connection between testing and technology
Family
involvement
is teachers
one aspect
thatwould
this
relating to reading
achievement
scores of
possibilities
inherent
with 1:1 learning.
For
is a major
problem for
who
study
aims
to
look
at
more
closely.
Family
Hispanic
students
and
aspects
of
personal
teachers with the block schedule, ninety
love to make every class innovative and fun
may
play
an instrumental
role in2011).
literacy
background
a students’
minutes
can that
be amay
longaffect
time for
students to
(Corn,
Huff,
Halstead, & Patel,
development
among
children (Billings,
score. toItaislecture/class
important todiscussion,
consider the
listen
complete
Classes assessed
by standardized
tests are
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
Whitehurst et al., 1988).
that make
in our
astudents
worksheet,
or takeupa the
test population
without seeking
often perceived
as more
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
nation’sdistractions.
classrooms.One
Theteacher
U.S. isnotes,
on a “I
online
additional
opportunities
for learning
or be
trajectory to
continue
to become
Excellent tools
such as FIZZ
have been
important
than
those that
are not assessed
restricted
financial
implications.
increasingly
diverse
(Ball
& Tyson,
2011;
developedby
based
on this
concept of Poverty
with
such tests
(Siskin,
2003).
Schoen
&
is
a great issue
facing
many
students
today.
Boske & (2008)
Benavente-McEnery,
2010).
providing
content
to the
student
outside
of
Fusarelli
discuss how standardized
Berliner
points
out that poverty
Hispanics, especially,
are the group
of and
class and(2006)
providing
discussion
and the is the
assessment
conflicts with
teaching
issue
that is to
most
plaguing
student
individuals
that areembedded
the fastestingrowing
opportunity
dive
deeper into
material
learning
practices
the 21st
achievement
and that students
of urban
subset ofskills
the U.S.
population
&
century
movement.
For (Hemphill
example, the
during class (Barnhill,
2009). Pecanskyst
minority
and poor
are below
that of
Vanneman,
Humes, Jones,
& Ramirez
21
century 2011;
skills movement
focuses
more
Brock (2011)
findsstudents
VoiceThread,
an online
their
middle-class
white
peers.
“Aa majority
2011;
Kober, 2010).
Moreover, authentic
on
collaborative,
interdisciplinary
tool which
transforms
media
into
of
school-age space
Latinothrough
children
are voice,
approximately
peoplelearning
age fiveand
and
activities
rather12%
thanof
isolated
collaborative
video,
economically
disadvantaged.
than
over in the U.S.
are Hispanic
(Robinson,
assessment
(Schoen
& Fusarelli,
2008). The
and text commenting
features,More
helpful
for
one-fourth
(27%)tocome
from families
with
2008). Some
research
indicates
English
IV teachers
in this
studythat
havethere
moreis
learning.
aligning classes
21st century
incomes
below
poverty
level,
an achievement
gap between
White
free
reign with technology
than
otherstudents
These
ideas
are the
excellent
ways
to and
maintain
another 33%
are near
poor” (Kober,
and Hispanic
students
(Robinson,
teachers
because
their students
are2008;
not tested
students’
attention.
Because
students2010,
code p.
3).
Rojas-LeBouef
& Slate,assessment.
2012; Lopez et. al,
through
a standardized
certain
activities as hot (such as social
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
learning in which students connect) and
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
some as cold (being lectured to, completing
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dull
assignments
(2011) ascertains
that are simply
the concern
“busyover
work”)
children(see
andMetcalfe
reading in
&the
Mischel,
following:
1999),
tools
“Reading
such as
andFIZZ
writing
andare
VoiceThread
passports to
are
useful
achievement
for helping
in many
students
other avoid
curricular
distraction
areas,
in
and1:1
literacy
classrooms.
education
Twenty-first
plays an important
century
learners
role in moving
have myriad
peopleexperiences
out of poverty
using
toward
technology,
greater self-sufficiency
and teacherspost-graduation.
would be wise to
take
Schools
advantage
and home
of the
environments
cultural technology
share
knowledge
responsibility
base
forshared
literacy
byskill
many
development”
students
(what
(p. 8). Labbo & Place call technology funds
of knowledge) (2010).
A student does not come to the classroom a
blank
slate,
however, by
butIncorporating
is riddled with
Manage
Distraction
experiences
shape the students’
Challengingthat
Assignments
approach to school, ability to perform, and
Teachers in this sample
comprehension.
Research
enjoy
indicates
creating
that
assignments
parental
involvement
which challenge
in a students’
students and
lead them can
schooling
into greatly
higher level
impact
thinking
how the child
activities (Auerbach,
succeeds
than a simple
1997;
Google
Gaitan,
search
2012;
could
provide.
Ortiz,
2004).
One teacher states, “I want to
challenge them... it should be frustrating a
little bit. reading
Because
It shouldand
cause
literacy
a little
areproblem.
important
It
should
to
understandings
encourage them
in thetofield
think.”
of education,
The
literature
this
studysupports
will focus
this
ondesire
the analysis
for challenging
of data
work. Not
relating
to only
reading
does
achievement
challengingscores
worksof
benefit students
Hispanic
students
academically;
and aspects of
it also
personal
benefits themthat
background
by may
keeping
affect
them
a students’
focused for
longer periods
score.
It is important
of timeto(Donham,
consider 2011).
the
Relatedly,
students
that
teachers
make up
emphasize
the population
the need
in to
our
remember
nation’s
classrooms.
that the laptop
The isU.S.
a tool,
is onand
a the
potential of
trajectory
tothe
continue
tool isto
only
become
realized when
students and diverse
increasingly
teachers(Ball
desire
& to
Tyson,
learn 2011;
and
work hard
Boske
& Benavente-McEnery,
to demonstrate their 2010).
mastery of
concepts. especially, are the group of
Hispanics,
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset
of Distraction
the U.S. population
(Hemphill
&
Manage
by Promoting
SelfVanneman,
Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
Regulation,2011;
Self-Discipline
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
Fried (2008) found
approximately
12%that
of people
students
agewho
fiveused
and
laptops
over
in the
in aU.S.
traditional
are Hispanic
lecture-style
(Robinson,
university
2008).
Some
class
research
spent considerable
indicates thattime
there is
multitasking
an
achievement
andgap
received
between
lower
White
scores
students
on
recall
and
Hispanic
tests taken
students
after the
(Robinson,
lecture. Fried
2008;
notes that laptops
Rojas-LeBouef
& certainly
Slate, 2012;
haveLopez
their et.
place
al,
in
2007).
a classroom
Kober (2010)
specifically
cites that
designed
by eighth
for their
use,
grade,
butHispanic
the “unstructured
students are
useonly
of laptops
58% in

lecture
proficient
courses
in reading
is a disadvantage”
by 8th grade and
(2008,
only
p.
912).
56% of
Fried’s
Hispanic
research
high supports
school students
the notion
are
that
proficient
when in
students
readingpay
compared
more attention
to 81%toand
the
Internet
78% respectively
than the lecture,
for Whites.
assessment scores
decrease; furthermore, this study’s outcomes
reflect
Achievement
the multitasking
gaps can myth.
be attributed to a
The Multitasking
variety
of factors.Myth
Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
A traditional
education
may
teacher
have play
believes
a roletheinlaptops
the ability
have
to
connect
taughtwith
students
diverse
“how
groups
to multitask
of students
and
still be&effective.”
(Ball
Tyson, 2011;
In Brain
Darling-Hammond
Rules for Baby,
&
Bransford,
Medina (2010)
2005).
asserts
Some
that
studies
the best
have
predictor
suggested
of academic
that
success
variables
is not
of IQ,
income,
but selfparental
education
control. The
andhuman
occupation,
brain chooses
and immigration
relevant
status
stimulimay
fromplay
other
a role
options,
in Hispanic
and executive
students’
reading
functiondevelopment
allows the brain
(Grouws,
to stay1992;
on task
Pond,
and
1999).
avoid unproductive
Understanding
distractions.
the factorsStudents
that hinder
or
from
support
this sample
literacywould
development
agree with
is important
Medina;
as
they
research
feel that
has
reminding
indicatedthemselves
a link between
of future
literacy
goals and
development
consideringand
the achievement
rewards and later
on
punishments
in life (Billings,
involved
2009;
withDickinson
seeking outside
&
Tabors,
distractions
2002;
is the
Herbers
key toet staying
al., 2012).
on task
during class.
Family
involvement
is one found
aspecthimself
that this
Ever since
the first human
study
aims
look at
closely.
Family
learning
to to
survive
onmore
this earth,
human
may
play
an experienced
instrumentalthe
roledouble-edged
in literacy
beings
have
development
among children
(Billings,
sword that is distraction.
When
that early
2009;
2004; Whitehurst
et al., 1988).
human,Ortiz,
for example,
was reverently
Moreover,
family’ssunset,
incomehecan
afford
watching a abeautiful
would
notfor
additional
opportunities
learning
or be
survive if he
did not alsofor
hear
a hungry
lion
restricted
by financial
implications.
approaching.
Today, this
might look Poverty
like a
is
a greatwho
issue
facing many
students
today.
student
is putting
together
a beautiful
Berliner
(2006)
points outinthat
poverty
is the
PowerPoint
presentation
class
who loses
issue
that when
is most
plaguing
student
his focus
a peer
laughs
loudly in the
achievement
that students
hallway. His and
attention
shifts forofaurban
moment,
minority
andbring
poor it
students
are give
below that of
and he must
back. We
their
middle-class
peers.
“Atime,
majority
continuous
partial white
attention
all the
and
of
school-age
Latino
children
are task for a
it can
be difficult
to focus
on one
economically
disadvantaged.
More
than
long time (Jackson,
2008). In this
sample,
one-fourth
(27%)
from
families with
most students
treatcome
online
distractions
as
incomes
belowthan
the poverty
level,
and in
rewards rather
as the loud
laughter
another
33%that
are might
near poor”
(Kober,
2010,
the hallway
distract
a student
forp.
3).
just a few seconds. Hembrooke & Gay
(2003) find that students who keep their
laptops closed during class have higher test
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scores
content
ascertains
taught during
the concern
that class.
over
They
children
note,
andhowever,
reading that
in the
thefollowing:
key factor for
those
“Reading
who and
keepwriting
their laptops
are passports
open during
to
class
achievement
is the length
in many
of browsing
other curricular
time. areas,
and literacy education plays an important
There
role inare
moving
different
people
types
outofofmultitasking;
poverty toward
one
greater
typeself-sufficiency
involves doingpost-graduation.
more than one thing
at
Schools
exactlyand
thehome
sameenvironments
time, such as share
driving and
listening
responsibility
to thefor
radio,
literacy
or cooking
skill development”
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while
(p. 8). talking to one’s spouse. The other type
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task
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to another;
does not
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come to the
of this
classroom
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a
found
blank slate,
in someone
however,
writing
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essay for
withone
class
experiences
and then
that
quickly
shape reading
the students’
Facebook
messages.
approach toThe
school,
first type
ability
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to perform,
parallel
and
processing,
comprehension.
and the
Research
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type is called
that
task-switching
parental involvement
(Gasserin&a Palfrey,
students’2009).
Gasser
schooling
& Palfrey
can greatly
(2009)
impact
find how
that the first
child
type
succeeds
of multitasking
(Auerbach, (parallel
1997; Gaitan,
processing)
2012;
may
Ortiz,increase
2004). efficiency, while the second
type (task-switching) “can decrease
efficiency,
Because reading
especially
and literacy
if those are
tasks
important
demand
more
to understandings
challenging cognitive
in the fieldprocesses”
of education,
(p.
17).
this study will focus on the analysis of data
Students
relating toand
reading
teachers
achievement
must understand
scores of
(and
many
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already
students
do) that
and parallel
aspects of
processing
personal is
abackground
great skill to
that
learn
mayinaffect
school
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(e.g., let a file
download
score. It iswhile
important
reading
to consider
the day’sthe
assignment).
students that make
Students
up the
should
population
be advised
in our
that
task-switching,
nation’s classrooms.
however,
The can
U.S.beishazardous
on a
to
trajectory
their mental
to continue
health (Fried,
to become
2008;
Kraushaar
increasingly
&diverse
Novak,(Ball
2010).
& Teachers
Tyson, 2011;
in the
sample
Boske &already
Benavente-McEnery,
do a great job of2010).
helping
students
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to especially,
avoid task-switching
are the group
through
of
lessons
individuals
that that
involve
are the
challenging
fastest growing
assignments,
subset of the U.S.
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deadlines, (Hemphill
and engaging
&
material
Vanneman,
that2011;
keepsHumes,
studentsJones,
so engaged
& Ramirez
that
they
2011;doKober,
not have
2010).
enough
Moreover,
time to become
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approximately
and seek 12%
online
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School
and
administrators
over in the U.S.are
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Hispanic
wise to(Robinson,
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that
2008).
block
Some
websites
research
thatindicates
typicallythat
distract
there is
students,
an achievement
such asgap
Facebook
betweenand
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Twitter.
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and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Another
Rojas-LeBouef
idea that
& emerges
Slate, 2012;
fromLopez
the analysis
et. al,
is
2007).
that ofKober
teaching
(2010)
students
cites that
not only
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information
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literacy skills,
are only
but58%
also how

to
proficient
self-regulate
in reading
whenby
it comes
8th grade
to online
and only
distractions.
56% of Hispanic
Teachers
high report
schoolthat
students
altering
are the
assessment
proficient instyle
reading
fromcompared
paper andtopencil
81% and
tests
to
78%
ExamView,
respectively
an for
electronic
Whites.testing system,
helped one student because the software
presented
Achievement
her with
gapsone
canquestion
be attributed
at a time,
to a
thus
variety
helping
of factors.
her focus
Certainly,
better (Corn,
the dominance
2009).
Differentiated
of monolinguistic,
assessment
white female
practices
teachers
may in
become
education
themay
norm
have
as play
their aadvantages
role in the ability
become
to connect
apparent
with diverse
over time.
groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Carr
Bransford,
(2010)2005).
assertsSome
that the
studies
activity
have
of
allowing
suggestedone’s
that variables
mind to focus
of income,
on irrelevant
parental
information
education and
rather
occupation,
than thatand
which
immigration
is
meaningful
status may play
and arelevant
role in signals
Hispanic
“astudents’
reversal
of
reading
the early
development
trajectory(Grouws,
of civilization:
1992; We
Pond,
are
evolving
1999). Understanding
from cultivators
theof
factors
personal
that hinder
knowledge
or support literacy
into hunters
development
and gatherers
is important
in the
electronic
as researchdata
has forest”
indicated
(p.a2).
link
Researchers,
between
educators,
literacy development
and policy and
makers
achievement
must consider
later
what
on in exactly
life (Billings,
is lost 2009;
when students
Dickinson
are&not
taught
Tabors,skills
2002;toHerbers
help them
et al.,
manage
2012).
online
distractions.
Family
involvement
is one Ways
aspectto
that
this
Teachers
are Developing
Manage
study
aims
to
look
at
more
closely.
Family
Distraction
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development
among
children methods
(Billings,that
This study reveals
numerous
2009;
Ortiz,
Whitehurst
et al.,I 1988).
teachers
use 2004;
to manage
distraction.
Moreover,
a family’s
income can
afford for
received intriguing
responses
during
additional
for learning
beare
interviews,opportunities
and the methods
teachersor
use
restricted
implications.
Poverty
as nuancedbyasfinancial
the individuals
themselves.
is
a great
issuecites
facing
manymethods
studentsused
today.
The
literature
various
to
Berliner
(2006)
points
out that poverty
is the
help students
avoid
distraction
in high-tech
issue
thatenvironments
is most plaguing
student2010),
learning
(Johnson,
achievement
and that response
students of
urban
including: classroom
systems
minority
students
below
that of
(clickers)and
andpoor
music
(Cole, are
2010;
Johnson,
their
middle-class
white
peers.
“Abeginning
majority
2010);
setting ground
rules
at the
of school-age
children
areincluding a
the semesterLatino
for wireless
use,
economically
More
than
once-per-classdisadvantaged.
period “no laptop
time”
one-fourth
come fromAdvice
families
(Wireless in(27%)
the Classroom:
forwith
incomes
below the
level, and
Faculty, 2011);
andpoverty
using monitoring
another
areinvolves
near poor”
(Kober,
2010, p.
software33%
which
a range
of benefits
3).
and drawbacks (Corn, 2009; Robinson,
Brown, & Green, 2007). Teachers in this
sample made use of each method except for
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classroom
response
ascertains
systems
theand
concern
monitoring
over
software
children and
(although
readingthe
insample
the following:
school does
utilize
“Reading
school
andwide
writing
filters
arefor
passports
certain to
websites).
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving
peopleby
outIllustrating
of poverty toward
Manage
Distraction
the
greater self-sufficiency
post-graduation.
Relevance
of Technology
Schools and home environments share
Teachers
responsibility
recognize
for literacy
that the
skill
world
development”
is much
flatter
(p. 8). now that most of its inhabitants are
connected through the World Wide Web
(Friedman,
A student does
2005).
notGlimps
come to(2008)
the classroom
recognizes
a
the
blank
need
slate,
for however,
Americanbut
schools
is riddled
to better
with
prepare
experiences
children
that shape
with physical
the students’
and health
disabilities
approach tofor
school,
a globalized
ability to
workplace.
perform, and
She
points
comprehension.
out the need
Research
for students
indicates
to learn
that
about
parental
a global
involvement
world. in
This
a students’
may be done
particularly
schooling can
through
greatlysocial
impact
studies
how the
courses,
child
which
succeeds
have
(Auerbach,
traditionally
1997;
taught
Gaitan,
a blend
2012;
of
disciplines,
Ortiz, 2004).including geography, civics,
history, and anthropology. Glimps
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

recommends
adding more
proficient in reading
by 8thcomparative
grade and only
religion
and foreign
language
courses to
56% of Hispanic
high
school students
arethe
curriculum
aid withcompared
the 21st century
proficient intoreading
to 81% and
concern
of globalization,
which aligns with
78% respectively
for Whites.
two NETS*S components: Communication/
Collaboration
Achievement and
gapsDigital
can beCitizenship.
attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
This
study illustrates
howfemale
1:1 learning
canin
of monolinguistic,
white
teachers
help
students
for the
myriad
education
mayprepare
have play
a role
in the ability
distractions
that diverse
are available
in
to connect with
groupstoofthem
students
college
beyond
through
five major &
(Ball & and
Tyson,
2011;
Darling-Hammond
themes
(see2005).
Table 2).
Data
supports
Bransford,
Some
studies
havethe first
theme,
“Manage
distraction
by incorporating
suggested
that variables
of income,
parental
project
thatand
students
enjoy,”and
through
education
occupation,
immigration
reminders
make
learning
hands-on
and
status mayto
play
a role
in Hispanic
students’
skills.
Students
reflective
of the 21st century
reading development
(Grouws,
1992;
Pond,
enjoy
when teachers utilize
newthat hinder
1999).it Understanding
the factors
technologies
for class,
even if theisteacher
or support literacy
development
important
needs
help from
students atolink
make
the
as research
has indicated
between
technology
work correctly.
literacy development
and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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Table
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proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
Themes
childrenand
and lessons
readinglearned.
in the following:
56% of Hispanic high school students are
“Reading and writing are passports
to Learned
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
Theme
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achievement
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areas, hands-on;
78%
respectively
for Whites.for class. By
Manage
Distraction
Make learning
utilize
new technologies
and literacy education
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Incorporating
Projects plays
that anpersonalizing
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toward
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Enjoy people out of poverty
interested
and engaged.Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
greater self-sufficiency
variety of factors.
Certainly, the
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Manage
Distraction by post-graduation.
Use students’ love of socializing
to your advantage;
have
them
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and
home
environments
share
of
monolinguistic,
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female
teachers
Incorporating Challenging collaborate on documents or complete problem-solving activitiesinas
responsibility for literacy skilladevelopment”
education may have play a role in the ability
Assignments
group.
(p.
8).
to connect
with can
diverse
groups of students
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While filters and monitoring
software
aid distraction,
the best
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& Tyson,
Darling-Hammond
&
Promoting Self-Regulation, way to keep your students
is to2011;
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them. Have an open
A
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does
not
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to
the
classroom
a
Bransford,
2005).
Some
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have
Self-Discipline
discussion with students about how you define online distraction;
blank slate, however, but is riddled
with that minimizing
suggested
thatorvariables
income,
parental
recognize
windows
viewingof
outside
resources
experiences that shape the students’
education
and
occupation,
and
immigration
might be aiding student learning rather than hindering it. Consider
approach to school, ability to perform,
status
play
a role
in Hispanic
students’
allowing and
students to listen
to may
music
while
working
on individual
comprehension. Research indicates
that and discussing
reading
developmenttechniques
(Grouws, 1992;
Pond,
assignments
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development
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Because reading
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Illustrating
the Relevance
history;
learning is changing
continuous
to
understandings
in
the
field
of
education,
of Technology
development and the courage to try new teaching methods is
this study will focus on the analysis
of data
imperative.
Family involvement is one aspect that this
relating to reading achievement scores of
study aims to look at more closely. Family
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
may play an instrumental role in literacy
background that may affect a students’
development among children (Billings,
score. It is important to consider the
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
students that make up the population in our
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
additional opportunities for learning or be
trajectory to continue to become
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
is a great issue facing many students today.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
issue that is most plaguing student
individuals that are the fastest growing
achievement and that students of urban
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
minority and poor students are below that of
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
of school-age Latino children are
approximately 12% of people age five and
economically disadvantaged. More than
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
2008). Some research indicates that there is
incomes below the poverty level, and
an achievement gap between White students
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
3).
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%
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schooling can greatly impact how the child
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Ortiz, 2004).

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
CONCLUSIONS
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As
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proficient
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and
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78% respectively
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professional
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study
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of instructional
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(Grouws,
1992; Pond,
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factors
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literacy development
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distractions,
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prepare
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Tabors, students
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uninterrupted learning.

Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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